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	1.1
	
Purpose of Effort and Degree of Perfornnte
The overall objective of the work has been to identify potential
interface compatibility problems associated with interfacing OFT payload
elements with Orbiter communications and data-handling elements that would
result from payload or Orbiter failure to meet interface requirements con-
tained in the Orbiter/cargo standard interface specification (NASA JSC
ICD 2-19001). The ;atential interface compatibility problems can be asso-
ciated with either attached payloads in the payload bay or detached pay-
loads communicating with the Orbiter via an RF link.
Evaluation of the attached payload/Orbiter interfaces was made
by investigating interface problem areas experienced between the IUS and
the Orbiter since similar problems could be expected for other payloads.
Some of the principal accomplishments made by Axiomatix during this eval-
uation are listed below:
(1) Identification of the four basic cases of attached
payload interface problems, i.e.:
(a) Orbiter subsystems are in the design development stage;
therefore, interface requirements have changed as the Orbiter subsystem
design matured
(b) ICD 2-19001 reflects current subsystem design speci-
fications but some externally derived requirements such as TDRSS user
requirements are not reflected in Orbiter subsystem specifications; hence.,
they are not in the ICD
(c) Not all Orbiter subsystem capabilities are presented
in the payload/Orbiter ICD's
(d) In some cases, payload/Orbiter ICD revision notices
(PIRN's) have been made but these changes have not appeared in the Orbiter
subsystem specification.
(2) Identification of areas of interface design difficulties:
(a) Each Orbiter signal-processing/data-handling unit
has different payload interface requirements
(b) Digital interfaces with Orbiter subsystems have
conflicting requirements when cable effects are taken into account.
2(3) Recommendation of approach to resolve payload/Orbiter
interface problems
(a) Identify payload user constraints
(b) Assess performance degradation for varying user
constraints
(c) Develop payload/Orbiter interface design handbook.
When Axiomatix undertook to evaluate the detached payload inter-
faces with the Orbiter, it was found that these interfaces were not ade-
quately defined in ICD 2-19001. Therefore, Axiomatix undertook the task
of updating the ICD to include the interfaces as defined by the require-
ments and capabilities of the Orbiter subsystems--Payload Interrogator
(PI), Payload Signal Processor (PSP), and the Communication Interface
Unit (CIU). The principal accomplishments made by Axiomatix to provide
clearly defined detached payload interfaces in the ICD are listed below:
(1) Provide a preliminary definition of the detached payload
interfaces for review by Rockwell and NASA/JSC (Appendix II)
(2) Review the rough draft version of Rockwell Interface
Revision Notice (IRN SD-152A) developed from the Axiomatix preliminary
interface definition (Appendix III)
(3) Provide an updated detached payload interface definition
to reflect changes in the PI, PSP and CIU as a result of PIRN's on these
Orbiter subsystems (Appendix IV)
(4) Provide formulations of the minimum payload EIRP require-
ments for the PI/PSP combination (Appendix V)
(5) Provide restrictions on modulation forms for nonstandard
detached payloads (Appendix VI), that is, payloads which use the bent-pipe
capability of the Orbiter Ku-band Signal Processor (KuSP)
(6) Revise with Rockwell and NASA/JSC the IRN SD-152A to
include the correct interface information due to changes resulting from
the Critical Design Reviews (CDR'S) for the PI, PSP and CIU (Appendix VII)
(7) Update IRN SD-152C to reflect the most recent Orbiter
specifications and capabilities in terms of required flux density for
payloads to communicate with the Orbiter (Sect i on 5.0).
3	
1.2	 ralAppmach-12 OwActs
While performing the activities required by this contract,
Axiomatix has worked closely with the cognizant NASA personnel, the Orbiter
prune contractor (Boeing Aerospace Company), and the IUS, CIU and Orbiter
payload communications equipment (PI and PSP) subcontractor (TRW Defense
and Space Group). A vital part of this activity has involved Axiomatix
attendance and participation in reviews with NASA, Rockwell and Boeing as
shown in Figure 1.1. The tasks and reviews shown in this figure follow.
the principal accomplishments listed in the previous section.
The work performed under this contract was strongly interrelated
to parallel efforts. The Axiomatix support for PDR's of the PI and PSP
was provided through Contract NAS 9-15792, while the support for the CDR's
was provided through Contract NAS 9-16067, Exhibit A. Axiomatix support
for the IUS and CIU reviews and design critiques was provided through Con-
tracts MS 9-15409C and 9-16067, Exhibit A. This Axiomatix support to the
hardware design development yielded an invaluable background to the details
of the hardware design for evaluating potential interface problems. The
overall payload/Orbiter/TDRSS (GSTDN) system support for Axiomatix was
provided through Contracts NAS 9-15240 and 9-16067, Exhibit B. This
Axiomatix support to the overall system ties together the various payload-
related equipment as well as yielding an extensive insight into how the
payload/Orbiter interface issues relate to the total system. Hence,
Axiomatix is in a unique position to recommend resolution to payload/Orbiter
interface problems for either a design change or an operational workaround.
	
1.3
	 Contents of the Final Report
There are three sections and seven appendices which address
various aspects and details of the payload/Orbiter interface issues.
Section 3.0 contains the payload/Orbiter functional command sig-
nal flow and telemetry signal flow. Included in the section on command
signal flow are functional descriptions of the various Orbiter communica-
tion/vionic equipment involved in processing a command to a payload
either from the ground through the Orbiter or by the payload specialist
on the Orbiter. Similarly, in the section on telemetry signal flow, func-
tional descriptions of the various Orbiter comounication/avionic equipment
involved in processing telemetry data by the Orbiter and transmitting the
processed data to the ground are presented.
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5Section 4.0 contains the results of the attached payload/Orbiter
signal-processing and data-har4ling system evaluation. The causes of the
majority of attached payload/Orbiter interface problems are delineated.
Appendix I is the viewgraphs used to present the results of the attached
paylood/Orbiter system evaluation to NASA JSC on August 27, 1979. The
remaining portion of Section 4.0 presents the Axiomatix recommendations to
resolve future payload/Orbiter interface problems and provide more detailed
design information to the payload -Asigner attempting to interface with
the Orbiter.
Finally, Section 5.0 presents the development of an update to
ICD 2-19001 for detached payloads. Appendices II through VII are the docu-
inents developed by Axiomatix and Rockwell to arrive at the ICD 2-19001
update. The last part of Section 6.0 presents the changes necessary to
the most recent IR.N SD-152C (Appendix VII) as a result of the PI and PSP
CDR's that have occurred since IRN SD-1520 was issued on March 7, 1980.
Also, a W l,),.ed set of required flux density values for a detached payload
to communicate with the Orbiter is presented in Section 5.0. This refined
set of required flux density values incorporates the latest Orbiter capa-
bilities and design specification changes.
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2.0	 INTRODUCTION
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2.1
	 Statent of Work
2.1.1	 Objectives
N81"20 *.59
It
1s
It
I
it
The objectives of this contract were to identify and resolve
potential problems associated with Interfacing payload elements with
Orbiter communications and data-handling elements such as the Ku-band
signal processor (KuSP), payload signal processor (PSP), payload inter-
rogator (NI), payload data interleaver (PDI) and payload recorder (PR),
and to assure the proper integration of payload and Orbiter communica-
tions elements such that acceptable end-to-end system performance will
be achieved.
2.1.2	 Stipulated Tasks
The contract statement of work calls out the following tasks.
"Task #1 - OFT Payload Interface Compatibility Analyses - The
contractor shall,  t roug analysis and/or simulation,  dentify
potential interface compatibility problems (associated with
interfacing OFT payload elements such as IUS, CIU, TDRS and
PAM with Orbiter communications and data handling elements,
i.e., the Ku-band signal processor, payload signal processor,
payload interrogator, payload data interleaver, and payload
recorders) that would result from payload or Orbiter failure
to meet interface requirements contained in the Orbiter/cargo
standard interface specification (NASA JSC ICD 2-19001).
The contractor shall review Orbiter hardware documentation
(procurement specifications, test documentation, etc.) per-
taining to the above listed Orbiter elements, and existing
payload interface hardware system design documentation as
provided by NASA, for compatibility with the standard inter-
face specification and payload ICR's."
"The contractor shall perform analyses of specific interface
issues involving IIJS, CIU, TDRS and PAM resulting from tech-
nical interface discussions with the candidate payloads during
the performance period of this contract. The results of these
analyses will be used by JSC as a data base to support nego-
tiation of interface agreements and ICD's with the subject
payloads."
"Task s'2 - Problem Area Analyses and Resolution - The contrac-
or shall determine an—c assess viable aTtern tia ves to payload
system design, operational requirements, and/or interface
configurations whim will allow resolution or workaround of
problems identified under task #1. Problems identified that
are due to Orbiter failure to meet interface specifications
shall be assessed and viable solutions shall be proposed."
I
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2.1.3
	
General Approach
Potential interface compatibility problems can be associated
with either attached payloads in the payload bay or detached payloads
communicating with the Orbiter via an RF link.	 The effort under this con-
tract was divided between an evaluation of the attached payload/Orbiter
interfaces and of the detached payload/Orbiter interfaces.	 Evaluations
of these interfaces were made by investigating interface problem areas
experienced between the IUS and the Orbiter. 	 To this end, Axiomatix worked
closely with the cognizant NASA personnel, the Orbiter prime contractor
(Rockwell	 International), the IUS prime contractor* (Boeing Aerospace Co.)
and the IUS, CIU and Orbiter payload cc-rmunication equipment subcontra
(TRW Defence and Space Group).
Figure 2.1 presents the subtasks which Axiomatix undertook to
accomplish evaluations of the payload/Orbiter interfaces.	 In addition,
Figure 2.1 shows the interrelation between the interface evaluations and
the IUS and Orbiter payload communication hardware development.	 Since
both the IUS and the Orbiter payload communication hardware are in the
development stage, new potential	 interface issues occur as the systems
mature.	 The preliminary and critical design reviews (PDR's and CDR's)
provide very important forums to identify potential interface problem
areas.	 Therefore, interface Evaluations in many cases must be updated
following the design reviews.
To perform the evaluation of the attached payload/Orbiter inter-
faces, Axiomatix reviewed ICD 2-19001 and the IUS/Orbiter-unique ICD.
Also, as background for the ICD requirements, Axiomatix reviewed the
Orbiter subsystem specifications.	 In order to discover details of the
IUS/Orbiter interface problems, Axiomatix attended the IUS/Orbiter work-
ing group meetings and specially called meetings with Boeing and Rockwell.
Both past and current IUS/Orbiter interface problems were reviewed to
establish if similar problems might be encountered by future payloads
attempting to interface with Orbiter subsystems. 	 Results of the evalu-
ation were reviewed with NASA over the past year.
The detached payload interfaces were not adequately defined in
ICD 2-19001 so Axiomatix was tasked by NASA to rewrite Section 8.3 of
ICD 2-19001 to properly define these interfaces. 	 The first Axiomatix
r3vision to this ICD was denoted Revision 1 	 and dated May 3, 1979.
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Rockwell issued its rough draft version of Section 8.3 (IRN SD-152A) on
October 3, 1979. Axiomatix reviewed IRD SD-:52A and updated its own ver-
sion of Section 8.3 and also issued Revision 2 on January 2, 1980. Fol-
lowing release of Revision 2, NASA, Axiomatix and Rockwell personnel met
January 21-23, 1980 to update and correct IRN SD-152A. 'rhe result of the
NASA/Axiomatix/Rockwell review was the Rockwell IRN SD-1528, issued
February 28, 1980. there were some small changes made after the initial
review of IRN SD-152B and the marked-up IRN was reissued on March 7,
1980 as IRN SD-152C. Since IRN SD-152C was issued, Axiomatix and Rockwell
t	 have had additional reviews to revise and update portions of IRN SD-152C,
The results of these reviews and the Axiomatix recommendations for changes
to IRN SD-152C and ICD 2-19001 are presented in Section 5.0 of this report.
2.1.4
	 Continuity with Previous Work
The previous stages of this contract (i.e., NAS 9-15604A and
NAS 9-15604B) have provided aids to the payload communication system
design. Contract N4S 9-15604A produced a report, "Guidelines for Choosing
and Evaluating Payload Frequencies," Under Contract NAS 9-15604B, a hand-
book, "Users' Handbook for Payload-Shuttle Data Communication," was provi-
ded. Therefore, the present stage of the contract for resolving potential
interface problems for attached and detached payloads was a logical follow-
t	 on effort.
2.1.5	 Relationship to Parallel Work
The work performed under this contract was strongly interrelated
to parallel efforts. Axiomatix support for PDR's of the PSP and PI was
provided through Contract NAS 9-15792 while support for the CDR's was pro-
vided thorugh Contract NAS 9-16067, Exhibit A. Axiomatix support for the
IUS and CIU reviews and design critiques was provided through Contracts NAS
9-15409C and NAS 9-16067, Exhibit A. This Axiomatix support to the hard-
ware design development yielded an invaluable background to the details of
the hardware design for evaluating potential interface problems. The over-
all payload/Orbiter/TDRSS (GSTD) system support for Axiomatix was provided
through Contracts NAS 9-15240 and NAS 9-16067, Exhibit B. This Axiomatix
support to the overall system ties together the various payload-related
equipment as well as yielding an extensive insight into how the payload/
Orbiter interface issues relate to the total system. Hence, Axiomatix is
f
10
in a unique position to recommend resolution to payload/Orbiter interface
i	 problems for either a design change or an operational workaround.
2.2	 Organization of the Final Report
There are three sections and seven appendices which address var-
ious aspects and details of the payload/Orbiter interface issues.
Section 3.0	 is the payload/Orbiter functional command sig-
nal flow and telemetry s-jr.6 flow. Included in the section on command
signal flow are functional descriptions of the various Orbiter communication/
avionic equipment that are involved in processing a command to a payload
either from the ground through the Orbiter or by the payload specialist on
the Orbiter. Similarly, in the section on telemetry signal flow, functional
descriptions of the various Orbiter communication/avionic equipment that
are involved in processing telemetry data by the Orbiter and transmitting
the processed data to the ground are presented.
Section 4.0 contains the results of the attached payload/Orbiter
signal-processing and data-handling system evaluation. The causes for the
majority of the attached payload/Orbiter interface problems are delineated.
Appendix I contains viewgraphs used to present results of the attached
payload/Orbiter system evaluation to NASA JSC on August 27, 1979, The
remaining portion of Section 4.0 presents Axiomatix recormiieridations to
resolve future payload/Orbiter interface problems and provide more detailed
design information to the payload designer attempting to interface with
the Orbiter.
Finally, Section 5.0 presents the development of an update to
ICD 2-19001 for detached payloads. Appendices II through VII are documents
developed by Axiomatix and Rockwell to arrive at the ICD 2-19001 update.
The last part of Section 5.0 presents the changes necessary to the most
recent IRN SO-1520 (Appendix VII) as a result of the PI and PSP CDR's that
have occurred since IRN SD-152C was issued on March 7, 1980. Also, a
refined set of required flux density values for a detached payload to
communicate with the Orbiter is presented in Section 5.0. This refined
set of required flux density values incorporates the latest Orbiter capa-
bilities and design specification changes.
R	 I 
2.3
	 Recommendations for Future Effort.
As a result of the attached payload/Orbiter signal-processing
and data-handling system evaluation, Axiomatix recommends that an overall
system study be performed which will provide the payload communication
system designer with:
t
	
	 (1) Payload user constraints derived from Orbiter subsystem
design requirements and capabilities and from TDRSS user constraints
(2) Performance degradation based on varying user constraint
compliance
(3) "Designer's Handbook" which will show in detail methods of
designing interface circuitry to meet all Orbiter and TDRSS user
constraints.
4
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3.0	 PAYLOAD SIGNAL-PROCESSING/DATA-HA ►IOLING EQUIPMENT
t
	
	
The Orbiter payload signal-processing/data• ,•handling equipment
has two primary functions: first, to ;rocess command data to the payloads
and, second, to process telemetry data feom the payloads. These functions
can be performed in one of two modes: (1) the attached mode (a hard-line
f	 umbilical) and (2) the detached mode (L-band or S-band RF link).
3.1
	 Orbiter/Payload Functional Command Signal Flow
Figure 3.1 presents the command signal flow from the Orbiter to
the payload in a functional form. For NASA missions, the payload signal
processor (PSP) sends commands directly to the payload in the attached
mode and through the payload interrogator (PI) in the detached mode. The
NASA commands come to the PSP from the general-purpose computer (GPC)
through a multiplexer/demultipler (MDM). For DOD missions, the communica-
tion interface unit (CIU) sends commands directly to the payload in the
attached mode and through the PT in the detached mode. The DOD commands
come to the CIU from the GPC through the MOM or directly from the Ku-band
signal processor (KuS'P). The commands from the KuSP and the network sig-
nal processor (NSP) which are passed througi the GPC are generated on the
ground and transmitted to the Orbiter using direct S-band network communi-
cation link or the S-band or Ku-band communication links through the track-
ing and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) A brief summary of the func-
tions of each of the units involved in the command signal flow is presented
in the next sections to delineate the interfaces where compatibility is
required and potential interface problems can occur.
3.1.1
	
Payload Transponder
The payload transponder shown in Figure 3.1 actually includes
the transponder to provide the RF link in the detached mode and a signal
processor to process the commands directly in the attached mode and
through the transponder in the detached mode.
NASA and DOD payload transponders are generically quite similar
in terms of their functions and architectures. NASA transponders are
standardized, with three mission-oriented types available: deep space
j	 transponders [for use with the Deep Space Network (DSN)], near-Earth
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transponders [for use with the space tracking and data network ground
stations (GSTDN)], and TD'.RSS transponders (for use with TDRSS or GSTDN).
	 {
DOD transponders interface with the USAF Satellite Control Facility (SCF).
Conspicuous differences between NASA and DOD transponders are
the forward link frequency bands and transponding ratios. The NASA
i	 receive frequency range is S-band (2025- 2120 MHz), while the DOD receive
frequency range is L-band (1760- 1840 MHz). The transmitter frequency is
related to the receiver frequency by a ratio of integers, called the coher-
ency (or turn-around) ratio. Both the NASA and DOD transmitter frequency
ranges are S-band (2200- 2300 MHz). The corresponding coherency ratios
are, for NASA, 240/221, and for DOD, 256/205.
Figure 3.2 is a block diagram of the typical payload transponder.
	
I
The forward link RF input is preselected, filtered for the frequency band
utilized [S-band for NASA and L-band for Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) and
DOD], and the input is then mixed down to the first IF. Further mixing
translates the first IF signal to the second IF, where the output from the
second IF amplifier is distributed to four phase detector/demodulator
functions.
The carrier-tracking loop functions to acquire and track the
residual carrier component of the input signal. A second-order tracking
loop is employed. Frequency and phase coherence are supplied from the VCO
to the synthesizer/exciter, where the coherent reference frequencies are
derived for the demodulation functions.
AGC is obtained through in-phase demodulation of the residual
carrier. The AGC voltage is filtered and applied to the first IF ampli-
fier to control the gain of the receiver. The AGC voltage is also filtered
and compared with a threshold to determine whether the carrier-tracking
loop is in or out of lock.
The command demodulator coherently recovers the command phase
modulation from the carrier. Spectral conditioning (in most cases, lim-
ited to lowpass filtering) is usually provided in the output to the signal
processor command detector. Typical transponder receiver operating and
performance parameters for commands are indicated in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. Typical Payload Transponder Receiver Characteristics
0 I	 Item
	 I	 Parameter and Range	 I
f
t
Receive Frequency Range:
L-Band Frequency (DOD)
S-Band Frequency (NASA)
Tracking Loop Bandwidth
Tracking Loop Order
AOC Dynamic Range
Command Channel Frequency Response
Noise Figure
l
1760- 1840 MHz
2025- 2120 MHz
18, 60, 200 or 2000 Hz
Second
100 d b
1- 130 kHz
5-8 dB
3.1.2	 Payload Intt ,rrogator (PI)
Basically, the PI is a transceiver consisting of a receiver and
a transmitter which ,ire frequency excited or referenced to a universal fre-
quency synthesizer that allows the PI to operate on any of 861 channel pairs.
The transmitter operates on two distinct bands--1763- 1840 MHz (L-band) and
2025- 2120 MHz (S-band) and the receiver covers the band 2200- 2300 MHz
(S-band). Table 3.2 lists the principal operating characteristics of the
transmitto-.
Figure 3.3 shows a functional block diagram for the P1. A
single RF sort connects the PI to the payload antenna cable as the payload
antenna serves to simultaneously receive and transmit signals. This port
connects into the receiver input and transmitter output through an assembly
known as the triplexer. The triplexer consists of six cavity-based band-
pass filters which divide the r-.:wiver band and both transmit bands approxi-
mately in half. The two band a<-signments, designated "high" and "low," are
used to provide payload communication w i th minimum interference to network
communications. When the PI is transmitting to a DOD payload in the fre-
quency band of 1763.7- 1799.7 MHz and receiving it, the frequency band of
2202.4- 2247.5 MHz, the S-rand network transponder transmits at 2287.5 MHz
and receives DOD operational signals at 1831.787 MHz. Alternately, when
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Table 3.2 Principal PI Transmitter Characteristics
t
4
l
I
the PI is transmitting to a DOD payload in the 1803.7- 1839.79 MHz band and
receiving in the 2252.4- 2297.5 MHz band, the the S-band network transponder
transmits at 2217.5 MHz and receives DOD operational signals at 1775.773 MHz.
Similarly, when the PI is transmitting to a NASA payload in the 2025.8 to
2072.56 MHz band and receiving in the 2200- 2250.75 MHz band, the network
transponder then transmits at 2287.5 MHz and receives NASA operational sig-
oals at 2106.406 MHz. Alternately, when the PI is transmitting to a NASA
payload in the 2072.68- 2119.79 MHz band and receiving in the 2250.875 to
2300.875 MHz band, the network transponder transmits at 2217.5 MHz and
receives NASA operational signals at 2041.947 MHz.
Frequency synthesis for both the receiver and tie transmitter is
based upon a master 80 MHz temperature-controlled crystal oscillator (TCXO).
Transmitter carrier phase modulation takes place at a fixed frequency which
is subsequently translated to the proper output frequency within the trans-
mitter synthesizer (TX). In order to frequency sweep the transmitter car-
rier, a VCXO sweep circuit is used, with its output also being input to the
transmitter synthesizer. Thus, the output of the transmitter synthesizer
is a discrete carrier, phase-modulated and frequency-swept signal with a nor
inal (no sweep) carrier frequency corresponding to the designated channel.
Parameter Value Units
L-Band Frequency Range 1763 - 1840 MHz
S-Band Frequency Range 2025 - 2120 MHz
Carrier Frequency Tolerance 0.001 %
Carrier Phase Noise 10 max degrees-RMS
Output Spurs < -65 dBc
Phase Modulator 0.2 to 2.5 radians
Frequency Sweep Ranges 75 1 5 kHz
55 ± 5 kHz
33 t 3 kHz
Frequency Sweep Rates 10 ± 3 kHz/sec
250 ± 75 Hz/sec
Power Level:	 High 37 to 42 dBm
Medium 27 to 32 dBm
Low 4 to 9 dBm
a	
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The transmitter synthesizer output is amplified to a level
necessary to drive either of the output power amplifiers. Separate power
amplifiers are used for L-band and S-band channels (respectively, LPA and
SPA). Only one amplifier may be on or active at a given time. Either amp-
le
	
	 lif'ier is capable of providing three selectable output power levels, as
listed in Table 3.2. Power amplifier output is switched into the appropri-
ate triplexer subband.
3.1.3	 Communication Interface Unit (CIU)
The current function of the CIU is to provide command and telem-
etry data conditioning between the Orbiter and the IUS transponder. The CIU
consists physically of four boxes and two control panels mounted in an Orbiter
standard console. The CIU accepts command data from one of five sources, as
follows:
(1) S-band MOM
(2) KuSP
(3) GN&C MDM
(4) Crew-generated data from control panel
(5) T-0 umbilical.
Input data is validated, formatted, modulated on an SGLS base-
band carrier (see Figure 3.4) at 1 k baud, and forwarded to one of six des-
'
	
	
tinations. In the attached mode, the CIU forwards the conditional command
data directly over hard Dine to one of two redundant IUS transponders on one
or two IUS's in the Orbiter payload bay. In the detached mode, the CIU for-
wards the conditioned command data tr, one of two redundant PI's for RF trans-
mission to the IUS transponder.
Ground-generated commands may be received from either the KuSP
or the NSP (through the GPC/MDM interface). Received as a continuous binary
data stream at 128 kbps from the KuSP and 1 Mbps bursts from the GPC/MDM,
they must be detected and buffered. The binary outputs of the buffers are
either 4 kbps or 2 kbps which, when converted to the ternary format, become
symbol rates of 2 ksps and 1 ksps, respectively. The input to the binary-
to-ternary converter consists of serial data plus clock (two lines) and the
output consists of the "S," "0," and "1" symbols plus crock (four lines).
20
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Crew-generated commands are input through the command generator
and verification unit which outputs them in the proper ternary format. A
priority selection switch determines whether ground or Orbiter-originated
commands will	 transmitted to the payload. The FSK/AM generator encodes
the ternary commands into the proper signal for transmission to the payload.
Three subcarrier tones of 65, 76 and 95 kHz (corresponding, respectively,
to the "S," 11 0," and "I" symbols) are employed in a time-serial manner.
The command rate clock, at one-half the symbol rate and in the form of a
triangular wave, is amplitude modulated onto the composite tone stream, as
shown in Figure 3.4. Attached payloads may receive either the ternary
baseband or tone command signals from the CIU.
Figure 3.5 shows a simplified block diagram of the CIU. Micro-
processor technology is fundamental to the CIU operation. The microproces-
sor performs frame synchronization, VCC extraction (required for DOD com-
mands) and command authentication, and determines command rejection. The
microprocessor also accepts GN&C data and provides the command generator
function to send GN&C or crew-generated command data to the FM/AM modula-
tor. The required binary-to-ternary conversion on the command data is
also performed by the microprocessor. Additional functions performed by
the microprocessor are CIU mode control and status display.
3.1.4
	
Payload Signal Processor (PSP)
Commands are handled by the PSP in such a manner as to (1) accept-
coi,unand messages in "burst" form and buffer store, (2) perform a validation
check, (3) rate convert to the appropriate bit rate and prefix with an idle
pattern, and (4) biphase modulate the serial command word onto a subcarrier.
r	 Data rates and signal characteristics for the command signal generation
portion of the processor are tabulated in Table 3.3.
A PSP command functional block diagram is presented in Figure 3.6.
As shnwn in this figure, PSP control/mode information and command data are
transferred to the PSP from the general-purpose computer (GPC) via the MDM
interface. For this purpose, a serial bilateral data bus operating at a
rate of 1 Mbps is employed. Also, over this same serial bus, the PSP is
able to transmit a status message to the GPC for the purpose of configu-
ration and command data validation. Input/output in the proper mode is
established to the PSP from the MDM using discrete (one-bit message) lines.
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Table 3.3. PSP Command Signal Characteristics
t
z
Parameter Value Units
Subcarrier Waveform Sinusoidal -
Subcarrier modulation PSK, ±90 Degrees
Subcarrier Frequency 16 kHz
Idle Pattern Alternating
"ones" b "zeros"
Bit Rates 2000 + 2 N , bps
N =	 0,1 ,2,... ,8
Within the PSP, a 1 MHz serial data interface Ic Provided which
performs data word detection and synchronization. All timing -is generated
from a master 12 MHz clock. The word validation logic examines the serial
interface output to (1) check the integrity of the Manchester data waveform,
(2) check parity, and (3) look for end-of-data identification. Failure to
pass any of these tests results in inhibiting the Manchester-to-NRZ con-
version operation.
All word-valid Manchester data is converted to serial NRZ-L
data, after which it is clocked into the dual buffer. The dual buffer con-
sists of two storage memories: one which receives current data at the
1 Mbps rate while the other is clocked out at a rate proportional to the
1.024 MHz clock. Thus, new command messages from the GPC/MDM may be
received and stored at the 1 Mbps rate while, at the same time, command
data may be transferred to the command subcarrier modulator at the selected
payload command bit rate.
The message-valid logic examines all messages received from the
GPC/MDM for illegal codes. Any illegal form detected is sufficient to in-
hibit further processing operations. A failure-to-pass message validation
is transmitted through the status message generator back to the GPC, and
a message repeat is requested.
The portion of the GPC message which corresponds to the PSP con-
figuration information is processed by the configuration control which,
in turn, is responsible for setting the PSP mode/operating parameters.
t
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Configuration status is t ransmitted back to the GPC via the status message
generator. Command message verification is also made using status message
=	 reportback to the GPC.
Valid command bits to be transmitted to the payload are clocked
from the command buffer at the proper bit, rate. Each command is prefixed
with a command idle pattern of alternating "ones" and "zeros." (In fact,
the command idle pattern can be transmitted any time when requested and in
lieu of actual command bits.) Command bits or idle pattern bits biphase
modulate a 16 kHz sinusoidal subcarrier which is output to the PI.
3.1.5	 Orbiter Network Communication Equipment
Command data reaches the Orbiter from the ground by use of the
network communication equipment. For commands, there are two sets of
equipment: (1) the S-band transponder and network signal processor (NSP),
and (2) the Ku-band receiver and Ku-band signal processor (KuSP).
3.1,5.1
	
S-band transponder and network signal processor (NSP)
The transponder is a multimode S-band communications unit which
operates in three primary modes (DOD direct, GSTDN direct, and GSTDN Hi-
Power/TDRS .relay) and several secondary modes. The transponder supports
full-duplex communication in any of the primary modes, provides Doppler
turn-around during coherent operation, and provides tone ranging turn-
around. Turn-around ranging is accomplished exclusively with tones on the
1.7 MHz subcarrier.
A block diagram of the network transponder is shown in Figure
3.7. The transponder receiver searches for, acquires, tracks and coher-
ently demodulates either residual carrier PM signals in the DOD or GSTDN
modes or suppressed carrier PSK signals in the TDRSS mode. Acquisition of
the spread spectrum code in the TDRSS mode is accomplished prior to carrier
acquisition. The receiver is configured as a Costas loop for carrier acqui-
sition and tracking. Symbol synchronization is performed in the NSP after
carrier acquisition.
In normal operation, the transmit frequency is coherently related
to the received frequency by either the DOD 256/205 or the NASA 240/221
transponding (turn-around) ratio. On the power-limited TDRSS relay links,
convolutional encoding is required, resulting in a symbol rate three times
Y
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i
the information rate. The composite link data rates are shown in
Table 3.4. The spectrum of the forward TDRS link is further spread to
reduce the power spectral density impinging on the earth's surface by com-
bining the coded data symbols with an 11.232 Mchips/s pseudonoise (PN)
sequence of length 1023. The performance parameters for the transponder
are presented in Table 3.5.
Table 3.4. Data Rates for Network PM Links
Composite Link Rate
Direct Relay	 ate	 coded)
Link Rate Channels Available (Bit Rate) (Symbol Rate)
Forward High Two 32 kbps voice 72 kbps 216 ksps
One 8 kbps command
(Ground
to Low
One 24 kbps voice 32 kbps 96 ksps
Orbiter) One 8 kbps command
This NSP performs the digital processing functions for the PM
links. A block diagram is shown in Figure 3.8. All receiver input data
first passes through the symbol synchronizer. Convolutionally encoded
TDRSS-relayed data passes to the Viterbi decoder, and encrypted DOD data
are output to an external COMSEC device, the output of which then goes to
the frame synchronizer decoder. Unencrypted input data go directly to the
frame synchronization decoder, the output of which drives the demultiplexer
(demux). Voice data from the demux are rate-buffered to either 24k bits./s
or 32k bits/s to the delta demodulators or the payload station ;then receiv-
ing digital voice data in the DOD mode. Command data are buffered to a BCH
(Base-Chaudhuri-Hocquengliem) error detection/correction decoder at a net
6.4k bit/s rate. The performance parameters for the network signal proces-
sor are in Table 3.6.
L0
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Table 3.5. S-Band Transponder Performance Specifications
1
RECEIVER (AMBIENT TEMPERATURE)
Noise Figure 8 dB Max
Doppler Accommodated ±55 kHz
Doppler Rate Accommodated t 5 kHz/s Max
Tone-Ranging Response (tl db) 1.5 to 1.9 MHZ
Tone-Ranging Delay '..1 us Max
Tone-Ranging Delay Variation 78.0 ns Max
Dynamic Range -30	 to -122 dBm Min
ACQUISITION PROBABILITY >0.9 IN 6 SECONDS
MINIMUM SIGNAL LEVEL
INTO TRANSPONDER
MODE MODULATION 32 kbps 72 kbps
STDN/SGLS Bi-^-L, PSK (No Ranging) -117.0 dBm -116.0 dBm
STDN Hi Power Bi-^-L, PSK*(No Tone
Ranging) -102.0 dBm -101.0 dBm
TDRS* Bi-^-L, PSK -103.0 dBm - 98.8 dBm
TDRS* Carrier Only -104.5 d8m -100.3 dBm
The tone ranging uplink signal shall
	
be turned off during acquisition.
Center frequency t 50 kHz.
*
Input noise power spectral density of -151 dBm/Hz, acquisition
probability > 0.9 in 12s for TDRS LO & HI data.
PN ACQUISITION TIMES
Pr/NO Average Acquisition Time Average Time
Seconds To Unlock
(dB-Hz) (Seconds)96 ksps 216 ksps
49.5 < 60 < N/A ;3600
51 < 20 >3600
53 < 30 >3600
54 < 10.0 c 10.0 ;31000
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Table 3.6 Network Signal Processor Performance
NSP Bit Synchronizer
Acquisition and Tracking Threshold SNR -5 dB
Hard Decision Uncoded Data Detection < 0.6 dB from theory
(-5 dB 4 SNR < 10.6 dB)
Acquisition Time:
Uncoded, SNR >	 0 dB 1 s max
Coded, SNR
	
> -3 dB 2 s max
NSP Viterbi Decoder
For BER 10 -1 to 10-6 < 1 dB from theory
NSP BCH Command Decoder
Probability of Undetected Error 10-18 max
3.1.5.2	 Ku-band receiver and Ku-band signal processor (KuSP)
An overall block diagram of the Ku-band forward link data sub-
system is shown in Figure 3.9. The characteristics of the received RF
signal are given in Table 3.7. The forward link RF carrier transmitted
by the TDRS is normally biphase-modulated with a modulo-two sum of data
and PN code where the data and PN clocks are asynchronous. The data for-
mat is biphase-L (Manchester) and the PN code is NRZ-L. The PN code -is
a 1023 symbol Gold Code.
The system actually has two data modes, as shown in Table 3.8.
In mode 1, the data rate is 216k bit/s as described above, and the data
stream is a time-multiplexed composite of 72k bits/s of "operational
data," 128 k bits/s of DOD command data to the CIU, and 16 k bits/s of
overhead used for frame synchronization and data demultiplexing. After
demultiplcxing, the 72k bits/s data are output in biphase-L format to
network signal processors 1 and 2 (NSP 1 and 2). The 128k bits,s data
are output in NRZ-L format, with clock to the payload and text-and-graphics.
In data mode 2, the received signal is demodulated and output directly to
NSP 1 and NSP 2 without bit synchronization or bit detection. In this
mode, the possible data rates are 32, 72, 96 or 216k bits/s and the data
`. x
	 format is always biphase-L.
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Table 3.7, Ku-Band Forward Link RF Signal Characteristics
i
Carrier frequency
Received wave polarization
Received wave axial ratia
Dynamic range of incident
Flux density
PN code length
PN code rate
PN code format
Mode 1 data rate
Mode 2 data rate
Data format (all modes)
Modulation (when present)
13.775 GHz t 1 01 kHz
Right-hand circular
1 dB max
- 1 13.5 dBW/m2 max
-126.9 dBW/m2 min
1023 symbols
3.028031 Mchips/s t 1 chip/s
NRZ-L
216 kbps t 22 bps
32 or 72 or 96 or 216 kbps
Biphase-L (Manchester)
Biphase
Table 3.8. Ku-Banc! Signal Processor Forward Link
Data Characteristics
w	
KuSP Interrface	 Type Rate or Bandwidth
Mode 1
Command/Text & Graphics--NSP	 Digital	 72 kbps Command
(1,2) and Text & Graphics	 128 kbps Text & Graphics
16 kbps Frame Sync
(Manchester)
Command/DOD Payload Command	 Digital
	
72 kbps Command
Data--NSP(1,2)/CIU	 128 kbps VID Payload
16 kbps Frame Sync	 I
(Manchester)
Mode 2
L
lp!rations Data--NSP(1,2)	 Digital	 32,72,96,216 kbps (Manchester)
r
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Figure 3.10 illustrates the functional processing of the KuSP
for data to be transmitted to the payload (i.e., the forward link). When
the forward link contains the normal S-band 216 kbps operational data of
the 72 kbps command data plus digital voice data, the data mode select is
set to transfer the data directly to NSP 1 and 2 without any processing
in the KuSP. Note that, in this data select position, tha possible data
rates are 32, 72, 96 and 216 kbps. When the 216 kbps forward link data
contains either text and graphics data ar DOD command date, then data
mode select is set to transfer the 72 kbps command data to NSP 1 and 2.
The 128 kbps DOD command data is actually 2 kbps which has been coded to
use the available 128 kbps data rate without having to modify the KuSP bit
synchronizer or frame synchronizer.
3.2	 Payload/ Orbiter Functional Telemetry Signal Flow
The payload/Orbiter functional telemetry signal flow is presented
in Figure 3.11. In the attached mode, the payload transponder signal pro-
cessor sends telemetry directly to the payload recorder (PR), payload data
interleaver (PDT), S-band FM signal processor (FMSP), or KuSP. In the
detached mode, telemetry is transmitted by the payload transponder to the
PI. For NASA missions with standard data formats, the telemetry data
passes from the PI to the PSP, which sends it to the PDT for data handling.
For D^D missions with standard data formats, the telemetry data passes from
the PI to the CIU, which distributes the processed data to the PR, PDI,
FMSP or KuSP for data handling. When nonstandard telemetry data formats
are used in the detached mode, the PI strips off the RF carrier and sends
the unprocessed data to the KuSP for transmission to the ground. This
mode is called the "bent-pipe" mode since the Orbiter performs no process-
ing of the telemetry data other than carrier translation.
A brief summary of the functions of each of the units involved
in the telemetry signal flow is presented in the next sections to deline-
ate the interfaces where compatibility is required and potential interface
problems can occur.
3.2.1
	 Payload Transponder
The payload transponder shown in Figure 3.11 actually includes
the transponder to provide the RF link in the detached mode and a signal
processor to process the telemetry data and interface with Orbiter data-
handling equipment in the attacned mode. The block diagram of a typical
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payload transponder was shown in Figure 3.2. As mentioned in subsection
3.1.1, the transmitter frequency is related to the receiver frequency by
a ratio of integers, called the coherency (or turn-around) ratio. Both
the NASA and DOD transmitter frequency ranges are S-band (2200- 2300 MHz).
The corresponding coherency ratios are, for NASA, 240/221, and for DOD,
256/205. Most transponders also have a turn-around ranging capability;
there is, however, no plan to make use of such ranging capability with
the payload/Orbiter link.
The synthesizer/exciter provides all reference frequencies to
the transponder. A reference oscillator supplies standard frequencies to
the receiver synthesizer, and coherence is provided by the receiver VCO.
Synthesized frequencies are distributed to the receiver mixers and phase
detectors And to the transmitter phase modulator through a frequency
multiplier.
The phase rodulator provides the means of modulating the return
link carrier with telemetry and ranging signals. Its output drives the
transmitter frequency ,multiplier, producing the required modulated carrier
signal in the S-band frequency range.
Finally, the power amplifier raises the modulo i S-band trans-
mitter signal to -the level required by the return link. For near-Earth
spacecraft, the power levels may range from a few hundred milliwatts to
several watts, while deep-space vehicles employ power levels on the order
of 100 W.
Typical transponder transmitter operating and performance
parameters are indicated in Table 3:9.
Table 3.9. Typical Payload Transponder Transmitter Characteristics
Item
	
Parameter and Range
Transmitter 17requency Range
	
2200 - 2300 MHz
Ranging Channel Freil lency Response
	
1 kHz to 1.2 MHz
Transmitter Phase Deviation
	
Up to 2.5 radians
Transmitter Output Power
	
200 mW to 5W*
^r
Up to 200 watts with external power amplifiers.
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3.2.2	 Payload Interrogator (PI)
The functional block diagram of the PI was presented in
Figure 3.3. As mentioned in subsection 3.1.2, the PI is basically a
transceiver which is frequency excited or referenced to a universal fre-
quency synthesizer that allows the PI to operate on any of 861 channel
pairs. The PI receiver covers the 2200- 2300 MHz band (S-band). Table
3.10 lists the principal operating characteristics of the PI receiver.
As shown in Figure 3.3, a single RF port connects the PI to the
payload antenna cable as the Orbiter payload antenna serves to simultan-
eously receive and transmit signals. This port connects into the receiver
input through an assembly known as the triplexer. The triplexer consists
of six cavity-based bandpass filters which divide the receiver band and
both transmit bands approximately in half to provide payload communication
with minimum interference to network communications, as discussed in sub-
section 3.1.2.
Immediately following the triplexer receive switch and located
at the input to the preamplifier is a power overload limiter. This lim-
iter functions to protect the FET preamplifier itself from any damage for
applied power levels as large as +36 dBm. The preamplifier output is
input through an image frequency-rejecting BPF to the -first mixer.
The function of the first mixer is to downtranslate the received
signal to a fixed intermediate frequency (IF) ,of 215 MHz: Since the input
signal carrier frequency may correspond to any one of the designated chan-
nels on they 2200- 2300 MHz range, the mixer reference supplied by the
receiver synthesizer (RX) must also cover a 100-MHz range (1985-2085 MHz).
Following this mixer is a wideband IF amplifier assembly (IFAS) consisting
of several stages of gain-controllable (AGC) amplification and bandpass
filters.
A second mixer further downconverts the 215 MHz first IF signal
to the 31 MHz second IF. The reference for this second mixer is derived
from the tracking loop VCXO, so the second mixer represents the input to
a quasilong loop phase-locked-loop (PLL) architecture. The second mixer
is followed by an IFAS. At the output of the IFAS, the signal is effec-
tively split into two principal channels.
I
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Table 3.10. Principal PI Receiver Characteristics
i
Parameter Value Units
Input Frequency Range 2200 - 2300 MHz
Input Signal
	
Level
_124 to +36 dBm
Operating Range
AGC Range -127 to -27 dBm
Noise Figure 7.0 max dB
Thresholds:	 Acquisition -120.0 dBm
Tracking -124.0 dBm
Acquisition Sweep Range:
Minimum 1112 kHz
Maximum x132 kHz
Nominal Acquisition Sweep 330 kHz/sec
Range
Frequency Rate Tracking 17 kHz/sec
False Lock Immunity Sidebands <-26 dBc
Tracking Bandwidth 3200 Hz
Maximum Phase Noise 15 Degrees-RMS
Throughput Bandwidth:
Minimum 4.3 MHz
Maximum 5.5 MHz
Output Signal
	
Regulation 2.0 ± 0.4 VRMS
Throughput. SNR Losses 2.1	 max dB
The wideband channel provides for modulation recovery and out-
put to the appropriate processing units. A wideband phase demodulator
referenced to a 31 MHz oscillator (which becomes phase coherent with
respect to the signal carrier component by virtue of the carrier-tracking
loop discussed subsequently) translates all of the signal first-order
.f
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sidebands to the lowpass or baseband frequency region. The baseband
waveform (which generally consists of signal-plus-noise) is then regulated
to a fixed RMS value prior to being output.
A second 31 MHz channel is narrowband (approximately 30 kHz IF
bandwidth) by virtue of the placement of a crystal BPF prior to two quad-
rature reference-driven demodulators. One of these demodulators, known as
0 the loop phase detector, produces a carrier frequency/phase error voltage
which is subsequently filtered and applied to the voltage control input of
the PLL VCXO. The VCXO output is frequency multiplied by a factor of 10,
whence it becomes the reference to the second mixer, thus completing the
t	 PLL circuit. For the conditions of proper PLL tracking, the frequency and
phase of the received signal discrete carrier component at the input to
the loop phase detector is in frequency-synchronous phase-quadrature with
the 31 MHz derived reference.
Prior to achieving a condition of phase lock, the frequency dif-
ference between the received signal and the receiver references may be very
large (> ±100 kHz). Thus, as an aid to attaining lock, the VCXO frequency
is swept over the uncertainty range by means of the sweep loop. Once a
state of lock is established, the sweep loop is disabled by the lock
detector circuit.
The second demodulator of the narrowband quadrature pair is known
as the coherent amplitude detector (CAD). If, when the PLL is locked, the
input and reference to the loop phase detector have a 90 0 phase difference,
the input and reference to the CAD then have a 0 1 phase relationship, As a
result, the CAD output is a direct (zero frequency) voltage with amplitude
proportional to the level of the received carrier. Such a voltage has two
distinct uses: (1) as a means of indicating phase lock, and (2) the basis
for receiver automatic gain control (AGC).
To implement a lock detector, the CAD output is input to a two-
pole small bandwidth LPF which is followed by a comparator referenced tU
a fixed threshold. When the PLL is out of lock, any direct signal compon-
ent and noise voltage appearing at the LPF output are essentially smaller
than the threshold so that the comparator output will indicate a "false"
or nut-of-lock status. Conversely, if the PLL is locked, the direct volt-
age appearing at the LPF output is sufficiently greater than the threshold
so that the comparator output becomes "true," indicating a state of in-lock.
I
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An AGC voltage is formed by simply offsetting the CAD output
t	 (i.e., adding a reference voltage, RC), lowpass filtering, and feeding thi?
result back to the voltage-controllable gain amplifiers within the first
and second IFAS's. Since AGC is also needed for receiver acquisition con-
ditions when the PLL is out of lock and no direct voltage is produced at
t	 the CAD output, a noncoherent AGC voltage is derived and used in this
state. The implementation involves rectifying the 31 MHz output of the
crystal BPF to obtain the AGC measure, adding a reference voltage RN, and
switching the result into the AGC LPF (in lieu of the CAD output). Switch-
.	 ing between noncoherent and coherent AGC is dependent upon which of the
respective voltages is the largest.
3.2.3	 Communication Interface Unit (CIU)
The current function of the CIU is to provide command and telem-
etry data conditioning between the Orbiter and the IUS transponder. The
CIU receives IUS telemetry over hard line (attached) and from the PI
(detached). In the attached or hard-line mode, the CIU receives data from
one of two IUS's and provides selected telemetry data (NRZ-L) to the COMSEC
and the PDI. The CIU provides the same telemetry data after NRZ-L to
biphase-L conversion for selection to the Payload Recorder (PR), FMSP or
KuSP. The CIU also receives NRZ-L data from the Wideband Data Interleaver
(WBDI) on the IUS and performs NRZ-L to biphase-L conversion. The WBDI
data is selected to be supplied to the PI, FMSP or KuSP. The IUS EMU
analog environmental data is received by the CIU for selection to the PR.
In the detached or RF modes, the CIU receives telemetry data from one of
the two PI's as a PSK subcarrier (1.024 MHz) frequency multiplexed with
rM/FM environmental data on a 1.7 MHz subcarrier. The CIU performs PSK
demodulation and bit synchronization to generate NRZ-L telemetry data and
clock to be supplied to the PDI. The same telemetry data is NRZ-L to
a	 biphase-L converted for selection to the PR, FMSP or KuSP. The CIU per-
forms FM demodulation on the 1.7 MHz subcarrier to generate three-channel
FM (16, 24 and 32 kHz). The CIU provides the three-channel FM plus a
100 kHz reference for selection to the PR.
Figure 3.5 shows a simplified block diagram of the CIU. The
microprocessor at the heart of the CIU performs the bit synchronization
function on the telemetry data for processing by a COMSEC and receives
telemetry data (NRZ-L) and clock from the COMSEC.
c
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3.2.4	 Payload Signal Processor (PSP)
The PSP consists of two basic processors--one to handle telemetry
data and the second to process and encode command messages. Telemetry
input is in the form of data biphase modulated onto a subcarrier which is
serially processed in such a manner as to (1) PSK demodulate the data from
the subcarrier, (2) bit synchronize and matched-filter detect the data, and
(3) frame synchronize the data. Table 3.11 lists the principal PSP telem-
etry signal-processing capabilit)es.
A telemetry functional block diagram of the PSP appears as Fig-
,	 ure 3.12. Telemetry signal input may be derived from either the PI, which
represents the operational input, or ground support equipment (GSE) for
preflight test purposes. As the input signal is a biphase-modulated sup-
pressed subcarrier waveform, the PSK demodulator functions to regenerate
a coherent subcarrier reference which is used to phase demodulate the data
from the subcarrier. Thus, the output from the PSK demodulator is com-
posed of the telemetry bits. Subcarrier regeneration and tracking is
accomplished by means of a polarity-type Costas loop.
The bit synchronizer is a digital data transition tracking loop
(DTTL) of proven design and performance. Data detection itself is per-
formed by integrating across an entire bit (in-phase integration or
averaging) and taking the resulting polarity as representative of the
bit value (+1 or -1). Bit clock synchronization is accomplished by means
of integrating between bits (mid-phase integration or averaging) and using
the resulting measure as an error signal which subsequently corrects the
local bit timing clock source phase to maintain proper alignment with the
received bits.
At the output of the bit synchronizer, a received serial telem-
etry data bit stream exists and is identical to that generated by the pay-
load, with the exception of occasional bit errors. This data stream con-
sists of random (insofar as processing is concerned) telemetry information
plus regularly inserted frame synchronization words. It is these frame
synchronization words that the frame synchronization processor searches
for and locks onto so that the telemetry stream output by the PSP is
frame synchronized.
S
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t
	 Table 3.11
	
PSP Telemetry Signal-Processing Capabilities
Parameter Value Units
Subcarrier Waveform Sinusoidal d
Subcarrier Modulation PSK, ±90 Degrees
Subcarrier Frequency 1.024 MHz
Bit Rates 16	 {	 2 N kbps
N =0,1,2,3,4, 
Bit Format NRZ-L,M, or S, or -
Manchester-L,M, or S
Word Length 8 +	 Bits
Minor Frame Length 8 to 1024 Words
Master Frame Length 1	 -o 256 Minor Frames
Transition Density ? 64 transitions in 512 bits
< 64 cansecutive bits w/o transition
i
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3.2.5	 Payload Experiment Recorder (PR)
The data-recording system uses wideband digital and analog
magnetic tape recorders to record and reproduce digital and analog signAls.
The magnetic tape recorder data storage system consists of two components.
The first component comprises the multitrack coaxial reel-to-reel tape
r	
transport and its associated electronics. The tape transport features
negator spring tension and contains a minimum of 2400 usable feet of
0.5-inch by 1-mil magnetized tape. The transport can store a minimum of
3.4 x 109 bits of digital data. The second component contains additional
data conditioning circuitry and all other control logic and associated
electronics.
Payload experiment data recording is provided via the payload
station panel. Predetermined patch panel wiring permits digital data
recording in either parallel (up to 14 tracks) or a combination of
parallel-serial. Data rates from 25.5 kbps (lowest rate for a tape speed
of 6 inches per second (ips)D to 1024 kbps (highest rate for a tape speed
of 120 ips) can be selected from four tape speeds provide by premission
wiring of recorder program plugs.
Analog data can be recorded on up to 14 tracks in parallel with
frequencies from 1.9 kHz (lowest frequency for e ips tape speed) to 1.6 MHz
(highest frequency for 120 ips tape speed) by premission program wiring.
The basic recorder has the record/playback capabilities presented in
Table 3.12 below.
Table 3.12. Payload Recorder Record/Playback Capabilities
Data Range Frequency Range Selectable Tape Speed Time Per Track
(kbps) I	 (kHz) (ips) (min)
64- 128 1.9 - 250 15 32
128-• 256 3.8 - 500 30 16
256- 512 7.5 -1000 60 8
512-1024 1.5	 -1600 120 4
45
3.2.6	 Multiplexer/Demultiplexer
The primary interface unit between the GPC and other subsystems
is an MOM, shown in Figure 3.13. The MDM's act as a GPC-to-Orbiter format
conversion unit. They accept serial digital information from the CPC's and
convert or format this information into analog, discrete or serial digital
r
	
	 form for transfer to Space Shuttle subsystems. The MDM's can also receive
analog, discrete or serial digital information from the Space Shuttle sub-
systems and convert and format these date into serial digital words for
transfer to the GPC. In addition, MDM's are used by the instrumentation
subsystems, but only in a receive mode. Each MDM is controlled through
either the primary port connected to the primary serial data bus or through
the secondary port connected to the backup serial bus if failure is encoun-
tered with the primary systnrr. The input and output of the MDM are via a
multiplexer interface adapter (MIA).
The characteristics of the serial digital data input/output
channels between the Orbiter subsystem (e.g., NSP, PSP, CIU) UO buffer and
the MDM are shown in Figure 3.14. The Word and Message Discretes are in
the "0" states when the voltage level is between -0.6 V to +0.6 V and in
the "1" states when the voltage level is between +2.1 V to +5.9 V. These
discretes have differential signal termination with an impedance of 71
4 7 ohms and a rise and fall time between 10 and 90 percent of 100- 1000 ns,
as shown in Figure 3.15.
When the Word Discrete is switched to a logical "1" state, the
Orbiter subsystem is enabled to transmit individual words to the MDM. F i g-
ures 3.16 through 3.18 present the format for individual words to the MDM.
Figure 3.16 illustrates the overall data format and shows the various parts
of the MDM word. Figure 3.17 presents the specifications for the data
coding. Note that the burst data rate to the MDM is 1 Mbps. The first
three bits of each MDM words are used for word synchronization and are dif-
ferent from the normal Manchester-coded bits. Figure 3.18 presents the
specifications far the nonvalid Manchester code used for word synchrcnization.
When the Message Discrete is switched to a logical " 1 " state,
the Orbiter subsystem is initiated to transfer multiple words under the
r	 control of the Ward Discrete beginning with the first word. Figure 7.19
presents the specifies?tions for the Message Discrete and the relationship
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100 to
	
1000 ns -.i
	
r.--	 10 to
	
—+{	 ti--- 200 n s
	
V 2 9.__.	 ._ .._	 .^ ..... _ ._ 0
t
_2.1 I
1	 ^	 {
	
^	 ,	 f
	
^--►^	 f 4-10 to 200 n s	 1	 to
1000 n s
-5.9 volts	 V 1	-2.1 volts
	
X2.1 volts < Vx,	 +5.9 volts
MOTL: Wavoform represents line-to-line voltatio excursion.
Figure 3.15. Rise and Fall Times
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3	 16	 1
SYNC	 SIGN OR MSB	 DATA	 PARITY
Figure 3.16. Serial Word Format
...	 1 nsec 10.1% avg/word
I
1 1 I 011 I li 0 0 0^1 I110^1l 	 t	 l	 ^	 l	 i	 l	 i
 IR-f [' (^	 1 = + voltagep.. _	 _	
_
	
_ °L
_
 
`"0 
= - voltage
I
	
1000 nsec ±5%
	
At the
	
1000 nsec ±5%	 50%
	
500 nsec ±10%
	
points
NOTE: Biphase Level (Manchester II)
	
"1" represented by 10 	 for Data
"0" represented by 01
	
"1" represented by 01	 for Data
"0" represented by 10
Figure 3.17. Data Code
0IIII
F1 I II II	 I1	 ^
- Volts
	
1—.s
r'
	 —T 1.5 Usec i3%
50
t
Da to
Bit
pm	 Word Sync
2.0 Usec
±4.75%
I	 1 1.5 Usec ±3%
+ Volts	 —1
Figure 3.18. Data Word Synchronization, Nonvalid
Manchester Code
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between the Message Discrete and Word Discretes in the transfer of
multiple MDM words,
Single-Ended Discretes are also shown in Figure 3.14. These
discretes have the same logical state specifications as Word and Message
Discretes; however, Single-Ended Discretes have rise and fall times of
20 v. (max). The power-off impedance and load impedance must be 10 kohms
(ma y
 with a line drive capacitance of 35 pf/ft (min). The corresponding
intput current is 2.5 mA in the "0" state and 1.25 mA in the "l" state.
The characteristics of the analog interfaces with the MDM are a
voltage range of 0- 5  V (peak), a source impedance of 100 ohms (max), a
load impedance of 500 kohms (min), a load "OFF" impedance of 100 kohms
(min) and a line drive of 35 pf/ft (min). There can be only one analog
interface per return.
P	 3.2.7	 PCM Master Unit
The black diagram of the PCMMU is presented in Figure 3.20.
Operational instrumentation (01) sensor data (designated as downlink data)
are acquired ^y the PCMMU in Conjunction with MDM's. The MDM's under con-
trol of t;ne PCMMU's accept, encode and store the data in a random-access
memory (RAM) located within the PCMMU. The stored data are "refreshed"
(updated) periodically under the control of a preprogra quned read-only
memory. This module is known as a "fetch PROM."
GPC sensor and derived data (designated as downlist data) are
acquired by GPO's and sent by a data bus to the PCMMU's. The PCMMU pro-
vides a unique double-buffer memory for each computer input, which allows
data reception asynchronously while synchronously outputting previously
received data. This guarantees the homogeneity of the data (i.e., output
data are riot overlaid by incoming data). Payload data are processed
through the PCMMU in the same manner as the 01 sensor data except that the
PCMMU interfaces with the PPI.
The 0I PCMMU, after accepting data from the MDM, computers and
PDI, formats the data into a serial digital output stream for telemetry,
recording and USE, format control is provided by the output formatter,
which is programm;.ble and can be modified by a set of instructions from
the computers.
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t
The PCMMU has a maximum output capability of 128 kbps for
purposes of telemetry and on-board recording. The PCMMU, on command from
the crew, can send 64 kbps of information. This mode is primarily used
in conjunction with the low bit rate of the transmission system (S-band
or Ku-band) and the TDRSS.
Formats have been developed for the ascent, on-orbit and entry
phases and ground checkout. As noted in Figure 3.20, one of the format
memories is a 12A kbps PROM having a fixed format and cannot be modified
by the GPC. This format is used during power-up of the Orbiter and during
the ascent phase. A fixed format is necessary because loss of power to
the PCMMU would result in loss of information from 64/128 kb .3s RAM's
(volatile memory).
3.2.8	 Payload Data Interleaver
The progranriable PCMMU can be modified from one flight to the
next. Since the Shuttle provides transportation for many types of pay-
loads, a progranm,!'ale PDI was designed to interface with the PCMMU. The
PDI (Figure 3.21) can accept data simultaneously from five different
attached payloads, including the IUS/CXU and an input from the PSP, then
select and individually decommutate the data for stor •dge in a buffer mem-
ory. This memory is accessible to the PCMMU and the data are included
with the Orbiter PCM stream. The PDI is programmed onboard from the mass
memory through the GPC, which is used to select specific data from each
payload PCM signal and transfer them to buffer memory locations. An in-
put switch matrix selects four of the inputs for the bit synchronizers.
The "chain" functions of bit synchronization, decommutation and word
selection are provided for up to four simultaneous PCM streams in two
possible modes, as listed below.
Mode 1. In this made, a chain bit synchronizes, master-frame
synchronizes, minor-frame synchronizes and word synchronizes to the incom-
ing data stream. The word selector blocks data into proper words for
storage in the data RAM and/or toggle buffer. PCM code type, bit rate,
PCM format, synchronization codes and word selection are programmable
under control of the decommutator format memories. Two word selection
capabilities for this mode of operation are as follows: Type I--The first
type selects all, or a subset of, the words in a payload PCM format minor
t
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Figure 3.21. PDI Block Diagram
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^j
frame (or master frame for formats without minor frames) for storage in
the toggle buffer. Type II--The second type of word selection is by
parameter. The specification of a parameter consists of its word location
within a minor frame, -she first minor frame in which it appears, and its
samp12 rate. The specification is provided as part of the decommutator
control memory format load.	 j
Mode 2. In this mode, a chain bit synchronizes to the incoming
	 !
data, clocks it into eight-bit words, blocks the eight-bit words into
frames, supplies synchronization pattern at the start of each frame and
includes the status register as the last three 16-bit words of each frame.
A homogeneous data set for this mode of operation is defined as all infor-
mation within this PDI-created frame. Code type, bit rate, frame length
and synchronization pattern are programmable under control of the decom-
mutator format memories. The frames are supplied to the toggle buffer for
storage as homogeneous data sets. No data is supplied to the data RAM in
this mode of operation.
A status register containing the status and time for a given
chain operation is provided by the word selector to the Toggle Buffer (TB)
control logic. This logic regulates access to and from the half buffers
by the word selectors and data busses. All requests for TB data by the
data ports are processed through the Fetch Pointer Memory (FPM) and the
Toggle Buffer Identifier (TBI). The TB control logic also partitions data
from the word selector into homogeneous data sets for access by the data
bus ports.
The FPM is used to identify which TB is to be accessed by a data
bus port. It also allows access to any location in the data RAM by any of
the PDI data bus ports at any time. FPM control logic routes all requests
for TB data to the location in the FPM identified by the data bus command
word. 'it further provides for loading and reading of formats to and from
the FPM at any time by the data bus ports.
A data RAC{ for storage of data from the word selector by param-
eter is provided. The data RAM control logic steers data provided by the
word selector into addresses in the data RAM specified by the decommutator
control memory.
57
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There are three data bus ports for interface with the Orbiter
GPC that have read and write access into the switch matrix, decommutator
control memory, FPM, PDI and data RAM.
An IRIG "B" receiver/decoder accepts an IRIG "B" code from an
external source, decodes time and supplies it to the four status registers.
r	 3.2.9	 Orbiter Network Communication Equipment
'Telemetry data is transmitted to the ground by using the network
communication equipment. The Orbiter network communication equipment used
for telemetry are (1) S-band PM transponder and NSP, (2) S-band FM trans-
'	 mitter and FM signal processor (FMSP), and (3) Ku-band transmitter and KuSP.
3.2.9.1
	
S-band PM transponder and network signal processor (NSP)
The S-band PM network transponder is a multimode S-band communi-
cation unit, as described in subsection 3.1.5.1. The functional block
diagram of the network transponder is shown in Figure 3.7. In normal
operation, the transmit frequency is 2217.5 MHz or 2287.5 MHz. The com-
posite link data rates are shown in Table 3.13. The power amplifier
assembly supplies high-power amplification of the network transponder out-
put for TDRS/GS -iDN (high powe r-) modes, providing a minimum of 100 W RF
output power.
Table 3.13. Data Rates for Network PM Links
__7 Composite LinkY Rate
	
Direct	 1 Relay (Rate 1/3 Coded)
	
Link	 Rate	 Channels Available	 ^ (Bit Rate)	 (Symbol Rate)
	
Return	 High i Two 32 kbps voice
	 192 kbps	 576 ksps
(Orbitee I^ One 128 kbps telemetry
to	
Low I One 32 kbps voiceGround) Low
64 kips telemetry
	
96 kbps
	 288 ksps
f	
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The NSP performs the digital-processing funtiorts for the PM
links.. A block diagram of the NSP is shown in Figure 3.2:2. On-board ana-
log voice signals are delta modulated using a modified ABATE algorithm and
multiplexed with telemetry data. Data to be TDRSS relayed are convolution-
ally encoded (rate 1/3, constraint length 7). All digital output data are
converted from NRZ-L to biphase-L prior to being transferred to the S-band
t	
transponder, Ku-band system or GSE umbilical.
3.2.9.2
	 S-band FM transmitter and FM signal processor (FMSP)
The FMSP and FM transmitter provide a capability for transmission
of data not amenable for incorporation into the limited-rate PCM telemetry
data stream. The data to be transmitted via FM include television, digi-
tal data from the main engines during launch, wideband payload data, or
digital data from the PI or att--t— :.yload interface (API). The char-
acteristics of the data and the e ► : , rmance specifications for the FMSP
and FM transmitter are presente° 	 1nbie 3.14.
Conditioning and multiplexing for FM transmission occur in the
FMSP, as shown in Figure 3.23. Video and wideband digital and analog sig-
nals are routed to the FM transmitter with only matching and filtering,
but narrowband digital engine data are placed on subcarriers at 576, 768,
and 1024 kHz.
The FM transmitter operates at 2250 MHz with an output power of
10 W. Both baseband and RF filtering are pr(;vided to reduce out-of-channel
i nterference to the PM and payload receivers. The nominal RF bandwidth is
10 MHz.
To further identify the interface between the payload system
(i.e., the API and PR) and the FMSP, Table 3.15 presents the requirements
of the input signals to the FMSP. As additional information concerning
the data processing, Table 3.15 also presents the characteristics of the
data signals output to the FM transmitter. Corresponding to each type of
input signal, the signal s ,)urce (i.e, API or PR) is identified. The sig-
nal type is either digital or analog, with the digital data further speci-
fied by the type of data coding. Note that, for the NASA wideband payload
data, the data coding can be either Manchester II (biphase-L) or NRZ-L,
but the Manchester-coded data is limited to data rates less than 2 Mbps
rather than 5 Mbps for NRZ-L coded data. The signal level voltages all
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Table 3.14. S-Band FM Performance Specifications
I
	
FM Signal Processor
I
;t
fV Channel Input
ry Channel Gain
fV Channel Dynamic Range
Frequency Response tO.25 dB
and Phase Ripple tl.Od
CCIR K Factor
Main Engine
Data in 3 Channels
Subcarrier Frequencies
Subcarrier Modulation
alog Data Bandwidth
Wideband Digital Data Rate
Recorded Data - 2 Channels
Data Rate
Narrowband DOD Digital Data Rate
I^tC
	
M 
	 Vlt
EIA TV Standard RS 170
19 dB +0.8 d8 to -0.25 aB
51 dB ±0.25 dB
DC to 4.5 MHz
<2%
60 kbps B PL
576 kHz, 768 kHz, 1024 kHz
±180° at 4150
300 Hz to 4 MHz
200 bps to 5 Plbps NRZ, or
200 bps to 2 Mbps Manchester Cod
25.5 O ps to 10243 kbps
250 bps to 256 Ops
I
opt	 ommon o e o age
	 1V max(DC to 2 MHz)
FM Transmitter
1
Frequency	 2250.0 Mliz 10.00 ' 	 i
Output Power (into 1.5:1 load) low min, 15w wax
Deviation Sensitivity (for
deviation .gy p to a4.5 Mllz peak)
Frequency Response tl dB
Incidental AIM
Incidental PM
S
!Interrrrodulation Distortion
(2-tune equal amplitude)
1 Miiz/V peak 0-
DC to 5.0 MHz
5% nkix over input range
<5 kHz RMS over modulation BW
<40 dB with fregoency deviation
±1 MHz
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all peak-to-peak (p/p) and line-to-line for differential coupling and
line-to-common for single-ended coupling. The impedance for all the sig-
nals is 75 ohms ± 10%, except the recorded data from the PR which is
71 ohms t 10%.
The rise and fall times for the digital data are also presented
in Table 3.15. It is desirable to keep the rise and fall times less than
10% but, in some cases, absolute times are specified which determine the
type of output drivers required at the PR, API and payload. Note that
there is an additional specification of ±2% data asymmetry and ±0.1% bit
jitter on the PR output signal to reduce the degradation associated with
these types of signal distortion. The out put of the FMSP for the PR sig-
nal has a specification of ±0.25% bit jitter which is expected due to the
multiplication of the jitter through the FMSP buffering. Actually, each
of the inp L signals to the FMSP should have these specifications but,
typically, + hese are not difficult specifications to meet except from
tape recordors.
3.2.9.3	 Ku-band transmitter and Ku-band signal processor (KuSP)
The characteristics of the data that must be processed by the
KuSP on the return link are quite varied, as shown in Table 3.16. The
return link is transmitted in one of two modes which are identified by
the type of carrier modulation utilized. Mode 1 implements unbalanced
quadriphase-shift-keying (UQPSK) while Mode 2 implements FM. In both
modes of operation, two of the channels (1 and 2) UQPSK modulate a sub-
carrier. Mode 1 utilizes this modulated subcarrier along with the third
channel to UQPSK the carrier, as shown in Figure 3.24. Mode 2 linearly
sums the modulated subcarrier with the third channel and frequency modulates
the carrier with the resultant summed signal, as shown in Figure 3.25.
Channel 1 always (Modes 1 and 2) carries the operations data of
192 kbps, consisting of 128 kbps telemetry data and two 32 kbps delta-
modulated voice channels. Similarly, the data on Channel 2 does not change
from Mode 1 to Mode 2. Channel 2 carries the output from the PR, the
operational recorder (OR) and the PSP as well as low rate data for the
API P'id nzrrowband bent-pipe data from the P1. The range of data rates
handled by the KuSP Channel 2 is shown in Table 3.16 to be 16- 1024 kbps
Manchester-coded data, 16- 2000 kbps NRZ-coded data or DC-2 MHz analog
bent-pipe data.
a	
__
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Table 3.16. Ku-Band Signal Processor Return Link Data Characteristics
I
KuSP Interface Data Type Rate or Bandwidth
RETURN LINK
CHANNEL 1	 (MODE 1/MODE 2)
Operations Rata--NSP(1,2) Digital 192 kbps (Manchester)
CHANNEL 2 (MODE 1/MODE 2)
Payload Recorder (PR) Digital 25.5- 1024 kbps	 (Manchester)
Operations Recorder (OR) Digital 25.5- 1024 kbps	 (Manchester)
Payload low data rate--PSP Digital 16- 2000 kbps	 (NRZ)
(1,2) or Attached Payload 16-1024 kbps	 (Manchester)
Interface (API)
PI(1,2)	 low data rate Digital/Analog 16- 2000 kbps	 (NRZ)
16- 1024 kbps	 (Manchester)
0- 2 MHz
CHANNEL 3 (MODE 1)
Attached Payload Interface Digital 2- 50 Mbps (NRZ)
(API)
CHANNEL 3 (MODE 2)
PI(1,2)	 high data rate Digital/Analog 16- 4000 kbps	 (NRZ)
0- 4.5 MHz
Attached Payload Interface Digital/Analog 16- 4000 kbps	 (NRZ)
(API) 0- 4.5 MHz
Video Interface Unit Analog 0- 4.5 MHz
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The data carried on Channel 3 in Mode 1 is digital data of
2- 50 Mbps (NRZ) which is rate 1/2-constraint length 7, convolutionally
''	
a	
encoded by the KuSP to maintain adequate performance margin at a bit error
probability of 10-6 . Because the output data rate of the convolutional
encoder is twice the input, the input data clock must be doubled by the
KuSP. The input clock is regenerated and synchronized with the input dat,.
to compensate for phase offsets and avoid sampling the data stream near
transitions. A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) at twice the clock fre-
quency is divided by two and compared in a phase/frequency detector. The
i
i	 detector output locks the VCO to twice the clock frequency over the entire
i	 frequency range of 2- 5  MHz. Usin g
 the phase/frequency detector makes it
i
possible to cover the 25;1 frequency range without selecting bands. To
correct for asymmetry in both the clock (specified at 20% maximum) and data
(specific(' at 25% maximum) at the KuSP input, a very symmetric clock is c
regenerated and used to clock the convolutional encoder, The data bits are
	 {
sampled using a pulse generated every other clock pulse. The KuSP clock
regeneration circuit maintains the sample pulse in the middle of the data
bit. The KuSP reduces thu encoder output data asymmetry to less than 10`1';
for all input rates and for the input clock and data asymmetry up to their
maximum specified values.
In Made 2, the UQPSK-modulated 8.5 MHz subcarrier is filtered,
as shown in Figure 3.25, by a bandpass filter with -3 dB points at 4.75 and
12.8 MHz. This BPF has extremely sharp low frequency skirts (-40 dB point
3 4.0 MHz) to minimize spectral spillover of the modulated subcarrier into
the Channel 3 frequenc y band (DC-4.5 MHz). The Channel 3 input is passed
through a lowpass filter with specified amplitude response of -3 dB at
5.5 MHz and -20 dB ac 8.1 MHz. Differential delay is no more than 20 ns
due to equalization. Althouah the combination of these two filters will
provide excellent performance of the linear Channel 3, their selection is
mjboptimum for Channel ? performance since the bandpass necessarily has a
high band ►qidth-to-cerit:.r-fregijoncy ratio and the lowpass filter provides
only nominal skirt rejection. Note that the degradation to Channel 2 due
to spectral spillover from Channel 3 depends on t!e type of data on Chan-
nels M and 3. The ;orst d=gradation occurs when Channel 2 is 2 Mbps NRZ
digital data and Channel 3 has a flat spectrum greater than 8 MHz.
I68
Table 3.16 presents the type of data present in Channel 3 for
Mode 2. The data with the greatest spectral bandwidth and, hence, the
most potential degradation to Channel 2 is the 4.0 Mbps NRZ digital data,
but it is unlikely that Mode 2 would be used to transmit this data. More
likely, Mode 1 would be used to transmit digital data at this high rate.
The analog data from the PI can range from DC to 4.5 MHz but, since the PI
t	 contains a lowpass filter with effective noise bandwidth equal to 5 MHz,
it can be expected that this signal will cause little degradation to Chan-
nel 2. The video interface unit (VIU) outputs a television signal with
spectral bandwidth of approximately 4.5 MHz. Here again, there will be
r	 little spectral spillover into Channel 2 and there should be little degra-
dation. The data from the API can be either digital data from 16 to
4000 kbps or analog data with spectral bandwidth from DC to 4.5 MHz.
Again, high-rate digital data will probably be transmitted in Mode 1
t	 rather than Mode 2. However, there is no filtering specified for the API,
therefore, the greatest potential degradation to Channel 2 from Channel 3
occurs when Channel 2 contains 2 Mbps NRZ digital data and the output of
the API has a larger spectral bandwidth than 4.5 MHz, resulting in signif-
icant spectral spillover. This worst-case degradation to Channel 2 is
3.3 dB. While the circuit margin on Channel 2 is large enough to allow
this much degradation, use of the three channels for a given mission
should be examined to guarantee tht the correct mode is selected and that
the data to be transmitted will achiEve the required performance on each
of the channels.
The return link output of the KuSP modulators is upconverted by
the exciter of the Ku-band transmitter to 15.0034 GHz. The upconverter
output is amplified to 10 mW by a four-stage GaAs FET limiting amplifier.
The low AM--to-PM conversion of the limiting amplifier permits a signifi-
cant relaxation of the TWT AM-to-PM conversion specification. The TWT in
the transmitter amplifies the exciter output to 50 W minimum and seiids it
to the antenna through the diplexer;duplexer. The total return link EIRP
is about 53 dBW.
9L-_
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4.0	 ATTACHED PAYLOAD/ORBITER SIGNAL-PROCESSING AND
DATA-HANDLING SYSTEM EVALUATION
Evaluation of the payload/Orbiter signal-processing and data-
handling system by Axiomatix was requested in June 1979 because several
interface problem areas were being experienced between the Orbiter and
the IUS signal processors, and similar problems could be expected for
other payloads. The Orbiter subsystems involved in the interface prob-
lems were: (1) the PDI because of conflicting requirements for rise/fall
times and DATA/5m skew, (2) the KuSP because of stringent rise/fall
tivie requirements and (3) the PR because of data asymmetry and bit jitter
requirements.
To perform the evaluation, Axiomatix reviewed the payload/Orbiter
interface control document (ICD) 2-19001 and the IUS/Orbiter-unique ICD.
Also, as background for the ICD requirements, Axiomatix reviewed the
Orbiter subsystem spec-ifications. in order to discover details of `he
interface problems, Axiomatix attended IUS/Orbiter working group meetings
and specially called meetings with Boeing (the IUS system integrator).
Both past and current IUS/Orbiter interface problems were reviewed to
establish if similar problems might be encountered by future payloads
attempting to i nterface with Orbiter subsystems.
	
4.1	 Attached Pal-oad/Orbi ter Interface Problem Causes
As a result of reviewing the IUS/Orbiter interface problems
with NASA, Rockwell and Boeing personnel, Axiomatix found that the
interface problems occurred due to four basic causes. First, the Orbiter
subsystems are in the design development stage and, therefore, interface
requirements have changed as the Orbi ter subsystem design matured. Sec-
ond, ICD 2-19001 reflects current subsystEn design specifications, but
some externally derived requirements such as TDRSS user requirements are
not all reflected in subsystem specifications; hence, they are not in the
ICD. Third, not all Orbiter subsystem capability is presented in the
payload/Orbiter ICD's. Also, ICD 2-19001 contains insufficient Orbiter
subsystem detailed design data for the payload equipment desilrers to
design the interface circuits. Finally, in some cases, payload/Orbiter
ICD revision notices (PIRN's) have been made, but these changes have not
appeared in the Orbiter subsystem specifications. There are several
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reasons why the Orbiter subsystem specifications do not get updated when
the ICD's are changed. The most common reason is that there is little
documentation to support differences between Orbiter subsystem specifica-
tions and payload/Orbiter ICD's. Typically, changes to the ICD interface
requirements are generated by negotiation between the payload system
designer and his Orbiter counterpart during meetings such as the IUS/
^.
	
	
Orbiter Working Group. PIRN's are generated and, after review, the ICD
is updated; however, the next step of changing the Orbiter subsystem
specification is not taken because, while the subsystem performance capa-
bility may be adequate, there is a vendor cost impact to change the spec-
ification. Noc changing the Orbiter subsystem specification might be
acceptable to a particular payload system designer but later, when
another payload system designer encounters an interface design problem
and discovers that the ICD and Orbiter subsystem specification do not
agree, the negotiation must be repeated. Without adequate documentation
`
	
	 regarding the reason for the difference between the ICD and the Orbiter
subsytem specifications, much of the work involved in the first negotia-
tion must be repeated.
After reviewing the past and current interface problem areas
between the IUS and the Orbiter subsystems, it was found that the pri-
mary interface problem areas occurred in the attached telemetry process-
ing. The Orbiter subsystems, as described in Section 3.0, have been
designed for maximum flexibility and, while the Orbiter subsystem inter-
faces are consistent with each other, there is no standard interface.
In fact. each Orbiter subsystem has different attached payload telemetry
interface requirements. In some cases, such as the PDI, the interface
requirements are self-conflictin g so that all requirements cannot be met.
To review in detail the interface requirements and potential problem
areas, consider the SGLS and STGN/TDRS functional telemetry signal flows
presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. In the attached mode,
IUS telemetry comes from three s^jurces: (1) the Signal Interface Unit
(SIU), (2) the Environmental Measurement Unit (EMU) and, (3) the Wideband
Data Interleaver (WBDI).
^► The FM vibration data „onsists of three sensors mounted on the
spacecraft interface ring. Their analog output is signal conditioned to
modulate three standard subcarriers in the EMU. The three subcarriers
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are summed together and cabled directly to the attached payload interface
and the transponder 1.7 MHz input port.
The WBDI interleaves up to six separate channels of asynchron-
ous NRZ-L telemetry data. The WBDI output is serial NRZ-L data at a
rate of 256 kbps.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the output of the attached payload
interface is (1) EMU data from one of two IUS's sent to the CIU for
selection to the Payload Recorder (PR), (2) WBDx data from one of two
IUS's sent to the CIU for NRZ-L to bi phase-L conversion and selection
to the KuSP, FMSP and PR and, (3) SIU data from both IUS's (labeled
IUS 1 and IUS 2 data in Figure 4.1) sent to the CIU for selection, to
the PDI or after NRZ-L to biphase-L conversion to the KuSP, FMSP and PR.
For the attached STDN/TDRS telemetry signal flow shown in
Figure 4.2, note that the CIU is not used; therefore, the EMU, SIU and
WBDI must Interface directly with C.-biter subsystems. This means that
the EMLI must be designed to interface with the CIU or PR, that the SIU
must be designed to itite rface with the CIU, PR, FMSP, PDI or KuSP, and
that the WBDI must be designed to interface with the CIU, PR, FMSP or
KvSP, Each of the Orbiter avionic subsystems have different interface
requirements. While the SIU, WBDI and most of the CIU output signals
are digital, the Orbiter avionic subsystem specifications tend to be
more analog oriented than standard digital. In fact, the digital inter-
faces have conflicting reyuicements such as rise/fall times as defined
in Figure 3.11, data skew as defined in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, data/clock
skew as defined in Figure 4.5, bit jitter and bit asymmetry as defined
in Figure 4.6, and signal amplitude specifications. Tables 4.1 to 4.5
present a comparison of digital signal interface parameters for each
IUS/Orbiter avionic subsystem interface.
In Table 4.1, note that KuSP signal-level parameter is 2.3 to
5.0 V p-1), line-to-line, while a standard digital interface is 3- 9 V
p-p, line-to-line. Hence, special interface circuits are required by
the CIU, SIU and WBDI for the KuSP interface, which has a significant
cost. impact.
In Table 4.19 , the rise/fall times required are conflicting
between various subsystems. Therefore, a separate interface circuit must
be designed for each subsystem.
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Figure 4.6. Data Asymmetry
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In Table 4.3, the PR specification of less than 2% of the bit
duration includes data i.symmetry, which riakes this a difficult specifi-
cation for the CIU, SIU and WBDI to meet. Therefore, the interface
design needs to be analyzed further to determine if this specification
can be met.
Finally, the CIU and SIU interface with the PDT is a special
problem area which is currently being worked by Boeing and the IUS/
Orbiter Working Group. The minimum rise and fall time specifications
shown in Table 4.2 require waveform filtering to slow down the maximum
rise and fall time of the interface device. However, waveform filter-
ing causes data skew.
Boeing's worst-case analysis shows that the original PDI
specification of 100 ns minimum cannot be met simultaneously with the
±200 !is DATA/D^TA skew specification. Preliminary Interface Revision
Notice (PIRN) BACO26A resulting from the Orbiter/IUS Avionics Working
Group Meeting of July 21-31, 1979 changes the PDI minimum rise and fall
time specification to 32 ns. If PRIN BACO26A changes the PDI specifi-
cation, lee ing feels that it is possible to meet both the specifications
for rise and fall times and DATA/DATA skew.
the analog in^Ierface parameters -'or the attached IUS and the
Orbiter subsystems are given in Table 4.5. There are three areas of
discrepancy: (1;, the ?.V RMS p-p signal level requirement by the KuSP,
(2) the signal/noise requirement for the KuSP, and (3) the small common
mode rejection provided by the FMSP. The first and third discrepancies
are the most serious because a special interface circuit must be designed
to meet the requirement. The signal/noise requirement is established to
guarantee periori-an,­e throu ._.h KuSP FM processing. In fact, similar
signal/noiso r,quirpmen t s should F-2 established for the PR and FMSP.
4.'	 /attached. Nyload Orbiter Interface Problem
	
'	 Resolution and Recommendations ' 	
._ . -^
The m-)st des i •abl e probl em resolution to interfacing  with the
Orbite r subsystems rrera the payload point of view would be for NASA/
Rockwell to rzaop. standard ::igital and analog interfaces; however, the
Ortitor subsystems are nearing completion of the development cycle. In
fact, most Orbitu r subsystems are in production. Therefore, standardiz-
ing the Orbiter subsystem interfaces would require the greatest immediate
cost to the Spice Shuttle program.
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The next most desirable interface problem resolution from the
payload point of view would be to design an attached payload interface
unit that provides a standard interface with the payloads but also pro-
vides the required interface with each of the Orbiter subsystems. For
the DOD missions, the CIU accomplishes the tasks required for the attached
payload interface unit. Therefore, a simplified CIU with its standard
payload interface coula be used with NASA and commercial payloads. This
approach would be less costly than redesigning the subsystems but would
still require development of additional hardware, and space would have
to be found in which to locate the new unit.
Another approach to resolving Orbiter subsystem interface prob-
lems with future payloads is to design interface circuits that could be
incorporated into each payload design. With this approach, standard
interface circuits would be available to provide the interface between
the payload and a particular Orbiter subsystem. Thus, a payload would
have only to incorporate the interface circuits corresponding to the
Orbiter subsystems required for the mission. Once these standard inter-
face units were designed, they could Le available from vendors similar to
the availability of the MIA's for interfacing with the MDM. The undesir-
able aspect. of this approach ir, the lack of flexibility for the payload
designer. That is, standard interface circuits might not exist in a form
that could be packaged in the payload in an economical way. Also, as
tec„nological advances are made, a payload designer might want to inror-
porGte these advancer into the interface design in order to implement the
bes': system in tervis of cost, power, weight a; .i complexity.
hXi01-.atix recommends that a detailed overall system study be
performed tc ; nvE 	 the methods of designing interface circuitry to
meet all Orbiter and TD SS constraints. The output of this study should
be a	 A:3ndaook" that identifies the interface requirements of
rach Oroicer Subsystem and shows in detail how to design the payload
interfar.c 04rcuitry. This "Designers handbook" could made an appendix
to JSC-1+241, which delineates the capatilities of the Orbiter subsystems.
Axiomatix liar pocvided two payload design guidance handbooks for SPIDPO
in the past: the first ias "Freque,ic 1 , lection Guidelines" for payloads
(under Contraci SAS 9-IF-304A) so Via -1. ;, payload designer could optimize
his °hoice of RF transmitter and r ,-,r iver frequencies when operating with
t
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the Orbiter in the detached mode; the second was a "Communication Link
=	 Design Handbook" (under Contract NAS 9-156046) to provide the payload
communication performance through the Orbiter when the payload is in the
detached mode.
The fi rst task of a detailed overall payload/Orbiter interface
system study should be to identify all payload user constraints. Some
of these user constraints are derived from Orbiter subsv t n require-
ments; however, other user constraints are derived fr 	 5S require-
ments * These requirements should be reflected in ti, payload user con-
straints because, in the modes where the Orbiter only passes the payload
data through the Ku-band communication system over the TDRSS, the payload
communication parameters determine whether or not the TDRSS requirements
are met, not the Orbiter subsystems.
The second t;isk of the system study should be to assess the
performance degradation for varying user constraint compliance. This
information would allow the payload communication system designer to
trade off performance degradation as a ('unction of cost, weight, power
and complexity of the payload communication system and interface cir-
cuitry. 'lxiomatix is currently analyzing the performance degradation
for varying compliance of the Orbiter subsyst ems 4o  TDRSS constraints
under Contract NAS 9-15240.
0
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5.0	 DETACHED PAYLOAD INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT REVISIONS
t
	
	
Early in 1979, Axiomatix undertook a rewrite of the then-existing
Section 8.3, "Detached Payloads," of ICD 2-19001. A first revision (refer-
red to in this report as Revision 1) was dated May 3, 1979 and transmitted
to NASA/JSC and Rockwell for further action. This revision is included
as Appendix II.
In October 1979, Rockwell issued its rough draft version of the
subject Section 8.3 [Interface Revision Notice (IRN) SD-152A, dated
October 3, 1979, included as Appendix III]. Rockwell's IRN was almost
identicall patterned after Axioniatix's Revision 1 as to paragraph number-
ing and wording. The largest superficial difference was that Rockwell
chose to delete all performance numbers from the text of the paragraphs
and place the numbers in table form in a format similar to that used for
attached payloads.
Axiomatix was requested by JSC in late October to review the
Rockwell IRN Sl y -1b2A draft. However, as the PI PDR was to be held in
early November, Axiomatix waited to ascertain the changes made by TRW to
the PI's performance before attemptinn the RI IRN assessment. The PDR
disclosed some broad a ►-0 significant thanges +o the 7 operation which had
substantial impa4t can tne PI's intk,rface with payloads. In addition,
since the writi ng of Revision 1, t^iany changes had been made in other pa y
-load supporting subsystems, notably, the PSP and CIU. As a result,
Axiomatix felt tee need to rovis.- it; own doc:um, , n t before attempting to
assess Rockwell's IRN S('-152A. This was acuomplis,nc:d durin g December 1979
and appears as Revision .', dated January t, 1980, anti is included as
Appendix i:V.
the I+ post aic; ► ifit:,rt;t. and txtMr:sivc' Revision 2 changes appear in
the paraGlr•,rph; do'lli ►ar with th( PI	 and divisions), SGLS Telem-
etr;v Signal_ ;t. a. 3. ' ,rid divisions), and Nonstandard Payload Requirements
; q ,34 ,:nd divisions). Gvnorally, how-ver, uhgradra, have been made through-
out t l"" docuit ont , esp r, t: =;t 1 l y W r or ,is of per°furmance va l u p S .
Manv of the int ,-insit i , ►ndifications 1RW made to the PI which
resulted in I;csrfnrman,;, 1
 and ilttc^r , t, ,.o c:hancies h i-! o been reviewed in the
final report to Cnntrat•t "145-'s'ir . "Shuttic Orbiter S-Band Payload
Conxnunications Equipment Pv> jqn k_valuatiorl.` Principally, these changes
1
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affected PI receiver carrier acquisition, carrier tracking, false lock,
1	 data signal output characteristics, and PI transmitter sweep. With
respect to the PI/PSP combination, it has become possible to make high
confidence calculation; as to minimum payload EIRP requirements.
Appendix V outlines the formulations.
The current design of the CIU has involved a significant reduc-
tion of the earlier proposed telemetry processing capabilities. Only one
PSK data rate (16 kbps) remains on the 1.24 MHz subcarrier. The 1.7 MHz
subcarrier is for FM/FM type signals only, utilizing but three simultan-
eous minor subcarriers.
Finally, the PI changes have led to some essential revisions of
the nonstandard Payloads modification restrictions. An outline of the
philosophicar changes is presented in Appendix VI.
Following Axiomatix's activity to produce Revision ?, the Roc!-
well IRN c0-152A was rtNiewed. As was stated previously, Rockwell adopted
Axiomati^7's Revision 1 but lifted the performance numbers out of the para-
graphs proper and placed them in tables. They did not, however, follow
this philosophy 100 ; it was not done with respect to the Specific Non-
Standard Modulation Roc trictions (11.3.4.2.2).
When Axiomatik prepared Revision 1. each paragraph was written
so tho.t. it was essentially self-contained as to the subject specification
includinn all necessary numbers and qualifications. Tables were used to
summarize the itiost important parameters/characteristics, but not all of
the adjunct s pecifications found in the subparaqraphs. There are, in fact,
certain repo re:vent, v,hich are difficult to express solely in table form
witicut confusion r(,sulting.
1h9 RI approach in IRN SD-15?A requires the reader to assimilate
the ^:_oj ,&rraah to obtain the sense of toe specification, then refer to one
car !!ioro t, b; c 4 tko crai r. tho letter	 , numbers) of the specification.
This rR -i.Jros tkoth time and crass-pago correlation which can lead to
twrors. 1`( I 1it ic rial ly, it often reloqates the need or sense of the para-
ortiph Lo !^wdioc;rity. As Lin example, consider paragraph 11.3.1.1.2.8.1
whi li, in Revision 1, stated:
"Fc,r Vie purpose of a, ji,sition, the receiver is swept
+83 kiiz from the nominal r_ Pei ve frequency at a maxirrrum
rite of 10 kHz/sec."
11 0
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Rockwell changed this to read:
i
	
	 "For the purpose of acquisition, the receiver is swept
from the nominal receive frequency..."
and there is no reference in the paragraph to the table containing th;r
numbers of conditions. The "85 kHz" number appears in Table 8.3.1.1.21
(19 pages removed) as "480 kHz," and the "10 kHz/sec" number appears
nowhere.
A second general problem Axiomatix found with IRN SD-152A is
that, with respect to Revision 1, many numbers were changed without
apparent justification. Some numbers were upgraded correctly to reflect
design or performance changes. Others, however, were changed to values
that do not appear in any official RI or TRW document. Some numbers
specified by Axiomatix as "TBS" were inserted but are in error in IRN
SD-152A. As a result, it was essential that every number appearing in
Rockwell's document be carefully reviewed against current source documents.
In Axiomatix's version, reference of receiver noise figure,
transmitter output power, etc., was made to the PI RF input/output common
port.	 Revision 2 has made this quite explicit.) Rockwell, on the other
hand, has referenced certain quantities to the RF input/output common port
(e.g., noise figure) and others to the Orbiter antenna interface (e.g.,
the receiver carrier threshold levv1 c , although IRN SD-152A does not
sppcifically state that this has been done). Not stated is the attenua-
t.or, factor- between the antenna interface and the PI common port. As a
result, the specifications cannot be used together to calculate, say,
threshold carrier-to-noise spectral density power ratios. It is essen-
tial that one reference point be established and used throughout the ICD.
On January 21-23, 1980, Axiomatix, Rockwell and NASA personnel
met .a'_ pockwell to update and correct IRN SD-152A. It was decided that
'CD
 :'-; )0')l had : peen written with very little  narrative and that most of
tho cri t ioal inte rface information w 9 s contained in tables. While IRN
1z la;'A n, ► ,:, indeed put much of the information into tables, much of the
narrative vas left which did riot add anything to the overall section on
detached payloads. Therefore;, during the meeting, the narrative was
c
reducod to an introduction, a delineation of interfaces for standard and
nonstandard nivlr . F1s,
 telemetry modulation criteria for nonstandard pay-
loads, ber.`-pipe :}r ies for detached payloads, and Ku-band rendezvous radar
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interfaces, Each of these sections of the narrative is very brief and is
t
	
	 used primarily to direct the payload system designer to the proper tables
containing the detailed requirements and capabilities. The narrative sec-
tion on the telemetry modulation criteria for nonstandard payloads is more
detailed because delineating the allowed characteristics of the nonstandard
modulation is general in nature and more easily expressed as equations
than entries in a table.
Also, at the January 20-23, 1980 meeting, all the critical inter-
face data in the tables were updated to account for modifications made to
the PI and PSP as a result of their PDR's for changes to the SGLS telem-
try signals and for the current CIU design. These updates to the inter-
face tables agreed with Axiomatix's Revision 2. In terms of referencing
the PI receiver noise figure, PI transmitter output power, etc. to the PI
RF inn-at/output common port as in the Axiomatix documents, it was agreed
during the meeting that the payload communication interface requirements
with the arbiter are orbiter EIRP for commands and required incident flux
d , nsit tr at the Orbiter for telemetry. Therefore, all ('rbiter communica-
tion pararwters were written in terms of Orbiter EIRP and incident flux
k density at the Orbiter. In this way, antenna gains, transmission losses,
transmitter lower, receiver noise figure, etc., Jo not have to be spelled
out in the ICD. Rockwell incorporated all these changes into the IRN and
issued T RN SD-152B on February 28, 1980. There were some small changes
made artt^r the initial review of IRN SD-152B and the marked-up IRN was
t	 reissued en March Y, 1980 as IRN SD-152C, which is included as Appendix 1III.
war t hinges to the PI parameters listed in IRN SD-152C have
Murred as a result of the PI CDR held June 24-26, 1980. The first one
is to c.arrivr frequency stability listed in Table 8.3.1.1-1 of IRN SD-152C
(Appendix VII). The carrier frequenc y
 stability speLification was changed
dt the PI (OR to 0.001 rather than 0.0012 shown in IRN SD-152C. The
'econ i cAhw,nr ie i^, to the PI receiver output frequency respuf-se l isted in
Table `.:.1. '-1 of IPiv SD-152C. The output frequency response has an
f	 upper a dB :uk-oft' of ".3 MHz (minirrrnn) to 5.5 MHz (maximum) rather than
the 4, r MHz shown in IRN 0-1521C.
final areas where IRN SD-152C need y correction is to the flux
density required at the Orbiter. The flux density number listed in
6Table O.3.l.L-1of IRN SC-152C is incorrect by approximately 10. RI
1t	
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made a correction to these flux density numbers on April 7, 1980. The RI
updated flux density requirements are given in Table 5.1; however, the
antenna gain used to compute the flux density requirements appeared to
NASA and Axiomatix to be too large. Therefore, the calculation for flux
density is reviewed here and the recommended changes are made.
The incident flux density D f is given by
p
f
 : prec	 (1)
e
where Frec is the received power (in watts) and A e is the effective
antenna aperture (in square meters). The value of A  can be computed from
.	 2
Ae z ar
	 (2)4,r 
where a 2 is the toarsiiitted wavelength (in meters) and G  is the receiv-
ing antenna gain on the arbiter. The value of X (in meters) with the
transmitted +requenuY f t given in megahertz is
a _ 300	 (3)
ft
For 2200 MHz, X .. 0.13h; weters. The !Minimum specified G, is 2.5 dB and
the maximum specified l;r, is o.0 dB, or
Gr (rat i o) = 1.771 (minimum
[I r ,ratio) - 3.981 (maximum)
	
(4)
The 10 nimum specified G  should be used to calculate the min..
imum values of the flux density requirements, but the maxim lam G,, shou
be used fn the maximum in-lack tracking and maximum without damage.
1
V
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Table 5.1. Updated Flux Density Requirements
at the Orbiter Interface
Flux Density Requirement Flux Density Units Comments
Acquisition 1.71	 x	 10-12 watts/square meter
r
800 Antenna
cone at-
TrackirA
Threshold 6.81
	 x 10-13 watts/square meter 2200 MHz
In-Lock:	 (min) 4.29 x 10 -12 watts/square meter
(max) 1.71	 x	 10-2 (1) watts/square meter
Maximum Level Without
4.30 x 103 watts/square meterDa l ,age
Note (1): Not specified to lock or track above this level
From (2), (3) and (4),
Fie	 0.1364 1.778	 = 2.632 x 10 3 (minimum)
(0.1364) 2 (3.981)
	
= 5.894 x 10-3 (maximum)	 (5)47r
To relate the required flux density to the PI specifications,
Table 5.2 presents the PI specifications for each performance parameter.
The in-lock tracking parameter is the received power required for the PI
to remain in lock for one hour on the average. The maximum in-lock track-
ing parameters is due to saturation of the IF amplifiers in the PI. The
receive circuit loss is due to cables and connectors between the antenna
and the PI. By adding the receive circuit loss to the PI specification,
the required received power ;rec `° the antenna can be determined.
Using Prec from Table 5.2, (1) and (5), the required flux density for
each performance parameter can be calculated as shown in Table 5.3. The
values in Table 5.3 are those recommended by Axiomatix for inclusion in
ICD 2 -19001 and should be used to modify IRN SD-152C.
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Table 5.2. Required Received Power to Meet PI Specifications
r
9
I
Requirement
Receive
fircuit Re Lilred Received Power
Performance in dBW (dBm) loss in Prec in dBW Prec in Watts
1 'B	 2
-140.2 9.55 x 10-15Acquisition -150(-120) 9.8
Tracking
Threshold -154(-124) 9.8 -144.2 3.80 x 10-15
In-Lock:	 (min) -146(-116) 9.8 -136.2 2.40 x 10 -
(max) -27 (+3) 6.0 -	 21.0 7.98 x 10-3
Maximum without
+6 (+36) 6.0 12.0 15.8
Damage
Notes: (1) PI requirement as of the PI CDR, June 24-26, 1980
(2) Receive circuit losses are Rockwell estimates as of
December 1980.
Table 5.3. Recommended Flux Density Requirements
at the Orbiter Interface
	
Flux Density	 Flux Density	 Units	 Comments
Requirement
g	
Acquisition	 X3.63 x 10-12	 watts/square meter	 80° antenna
i	 cone at
Tracking
Threshold	 11.44 x 10-12	 viatts/square meter 	 2200 MHz
s	 In-Lock: (min)	 9.12 x 10-12 t watts/square meter	 (2)
	(max)	 1.35 (1,3)	 watts/square meter
Maximum Level v,ithout3
Damage	
2.68 x 10 (3)I watts/square meter
a
Notes: (1) Not specified to lock or track above this level
(2) The maximum specified receiving antenna gain is used to
calculate the flux density requirements
(3) The minimum specified circuit loss is used to calculate the
`	 flux density requiremW^ts
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APPENDIX II
AXIOMATIX RECOWENDATIONS FOR REVISION OF SECTION 8.3
OF ICD 2-19001 FOR DETACHED PAYLOADS
REVISION #1
MAY 3, 1979
t
r
t
0
DRAFT REVISION #1
5/3/79
REWRITE AND REVISION FOR SECTION 8.3 OF ICD NO. 2- lgOO1
8.3 Detached Payloads. Paragraphs applicable to STDN, DSN, SUS, and
nonstan ard payloads are indicated in the following breakdown:
STDN Payloads--Paragraphs 9.3.1 and 8.3.2, subparagraphs n. 1.2.1,
8.3.2.2 and 8.3.2.3.
DSN Payloads--Paragraphs 8.3.1 and 8.3.2, subparartraphs 8.3.2.1,
8.3.2.2 and 8.3.2.4.
SGLS Payloads--Paragraphs 8.3.1 and 8.3.3.
t
Nonstandard Payloads--Paragraphs 8.3.1 ind 8.3.4.
8.3.1 S-Band Payload_j nterrogator (PI) Interface. fhe PI provides
two-way TF commun^'cation between the Orbiter and detarhorl payloads within
a range of 10 nmi. In the following paragraphs, "characteristics" are
t	 those of the Orbiter avionics that the pa y load must he cognizant of, and
"requirements" are specifications placed upon the pa y load communication
equipment.
8.3.1.1 PI Performance Charactnristir^,
t	 8.3.1.1.1 Transmitter CharactvH,,tic,. The principal Iran"mitter char-
acteristics are listed in Table
8.3.1.1.1.1 Output rrequoncy (hole. Two outl)ut frequenc y hands are pro-
vided, L - hand and !,-band, as summari7od in iahle 8. 1.1.1.1.1 1.
K	 8.3.1.1.1.1.1 STDN Channel Assignments. The transmit/roceive frequency
pair assignments- for ST1iR-compatible detached paylnad e, ,,re listed in
Table 8.3.1.1.1.1-2.
MN Chontio I A% c i {^nnu , nl	 11w t rarvo i i t f rr(v i ve I rrKluertu y
pair	 for° DA-c.ompo( ih1v d(-1,rrin ,sl I1,1y]u,111" .rri . li-Jod in
Table 2.3.1.1.1.1-3.
SGLS Channel Assignments. The transmit/n wive frequency
pair assignments for	 dMached payload are listed in
Table 8.3.1.1.1.1-4
8.3.1.1.1.2 Transmitter 1riplexer Section. A triplexer is used between
the payload antenna and the PI transmitter/receivFr ntput/input termin-
als. Thi r, tri;rinxnr fund ions to divide the PT transmit and rnr.eive
hands into low and high subband q for loth tho NASA and DOD modes of oper-
ation	 The purpose of the 1 ow/hi rlh hand ;h ] er t.i v i t v 1% ter prevPA vin tua 1
interference between the PI and `>-Land network transponder during times
of simultaneous operation.
j
t
a
r
8
TABLE 8.3.1.1.1-1 PRINCIPAL PI TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS
t -- - - - - - - - - - - 
 - -Parameter ^,
-	
- -Value ,
_ -
	
- -Units , Subparagraph,
-------------- .,___--- ,_-- --- _	 _----.,
r r r ^
' L-Band Frequency Range ' 1763 -	 1840 MHz 8.3.1.1.1.1'
r r r ^ r
jr
- - - - - -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 - - y - - -	 - -	 - . _	 _ - _ _	 _ - _	 -	 _ -	 - -
' S-Band Frequency Range 2025 - 2120 ' MHz 8.3.1.1.1.1'
r r r r
-- - - - - - -
	
- - - -
	
- -
.-----.,
' Triplexer Suhbands ' See Subparagraph 8.3.1.1.1.2'
r r r
r — — - - — — - — — - — - — — _ _	 _	 — _ — — — — — — — _	 _	 —	 -	 -	 _
' Currier Frequency Tolerance ' ±0.001
-- - - - - - - - - - - -
	
-
--
- -
	
-
	
- -
--
- - -
	
-
	
-
--
-
	
- -
	 - - -
' Carrier Phase Noise ' 10 max degrees-RMS 8.3.1.1.1.4'
r r i i r
- - - - - - - - - - - -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - , - -	 - -	 -	 - ti -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
' Output Spurs - 0!) ' dRC
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - l -	 - , -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - , -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
' Phase Modulator ' 0.2 to 2.5 radians 8.3.1.1.1.6'
i r i r
-_--._-_-_-_-_, ___	 _,_- _--- ,-- ---_.,
' Frequency Sweep Range 7r	 max kHz 8.3.1.1.1.7'
r r i r r
-- - -
	
-
	
- - -
	
- -
	
- - -
	
- -
	
-
	
-
	
-
	
-
	
-
-
--
	
-
	
-
	
-
	
- - - - - - - ,
' Frequency Sweep Rates 10 ' kHz/sec ' 8.3.1.1.1.8'
r
t T1^5^
r
Hz/Sec
r r
- - _ - - _ _ - _	 _ -	 _ _ _ ! -	 _	 -	 _	 _ ' - - - - - - = - -	 - -	 -	 -	 -'
Power Level--High 37 dBm 8.3.1.1.1.9'
, , r r r
' Medium ' 17 dBm ' 8.3.1.1.1.9'
r r r r r
' Low 4 dBm 8.3.1.1.1.9'
'---------------'-------'---- _!-- -----'
04
TABLE 8.3.1.1.1.1-1 PAYLOAD INTERROGATOR OPERATING CHANNEI.'
V.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - _ _ - _ - _ _,
1 t Frequency Range + No. of 1 Channel	 1
1 (MHz) 1 Channels t Spacing	 (kHz)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _
-1 - -	 _	 _	 _	 _	 _	 _i
1 t 1 1 1
1 1 1 I 1
1	 STDN S-Rand Transmit 1 1 1 t
+	 and Receive t t 1 1
t + 1 t t
+	 S-Band Transmit 1 2025.833-2118.7 1 SOS t 115.104	 t
1 1 t 1 t
+	 S-Rand Receive 2200-2300.875 1 808 i 125.000	 +
'- _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1
-'-
1
- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _'_
1
- - _ _
" '-1
- _ _ _ _ - "
+
+	 DSN S-(land Transmit + i t
1	 and Receive 1 + + +
'	 S-(hand Transmit 2110.243-2119.792 1 29* 1 341.04 q	 1
1 I i 1 1
+	 S-Rand Receive 2290.185-2299.814 1 27** 1 370.370	 +
+ 1 1 t t
t 1 i 1 I
+	 SGLS L-Band Transmit, t 1 1 1
+	 S-Band Receive 1 + 1 +
1
+	 L-Band Transmit
t
+ 1763.721-1839.795
1
1 20
1
1
1
4003.906	 t
1 e 1
 1
+	 S-Band Receive + 2202.5-2297.5 20 1 5000.000	 1
,_-________	 __, - -_	 _------t---- _-,- ____-__,
*The top six channels are transmit only.
**The bottom four channels are receive only.
1 t
K r
Hi
0b
TABLE 8.3.1.1.1.1-2 STBN CHANNEL AND FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS
t
Refer to Appendix C for specific channel and frequency assignments.
Method of calculating frequencies is as follows:
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
`	 Channel No. n - 1 to 808
Receive Frequency = 2200.GOO + (n-1) x 0.125 MHz
r
Transmit Frequency - 2025.8334 + (n-1) x 0.115104 MHz
y Transmit Frequency . 2?1 /'('40 x Receive frequency
'-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T^
I
.y
E9	
TABLE: 8.3.1.1.1.1.3 D8N CRA14NEL 6 FREQUZNCY ASSIQNMRgTS
01buNc k
	
MUM- MHZ
	
arcriYf MHz
i
	 spreIrm i SYNTHESIZER	 SPECIFIED i SYVTHESIZE:R
y	 -------------
 
------------- I -------------
I
850 1 1 (	 2290.18518{7	 1 2290.165790	 1
851 1 ( (	 2290.555556	 1 2290.555560	 1
852 I ( 1	 2290.92596	 i 2290.925930	 1
853 I ( I	 2291. 296296	 1 2241.296300	 1854 (56) 1	 2110.243056 1	 2110.243059 1	 2291.666667	 1 2291.666670	 1
855 1	 2110.584105 1	 2110.584106 1	 2292.037037	 1 2292.037040	 i
856 1	 2110. 925154 1	 2110.925157 I	 2292.407407	 1 2292.407410	 1
857 1	 2111.266204 1	 2111. 266206 1	 2292.777778 .1 2292.777780	 1
858 1	 2111. b07253 1	 2111.607255 1	 2293. 148148	 1 229 3. 148150	 1
859 1	 2111.948303 1	 2111.948304 1	 2293. 518519	 1 2293.518520	 1
860 1	 2112.289352 1	 2112.289353 1	 2293.888988	 1 2293.888890	 1
861 1	 2112.630401 1	 2112.630402 1	 2294.25 g 25 a	1 2294.259260	 1862 1	 2111.971451 1	 2112.971451 12294.b29630	 1 2294.b2.9630	 i863 04h) 1	 2113.312500 1	 2113.312500 1	 2295.000000	 1 2295.000000	 1
864 1	 2113.653549 12113.653549 1	 2295.370370	 1 2295.370170
865 1	 2113.994599 1	 2113.994598 1	 2295.740741	 1 2295.740740	 1866 1	 2114.335648 1	 2114. 335647 1	 2296. 111111	 1 2296. 111110	 1867 1	 2114. 676697 1	 2114. 676696 1	 2296. 481981	 1 2296.481480	 1
666 1	 2115.017747 1	 2115.017745 1	 2296.857852	 1 2296.651850	 1
669 1	 2115.358796 1	 2115.358794 1	 2297.222222	 1 2297.222220
870 1	 2115.699846 1	 2115.689843 1	 2297.592591	 1 2297.592590	 1
871 1	 2116.040845 1	 2116.040892 i	 2287.962965	 1 2297.962960	 iR7 (236) 1	 2116.381944 1	 2116.381941 1	 2298.333333	 1 2299.333330	 1
873 1	 2116.722994 1	 2116.722990 (	 2298.703704	 1 2298.703700	 1
874 1	 2117.064043 1	 2117.064039 1	 2299.074074	 1 2299.074070
875 1	 2117.405092 1	 2117.405088	 1 2299.444444	 1 2299.444440	 1
876 1	 2117. 746142 1	 'd,117.746137 1	 2299. 814315	 ( 2299.8148 10	 1
877 i	 2118.087191 1	 2116.087186	 ( ( I
878 1	 21' 8.428241 1	 2118. 428235	 1 1 I
e79 1	 2116.769290 1	 2116.769284	 ( ( 1
880 1	 2)19.110339 (	 2119. 110333	 I I I
681 1	 21 19.4513189 1	 ?119.451332	 ( I I
8132
---------------------------
1	 2119.792438 1	 2119.792431
-----------------------------------
I	 I I
------
unassigned channels; 883-894
I
t
I	 f
TABLE 8.3.1.1.1,1-4 SGLS CHANNEL 6 FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS
----.--------I---------^.-^-^^^-.^.► ^..	 -.M
I RECEIVE:	 1
I	 ( TRANSMIT	 1 DCD	 1
i	 1 ORBITER TO	 I PAY LOAM. 	I
i	 1 DOD PAYLOADS I TO ORBITER	 1
ICHANNEL I
1--------1
(MHz)	 !
-------------1--------------
(Mliz)	 1
1	 900	 1 1763.721	 ! 2202.500	 1
I	 I
I	 901	 1
1
1767.725
	 !
I
2207.500	 1
I	 1
1	 902	 1
I
1771.7 29
	 1
I
2212. 500
	 1
1	 !
I	 903	 1
I
1775.733	 ( i2217.500
	 1
f	 I
1	 904	 I
I
1779.736	 1
i
2222.500	 1
i	 I
{	 905	 1
i
1763.740	 1
1
2227.500	 i
I	 I
i	 906	 I
I
1787.744
	 1
i
2232.500
i	 I
1	 907	 1
1
1791.746	 1
I
2237. 500
1	 1
i	 903	 1
I
1795.752
	 1
I
2242.500	 i
i	 I
909
	 I
I
1799.756	 1
I
2247.500	 i
I
I	 910	 1
I
1803.7600	 (
I
2252.500	 1
I	 1
1	 911	 I
1
1607'.764	 1
i
2257. 500	 1
l	 1
i	 912	 1
I
1611.768	 1
I
2262.500	 1
I	 I
1	 49 1 1	 1
I
18 15.772	 1
I
22[,7. 500
I	 I
!	 914	 i
t
1819.775	 1
I
2272.500
t	 I 1 I
915	 ( 1823.779	 1 2277.500	 1
i	 I
1	 916	 1
1
1621.783	 1
1
2282. 500	 1
-	 I	 1
1	 917	 1
I
1631.787	 1
I
2287.500	 1
I	 I
1	 919	 1
I
1835.791	 !
I
2292.500	 1
I	 I
1	 919	 I
I
1839.795	 1
1
2297.500	 i
Unassigned -Y---hanne-Is:	 920-999
8.3.1.1.1.2.1 S-Band Subbands. The lowband is approximately 2025-2075 MHz
and the highban^s approx a ely 2074-2120 MHz.
8.3.1.1.1.2.2 t-„Band Subbands. The lowband is approximately 1763-1803 MHz
and the highband is approximately 1803-1840 MHz.
8.3.1.1.1.3 Carrier Frequency Tolerance. The maximum carrier frequency
uncertainty is tO.001% —of the nominal carrier frequency (transmitter sweep
disabled),
8.3.1.1.1.4 Carrier Phase Noise. The transmitter phase noise will produce
no more than a 4 o RMSCrackI ng phase error in a 300 Hz two-sided tracking
bandwidth and a 10 0 RMS tracking error in a 16 Hz two-sided tracking
bandwidth.
8.3.1.1.1.5 Carrier Spur* 	 Any spurs appearing at the transmitter out-
put will be at`'feast 65 i3a below the unmodulated carrier power level.
8.3.1.1.1.6 Carrier Phase Modulator. The phase modulator will accept
,analog or digital mo3uTa t`i ngsi ng aTs. The modulator deviation character-
istic is linear within t4% o ,rer a deviation range of 0.2-2.5 rad. Fre-
quency response is flat within ±0.5 dB from 1-200 kHz.
8.3.1.1.1.7 Carrie r Frequen cy Sweep. The transmitter output ",Pquency
may be swept over three ranges: 75 -!5 kHz, 55 ±5 kHz, 33 t3 kH.. The
fast sweep rate for the 75 and 55 kHz ranges is 10 ±3 kHz/sec and, for
the 33 kHz range, is (TBS) ± (TBS) Hz/sec. Frequency sweep is linear up
and down in frequency, beginning at the nominal channel frequency. When
the sweep is disabled, it remains in effect at the specified rate until
the nominal carrier frequency is reached.
8.3.1.1.1.8 Selectable Transmitter Power Levels. Three selectable
transmitter nutptit powerT level s for either the L-band or S-band frequency,
ranges are available:
High	 +37 dBm to +42 dam
Medium
	 +27 dBm to +'2 dBm
Low
	 +4 dBm to 4.9 dBm
8.3.1.1.2 Receiver Characteristics. The principal receiver characteris-
tics are l i sted' in TabTe _N7..fi.T.T-1.
8.3.1.1.2.1 Input Frequency_ . Range. The
is S-band, 2200-2300  MHz.
8.3.1.1.2.1.1 STDN Channel 	 ^ignments.
8.3.1.1.2.1.2 DSN Channel Assignments.
8.3.1.1.2.1.3 SGLS Channel Assignments.
8.3.1.1.2.2 Receiver Triplexer Section.
receiver input frequency range
See Paragraph 8.3.1.1.1.1.1.
See Paragraph 8.3.1.1.1.1.2.
See Paragraph 8.3.1.1.1.1.3.
See Paragraph 8.3.1.1.1.2.
8.3.1.1.2.2.1 Receive Subbands. The lowband is approximately 2195-2257 MHz
and the higband fs_approximately 2248-2306 MHz.
P
e	 Opp
TABLE 3.3.1.1.2-1 PRINCIPAL PI RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS
0
Parameter . Value 1	 Units 1 Subparagraph
1 - - -
	
- - - - - - -	 - - -
-1 - - - - - -	 - 1-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -i - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -1
^	 1 1 1 1 1
1 Input Frequency Range 1 2200 - 2300	 1	 MHz 8.3.1.1.2.1	 1
1 1 1 1
1 Triplexer Subbands See Subparagraph 1 8.3.1.1.2.2
1 1 1 1 1
1 Input Signal Level Range 1 -124 to +25	 1	 dBm 1 8.3.1.1.2.3
	 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 ACC Range 1 -124 to -20	 1	 dBm 1 8.3.1.1.2.4
	
1
1 1 i 1 1
1 Out-of-Band Interference 1 See Subparagraph 3.3.1.1.2.5
	
1
1 1 1 1 1
1 Noise Figure 1 7.0 1	 dB 1 8.3.1.1.2.6
'	 1 1 1 i 1
1 Thresholds:	 Acquisition 1 -122.5 1	 dBm i 8.3.1.1.2.7	 1
1 i 1 1 1
1	 Tracking 1 -1?4.n 1	 dBm 1 8.3.1.1.?.7	 1
I I 1 1 1
i Acquisition Sweep Range 1 ±85 kHz 8.3.1.1.2.8.11
1 1 ► 1
1 Acquisition Sweep Rate 1 10 1	 kHz/sec 1 8.3.1.1.2.8.11
1 Frequency Rate Tracking 1 44 1	 kHz/sec 1 8.3.1.1.2.8.21
I 1 1 1 1
1 Frequency Tracking Range 1 1100 kilz 8.3.1.1.2.8.31
1 1 i 1 I
1 Lock Detector Performance 1 See Subparagraph 1 8.3.1.1.2.9
	 1
1 1 1 1 f
1 False Lock Immunity 1 See Subparagraph 1 8.3.1.1.2.10	 1
i 1 1 1 1
(Tracking Bandwidth 1 (TBS) 1	 Hz 1 8.3.1.1.2.11
	
1
, 1 1 1 1
1 Maximum Phase Noise 1 1'1 Don ret-s - 1015
1 ! ^ 1 1
1 Maximum Y 1 1' 1 1!1 1	 Dedr(, P ,, 1 8.3.1.1.2.13	 1
1 1 l t 1
1 Throughput Bandwidth 4.5 1	 MHz 1 8.3.1.1.2.14
1 1 1 1
1 Output Signal Regulation < See Subparagraph 1 8.3.1.1.2.15	 1
1 I 1 1
(Throughput SNR Losses (TBS) 1	 dB 1 8.3.1.1.2.16	 1
1 - - - - - - - - - - -
	 - - -+	 - -	 - - - -
	 - 1_
	 -
	 -	 -	 -	
-	 - _ 1	 -- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 _1
r"
8.3.1.1.2.3 Input Sijna^l Level Rap p The receiver is operable over a
range of - 124 to +2?5  dBm.
8.3.1.1.24 AGC Dynamic Ranee. The AGC maintains the receiver transfer
ifunction n a linear state over-an input signal level range of -124 to
-20 dBm.
8.3.1.1.2.4.1 Receiver Gain Saturation. Above -20 dBm, the receiver IF
amplifier circuits begin to amp itude saturate. Although this should not
adversely affect the demodulation of constant envelope signals, it may
cause receiver false-lock under certain conditions. Overall receiver
performance is not guaranteed stove -20 dBm.
8.3.1.1.2.4.2 Receiver Protective Limiting. At input signal levels of
+10 dOm and higher, a presm Tiff er protective diode breakdown limiter
becomes operative. Purposeful receiver operation above +10 dBm is not
recommended.
8.3.1.1.2.5 Out-of-Band Interference. The receiver will operate with no
more than a ?.	 SNR'perorntance egradation due to out-of-band inter-
ference for the conditions listed in Table 8.3.1.1.2.5-1.
8.3.1.1,2.6 noise Figure. The receiver noise figure, as referenced to the
RF common input7autput port, is 7.0 dB maximum.
8.3.1.1.2.7 Carrier Acquisition and Trackinq_Thresholds. The minimum
received discrete came sir gsaT I eve i}'irar guarantee d acquisition is
-122.5 dBm. The minimum received discrete carrier signal level for guar-
anteed tracking and demodulation performance is -124.0 dBm.
8.3.1.1.2.8 Carrier Dynamic Acquis +ir:,, 7,,,r o 1N?rkincq
8.3.1.1.2.8.1 Receiver Frequency Sweep. For the purpose of acquisition,
the receiver is swept 45, kHz from the nominal receive frequency at a max-
imum rate of 10 kHz/sec. (This sweep is unrelated to the transmitter
sweep,)
8.3.1.1.2.8.2 Fregu.^ncy_ Rate Trackiga. The maximum in-lock frequency
rate that may be tracked is T4_kHzr ec.
8.3.1.1.2.8.3 Frequenc„, Trackin Range. The receiver maximum frequency
offset tracki nq caps bil i t y 'i 's  {_0 kHz from the nominal carrier frequency.
8.3.1.1.2.9 Lock Detec:to - Statistical Performance. Lock detector proba-
bility of false alarm tiniicating that the receiver is in lock when it is
not) is (TBS) for a carrier level of -122.5 dBm and standard payload modu-
lation conditions. Lock detector probability of indicating that the
receiver is out of loci when it is not is (TBS) for a carrier level of
-124.0 dBm. The lock detector must indicate an out-of-lock state for more
than (TBS) ms before the receiver automatically enters the sweep acquisi-
tion mode.
8.3.1.1.2.10 False Lock Immunity. The receiver will not false lock to
carrier sidebanTcomponents for any NASA (STDN and DSN) or 5GLS standard
modulation conditions for received signal levels less than • . 20 dBm. (See
Paragraph 8.3.4.2.2 for nonstandard modulation conditions.)
0
t•
TABLE 8.3.1.1.2.5-1 OUT-OF-BAND INTERFERENCE CONDITIONS
Interference SignalLevel Applicable Frequency Range -_	 _	 -	 -	 -^--	 - - _ -
-65 dBm Low Band:	 2165 MHz to (fR - 10) MHz
and (fR + 10) MHz to 2285 MHz
-65 dGm Nigh Band:	 2220 MHz to (fR - 10) MHz
and (fR + 10) MHz to 2340 MHz
'	 -25 dBm Low Band:	 200 MHz to 2165 MHz and
2285 MHz to 16 GHz
i  o
_ _
	
_	 _ _ _ _	 _	 _	 _	 _	 _	 _	
_ _	
-,	 _i _ — _ _ _ _	 _ - -	 - _ — _ — — — —;
'	 -25 dBm High Band:	 200 MHz to 2220 MHz and
'
'.------------- ---
2340
--
l 4 Hz to 16 GHz
-----------------'
t8.3.1.1.2.11 Phase Locked Loa (PLL) Bandwidths
8.3.1.1.2.11.1 Tracking Bandwidth. The in-lock PLL tracking noise bandwidth,
when the receiver is operating wNhin the linear coherent AGC range, is (TBS)
Hz (two-sided) and the damping factor is (TBS).
8.3.1.1.2.11.2 Acquisition Bandwidth. The out-of-lock PLL noise bandwidth,
when the receiver is operafing within the noncoherent AGC control range, is
(TBS) Hz (two-sided) maximum, with a damping factor of (TBS)
8.3.1.1.2.12 PLL Phase Noise Components. Components and maximum values which
comprise the PLC phase noise arelisted—in Table 8.3.1.1.2.12-1.
8.3.1.1.2.13 PLL Static Phase Error. PLL static error components and maximum
values are liste^d^in Table $3.x.2.13-1.
8.3.1.1.2.14 Wideband Demodulator. A wideband sinusoid phase-characteristic
demodulator providesrecoveryofall carrier phase modulations. The through-
put lowpass 3 dB bandwidth of the receiver, demodulator and output circuits
is 4.5 Miz .
8.3.1.1.2.15 Wideband Output Signal Regulation. The wideband demodulated sig-
nal output leverthe P P, CIU and bent-pipe ports is controlled by an RMS
type of regulating loop. PSP and CIU signal waveforms plus noise are regulated
to 2.0 t0.4 V RMS and the output amplifier clips or limits all peak values
jplus or minus) to approximately 4.0 V maximum. The KuSP or bent-pipe wave-
form plus noise is regulated to 2.0 ±0.4 V RMS and the output amplifier clips
or limits all peak values (plus or minus) to approximately 3.5 V maximum.
8.3.1.1.2.16 Demodulation SNI R !.uss Coi., onents. Table 8.3.1.1.2.16-1 lists the
receiver (inclu i3 ng the `s SPFIhss components and maximum values.
8.3.1.2 Antenna Characteristics. The PI/payload link utilizes a single hemi-
spherical antenna forboth transmitting and receiving.
8.3.1.2.1 Antenna Location. The antenna is located at the top of the payload
bay forward bulkhead, as shown in Figure 8.3.1.2.1-1.
8.3.1.2.2 Antenna Type. The antenna is a single-element cross-dipole which
operates on I.hv Pro(Iti v ncy ran(lo of 1740-1850 MHz with a VSWR - 1 .5:1 . and on
the 2000-2300 Mliz Frequency range with a VSWR • 2.0:1.
8.3.1.2.3 Gain. The maximum on-axis gain is between 2.5 and 3.0 dB.
8.3.1.2.4 Beamwidth. The 3 dB beamwidth is bounded by a 100 0
 cone aligned
with the +Z axis T the Orbiter.
8.3.1.2.5 Polarization. Antenna polarisation is selectable as either right-
hand circular ,RH PT or left-hand circular (LHCP).
8.3.2 NASA Standard Payload/PI/PSP Communication Characteristics and
Requirements --M
	 . ^-
8.3.2.1 Command Signals. A single form of command signal is allowed, with
summary characteristics listed in Table 8.3.2.1-1.
TABLE 8.3.1.1.2.12-1 PI TRACKING LOOP PHASE NOISE COMPONENTS
0
^- - - - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -^
Component Source	 , Maximum Phase Noise Contribution
-- - - - - - - - - - - - , -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Additive Noise
	 ,	 , 100 RMS
+	 r	 +
Oscillator Instability , 	 < 5" RMS
Modulation TrackIng	 +	 < 100 RMS
r
4
s•
TABLE 8.3.1.1.2.13-1 PI TRACKING LOOP STATIC PHASE ERROR COMPONENTS
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '. - - 1
Component Source
	 Component Maximum Value
* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ^
Frequency Offset	 30
(Retuning and doppler)
Frequency Dynamics	 12")
No Modulation Slewing	 18°
(Nonstandard direct carrier
' niodulntions only, sr( , suh-
paragraph 8.3.4.2.2.4.2)
----------------'_----------_.-'
fTABLE 8.3.1.1.2.16-1 PI/PSP SNR LOSS COMPONENTS
0
^ - - - - - - Component - - - - - - - - - -^ - - Lo$s	 (dB)-
^______ -___	 .-______--- _^-__----^
PI Noise Figure Tolerance ,	 -0.5
PI Interference Degradation -1.0
PI Phase Noise Loss -0.1
PI Demodulation Phrase Offset Loss ,	 -0.2
PI Filtering Las s; ,	 -0.2
PI Noniincao Los ,, ,	 ( niq
PSP Subcarrier D;Pmodulator I.nss ,	 -O.b
PSP flit
	
Syn(,hroni7 p r', ,)ss ,	 O•'1	 ,
t
f
(TRS)
I
F'ICNIKE o 3.1 2 . I .
 1 + AYLOAD ANTENNA LOCATION
t
0
__A
tTABLE 8.3.2.1-1 NASA STANDARD COMMAND SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - -t - - - - - - - -r - - - - - r - - - - - - - -1
1	 Parameter	 +	 Value	 +	 Units	 1 Subparagraph 1
1	 1	 1	 1	 1
1 Waveform
	 +	 Sinusoidal	 ► 	 -	 8.3.2.1.1	 +
1 Modulation	 +	 PSK, i90	 + Degrees	 8.3.2.1.1	 1
+	 1	 +	 i 	 +
+ Subcarrier Frequency
	 +	 16	 +	 kHz	 +	 8.3.2.1.2	 +
1	 1	 1	 +	 +
1 Carrier Modulation Index + 	 1.0 + 0.1
	 + Radians +	 8.3.2.1.3	 1
+ Bit Rates	 +	 2000 : 2 N	bps	 +	 8.3.2.1.4.1
	 +
+	 +	 N=0,1,2,...,8 +	 +	 +
+----------------------,_____--------.^
r
98.3.2.1.1 Modulation Waveform. The command waveform is a sinewave
subcarrier PSK mo u ate :t	 by the command bits.
8.3.2.1.2 Subcarri er Frequency. The nominal command subcarrier fre-
quency is 16 kHz. 
8.3.2.1.2.1
	
Subcarrier Harmonic Distortion, The maximum harmonic com-
ponents do not exceed	 o t efundamen^talfrequency amplitude.
8.3.2.1.2.2 Subcarrier FrequenSyFreu cy Stab ility. The 60-sec averaged sub-
carrier frequency wT T be within  i x - 5- the nominal subcarrier
frequency.
8.4.3.1.3 Carrier Modulation Index. Carrier modulation index for the
t	 command waveform ism i 0.1 radian peak.
8.3.2.1.4 Data Modulati on
8.3.2.1.4.1 Data Rates. The command data rates may be any one of the
following:
2000 bps, 1000 bps, 500 bps, 250 bps, 125 bps, 62.5 bps,
31.25 bps, 15,625 bps or 7.8125 bps.
8.3.2.1.4.2 Data flit Format. The bit format may be NRZ-l., NRZ-M or
NRZ-S. Transition	 the data waveform will coincide with a zero crossinq
of the subcarrier.
8.3.2.1.4.3 Data Asymmetry. The data hit asymmetry will not exceed 2'
of the nominal data bit period.
8.3.2.1.4.4 Data Bit Jitter. The data bit peak phase jitter will not
exceed 31 of the-databi tt period.
3.3.2.1.4.5 Comeand Bit Preamble. Whenever actual command bits are not
being modulate -'onto the sui; a r`-r, er, a prefix consisting of alternating
"one" and "zero" bits is employed. The prefix always begins with a "one"
bit ends with a "(TBS)" bit just prior to the first command message bit.
8.3.2.2 Telemetry Signals. A single farm of telemetry signal is allowed,
with summary requirements listed in Table 8.3.2.2-1.
8.3.2.2.1 Modulation Waveform. The telemetry waveform shall be a sine-
wave subcarri-e-r PSTi6cdulateLJ`( 4 900 ) by the telemetry bits.
8.3.2.2.2 Subcarrier Vrequen q. The nominal telemetry subcarrier fre-
quency shall`Fe— T.*DN-M .
8.3.2.2.2.1 Subcarrier Harmonic Distortion. The maximum harmonic com-
ponents shall not exceed-T^j` T the -fun-damental frequency amplitude.
}	 8.3.2.2.2.2 Subcarrier t`rnrluencv Stability!. The long-term subcarrier fre-
quency stabi 1 i tyTur^c-ertai rTt T s-ial'i be w-thi n 4. 0.01% of the nominal sub-
carrier frequency.
8.3.2.2.3 Payloa d Transmitter Modulatio n I ndex. The payload carrier mod-
ulation index; shalT_e 1 .0 ±Q.T rod Jn peak.'f
tg
t0
TABLE 8.3,2.2-1 NASA STANDARD TELEMETRY SIGNAL REQUIREMENTS
i4
,_ - _ - _ - - - - - _ r _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ . -,- - - - - - -,- - - - - - -,
I	 Parameter I Value , Units ,	 Subparagraph
,- - - _ - - - - - - - r	 .. _ .. _ - - - - - - -I - - - _ _ - -1 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 - 1
I
Waveform
1
1 Sinusoidal
► 1	 1
'	 8.3.2.2.1
, 1 1 1	 1
1
Modulation
1
PSK, t90
1
Degrees
1	 i
,	 B.3.2.2.1
I , 1 1	 ,
1
,Subcarrier Frequency
1
, 1.024
1
, MHz
1	 1
1 8.3.2.2.2	 1
1 1 1 1	 1
P/L Modulation Index , 1.0	 +	 0.1 Radians 18.3.2.2	 3
I I 1 1	 I
: Bit Rate 1 16	 t	 't.'i , 1 kbps ,	 U. 3, 2,2.4.1
, 1 I 1	 I
1 1
1 N- 0,1,2,3,4
i
I
1
,	 1
1 1 1	 ,
I
Bit Format
I
,NRZ-L,M, or S,	 or
1
, -
1	 ,
,	 8.3.2.2.4.2
, 1 1	 1
Manchester-l. i M, or S
1 1 r I 
Word Length , S , Bit% ,	 8.3.?.2.5.1
1 1 i 1	 1
1
Minor Frame Length
i
, 8 to 1024
1
, Words
I	 1
► 	 8.3.2.2.5.2
1 1 1 1	 1
1
Master Frame Length
i
1	 to 256
1
:Minor Frames
1	 1
,	 8.3.2.2.5.4
1 I 1 1	 1
,
Transition Density
1
- 64 transitions
1
in 512 bits ,	 8.3.2.2.5.6	 1
1 i i 1	 1
,C 64 consecutive bits w/o transition ,	 8.3.2.2.5.6	 I
f^
8.3.2.2.4 Data Modulation
f	 8.3.2.2.4.1 Data Rates. The telemetry data rates shall be any one of
the following:
16 kbps, 8 kbps,. 4 kbps, 2 kbps or 1 kbps.
8.3.2.2.4.2 Data Bit Format. The bit format shall be NRZ or Manchester
L, M or S. The bits an suFcarrier may be asynchronous or, if synchron-
ous, no specific transition versus subcarrier phase relationship is
required.
8.3.2.2 .4.3 Data Asymmetry . (TaS)
8.3.2.2.4.4 Bit Rate Stability. The bit rate stability shall be better
than 0.1% of the nominal bit rate.
8.3.2.2.5 Data Structure Formats
8.3.2.2.5.1 Ward l.enc^th. The basic data word length shall be eight
bits. (Longer wor s' may be realized as multiples of eight bits).
8=3.2.2.5.2 Minor Frame Length. A minor frame shall be a minimum of
eight words urn to amaximum 1 024 wards.
8.3.2.2.5.3 Minor Frame Synchronization Words. Minor frame synchroniza-
tion words shall- con -T5 ca	 ''i 	 4 or 3 6'i 't groups.
8.3.2.2.5.4 Master Frame Length. A master frame shall be comprised of
between one and	 minor frames.
8.3.2.2.5.5 Master Frame Synchronization Ward. The master frame syn-
chronization word  al T4consist oT an eight-17t unique pattern or an
eight-bit minor frame count.
8.3.2.2.5.6 Transition D ensity. The minimum data transition density
requirement sKali T f6 _64 or more transitions in any 512-bit block and
for no segn ►ent greater than 64 hits without a transition.
8.3.2.2.6 Pavload Minimum EIRP. Table .3.2.2,6-1 lists the payload
minimum EIRP requirea to achieve a IXIO- 4 bit error for the hit rates
listed under 8.3.2.2.4.1 at the output of the PSP for the conditions of
10 nmi range, worst-case tolerances, and a 0 dB performance margin.
8.3.2.3 STDN Near-Earth (NE) Trans onder Turnaround Requirements. The
following par-^ agraphs also apply to TORS user 'transponders  oprating in
the STDN mode.
8.3.2.3.: Forward Link Sweep Acquis ition. The NE transponder forward
link from the Orbiter to the payload —w—TIT be frequency sweat in the PI
transmitter (for acqu ition purposes) in accord with 8.3.1.1.1.7
utilizing the fast sweep rate of 10 kHz/sec over the +75 kHz range.
fTABLE 8.3.2.2.6-1 NASA PAYLOAD MINIMUM EIRP REQUIREMENTS
4
0
7
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - T - - - - - - - -	 -	 - - i
Sit Rate ,	 EIRP
4 - - - - - - -	 - -	 - - - T - - - - - - - - -
	
- -
16 kbps '	 23.8 dBm
o
8 kbps '	 20.8 dBm
4 kbps 17.8 dBm
2 kbps '	 14.8 dBm
1
-- - - - - -
kbps
-
	
-
	
-
	
-
'	 14.3 dam*
	
^- - -- - - - - - - - -
	
- -
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Set by carrier minimum acquisition level requirement.
a8.3.2.3.1.1Trans onder Minimum PLL Acquisition Bandwidth. In order to
4	 achieve a 0.9 probability of carrier acquisition when the I sweep crosses
the transponder nominal receive frequency, the transponder two-sided loop
noise bandwidth shall not be less than 200 Hz.
f
8.3.2.3.1.2 SweepTrackin Requirement. The PI transmitter sweep may go
through a number of complete sweep cycles before being disabled. The
transponder receiver must therefore be capable of tracking the entire PI
transmitter sweep range (t75 kHz) for the condition of PI transmitter max-
imum nominal frequency offset (tC )01%).
8.3.2.3.2 Return Link Sweep Acquisition.q isition. The PI receiver may be required
to acquire t e payload  transmitter signal when the transponder is in its
one -way mode (transmitter carrier frequency derived from the transponder
auxiliary oscillator) or in the two-way mode with the forward link sweep
transponded to the return link carrier.
8.3.2.3.2.1 Auxiliary Oscillator Stabilii 	 The long-term stability of
the transponder transmitter's nominal carrier frequency as derived from
the auxiliary oscillator shall be no worse thin ±0.001%.
8.3.2,3.2.2 Auxiliary Oscillator-to-VCO Switchover. There are no PI-
imposed requirements on the auxiliary osci ator-to-VCO switchover (when
the forward link becomes acquired) in terms of the resulting frequency
step.
8.3.2.3.2.3 PI Recei­- Lock Loss Due to Auxiliary Oscillator-to-VCO
Switchover. . It is exp,	 that, when the -trans- pondeF wTtcnes its
transmitter frequency source from auxiliary oscillator to the VCO, PI
receiver lock (if it had been attained in the one-way mode) will be lost.
8.3.2.3.2.4 Transponder Turnaround Ratio. The transponder transmit/
receive frequency turnaround ratio—'s'57-be  240/221.
8.3.2.3.2.5 Return Link Carrier Sideband Level Due to Forward Link
Modulation Fee t route. The maximum feedtHrough modulationsiiiebands of
the return link carrier by the forward link command modulation (16 kHz
subcarrier) shall not exceed a return link sideband level greater than
-35 dBc.
8.3,2.4 DSN Deep-Space DS Transponder Turnaround Requirements
8.3.2.4.1 Forward Link Sweep Acquisition. The NE transponder forward
link from their	 T er to the pay-load-wilT be frequency swept in the PI
transmitter (for acquisition purposes) in accord with 6.3.1.1.1.7 util-
izing the slow sweep rate of (TBS) Hz/sec over the ±33 kHz range.
8.3.2.4.1.1 Transponder Minimum PLL Acquisition Bandwidth. In order to
achieve a 0.99 probability of carrier acquisition'tion when the sweep crosses
the transponder nominal receive frequency, the transponder two-sided loop
noise bandwidth shall not be less than (TBS) Hz. (It has been assumed
that, when the DS transponder is operating with the Orbiter, the minimum
receive signal level will be (TBS) dB above the PLL absolute threshold
for which the nominal 18 Hz two-sided loop noise bandwidth occurs.)
8.3.2.4.1.2 Maximum Sweat Acquisition Time. The time required to sweep
the entire 01114z frequency uncertainty range using the slow sweep rate
4	 will be (T6S) sec.
8.3.2.4.1.3 S%jep Trackin g Requirement. In the Slow sweep rate mode,
the PI transm tier sweep will nominally go through one complete sweep
cycle and then become disabled. The transponder receiver must therefore
be capable of tracking the entire PI transmitter sweep range (33 kHz)
for the condition of PI transmitter maxim4m nominal frequency offset of
- •0.001 %.
8.3.2.4.2 Return Link Sweep Acquisition. The PI receiver may be required
to acquire the payload transmitter s-ig`nal when the transponder is in its
one-way mode (transmitter carrier frequency derived from the transponder
auxiliary oscillator) or in the two-way mode with the forward link sweep
transponded to the return link carrier.
8.3.2.4.2.1 Auxiliary OscillatorStabilit. The long-term stability of
the transponder transmitter'-s nom n^ of carrier frequency as derived from
the auxiliary oscillator shall be no worse than ±0.001%.
8.3.2.4.2.2 Auxiliary Oscillator-to-VCG Switchover. There are no PI-
imposed requirements on the auxiliary oscillator
	
VC0 Switchover (when
the forward link becomes acquired) in terms of the resulting frequency
step.
j	 8.3.2.4.2.3 PI Receiver Lock Loss Due to Auxiliary Oscillator-to-VCO
Switchover. It is expectedat, when the transpondersw t`^ c^ hesits trans-
mm"ter` Trequency source from auxiliary oscillator to the VCO, PI receiver
lock (if it had been attained in the one-way mode) will be lost.
8.3.2.4.2.4 Transponder Turnaround Ratio. The transponder transmit/
receive frequency turnaround ratio s a
	 e 240/221.
8.3.2.4.2.5 Return Link Carrier Sideband Level Due to Forward Link Modu-
lation Feedth, roug— h. Th max mine_ t roug mo u a ion sidebands of the
return linkcarrier by the forward link command modulation (16 kHz subcar-
rier) shall not exceed a return link sideband level greater than -35 d6c.
8.3.3 DOD SGLS Standard Pa load 
'^-
PI CIU Communication Characteristics and
Regu irements
8.3.3.1 Command Signals. A single form of command signal is allowed,
with summary characteristics listed in Table 8.3.3.1-1.
8.3.3.1.1 Modulation
waveform with fc -m a s
are employed and the
a triangular function
rate.
Waveform. The command signal is a ternary FSK/AM
shown n Figure 8.3.3.1.1-1. Three command symbols
:omposite FSK waveform is 50% amplitude modulated by
of frequency equal to one-half the command symbol
S
0i
TABLE 8.3.3.1 1 SGLS STANDARD COMMAND SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
+^	 '-	 Parameter -	
- -
	
- -I	 Value -Units -:	 Subparagraph^
-	 -- -
'- -
	
- - - - - - - -
- - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -11
Waveform Sinusoidal with AM - 8.3.3.1.1
1 1	 1
Modulation
1
t	 Ternary FSK 1 - 8.3.3.1.1	 1
I 1 1 1	 1
8.3.3.1.2	 1
Symbol Frequencies "S" = 65 kHz
11011
	 =	 76 kHz1
11111
	 =	 95 1 kHz 1
1 t 4 1	 1
1 1 1 1	 1
'Carrier Modulation Indices	 0.3 ± 10% radians 8.3.3.1.3
1.0 t	 10% radians1 1
I I t I	 1
`Symbol Rates 1000 sps 8.3.3.1.4.1
2000 sps
-- - - - - - - -- - -- - ---	 - - - -
- - ------
I
- - - - - -
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8.3.3.1.2 Command Tone Frequencies. The command symbol tone frequencies
are as follows:
Logic "S" - 65 kHz
Logic 11 0" - 76 kHz
Logic "Y" - 95 kHz
8.3.3.1.2.1 Tone Fre uenc Accuracy. The maximum nominal tone frequency
error will nct -exceed ^t-
8.3.3.1.3 Carrier Modulation Indices. Two carrier modulation indices
are employe	 t	 radians or 0.3 t10% radians peak.
8.3.3.1.4 Data Modulation
8.3.3.1.4.1 Data S mbol Rates. The ternary symbols are transmitted at
the rate of 1000 symbols/sec or 2000 symbols/sec.
8.3.3.1.4.2 Trion u_l ar AM Clock. A triangular waveform clock at one-half
the symbol raa at - nd with lts positive zero crossing delayed by 0.6 Ts
t10% from the symbol epoch amplitude modulates the composite symbol stream
with a 50% intensity.
8.3.3.1.4.3 Data Format (TBS)
8.3.3.1.4.4 Command Bit Preamble (TBS)
8.3.3.2 Telemetry Signals. Both PSK and FM suucarriers are allowed; sum-
mary requirements-- 	 are listed in Table 8.3.3.2-1.
8.3.3.2.1 Modulation Waveforms
8.3.3.2.1.1 PSK Subcarriers. Digital telemetry waveforms shall be sine-
wave subcarriers PSK moU5 ated (±90 6 ) by the telemetry bits.
8.3.3.2.1.2 FM Subcarriers. The analog telemetry waveform shall be a
sinewave subcarre^ r` `frequency modulated by the analog telemetry signal
to a maximum deviation of i(TBS) Hz-peak.
8.:,.3.2.2 Subcarrier (re(urncies. The nominal PSK subcarrier frequencies
shall be 1.024 'Ci and 1.) M11i. + `fhe nominal `M subcarrier frequency shall
be 1.7 MHz.
8.3.3.2.2.1 Subcarrier Harmonic Components, The maximum harmonic compon-
ents of any suuicarr er shall- not excee	 S) % of the fundamental frequency
amplitude.
8.3.3.2.2.2 PSK Subcarrier Frequency Stability.
m	
. The long-term subcar-
rier frequency uncertainty shall be within *0.01% of the nominal subcar-
rier Frequency.
8.3.3.2.2.3 FM Subcarrier Fr2jueq^y Accuracy. When the FM subcarrier is
unmodulated, theh 	 mum frequency offset from the nominal frequency
shall not exceed (TBS) 1,
0TABLE 8.3.3.2-1 SGLS STANDARD TELEMETRY SIGNAL REQUIREMENTS
0
r- - - - - - - - - - -
,	 Parameter
r
,
- - - - - - - - -
.Value
r
,
- - - - - -
Units
-,
,
- - - - - - ,
Subparagraph
r- - - - - - — - - - - r - - - - - - - - - r - - - - - - • ► - - - - -	 -
,Waveforms , Sinusoidal , - , 8.3.3.2.1
,Modulations , PSK, *90 , Degrees r 8.3.3.2.1.1
FM,	 (TBS) , Hz-peak , 8.3.3.2.1.2
,Subcarrier Frquencies , PSK - 1.024 , MHz , 8.3.3.2.2
PSK - 1.7 r MHz , r
r FM - 1.7 , MHz
,P/L Modulation Indices , 1.0 ±	 10% , Radians , 8.3.3.2.3
4r
0.3 t 10% Radians r ,
,Digital	 Bit Rates , 256	 t 2N
,
kbps , 8.3.3.2.4.1
[N=0 9 1 ,2,... 9 10], r ,
r
and 10 ' kbps
, r
,Bit Format , NRZ-L or
r
`
r
- , 8.3.3.2.4.2
Manchester-L
r
,FM Frequency Response , 100 - ^00k Hz , 8.3.3.2.4.5
r
,Data Word Length
r
, (TRS) Bits
r
,
r
8.3.3.2.5.1
	
r
,Minor Frame Length , (TBS) Words r 8.3.3.2.5.2
,Master Frame Length , (TBS) Minor Frames r 8.3.3.2.5.4
,Transition Density
-- - - - - - - - - - -
,
-
(TBS)
- - - - - - - - -
'
- - - - - - -
,
-
8.3.3.2.5.6	 r
- - - — - - - 
4
t-
01
k 61—
t8.3.3.2 ,3 Payload Transmitter Modulation Indices. Each subcarrier shall
•	 employ Qne of two modulation indices: 1.6 AN rad peak or 0.3 A O% rad
peak. A maximum of two subcarriers may simultaneously modulate the carrier.
8.3.3.2.4 Subcarrier Modulatio6s
8.3.3.2.4.1 Digital Data Rates. The telemetry digital data rates shall
•	 be any one ofthe following  Tn accord with the specified subcarrier fre-
quency:
1.024 MHz and 1.7 MHz Subcarriers 	 1.7 MHz Subcarrier Only
250 bps	 8 kbps	 128 kbps
500 bps	 10 kbps	 256 kbps
1 kbps	 16 kbps
2 kbps	 32 kbps
4 kbps	 64 kbps
8.3.3.2.4.2 Data Bit Format. The bit format shall be NRZ-L or Manchester-L.
8.3.3.2.4.3 Data Asymmetry. (TBS)
8.3.3.2.4.4 Bit Rate Stability. The bit rate stability shall be better
than 0.1% of thenomina
	 1t rate.
8.3.3.2.4.5 FM Signai Fre uency Response. The baseband signal that fre-
quency modulates t e su carrier is a	 ave a highpass rolloff of (TBS)
dB/octave beginning at 100 Hz and a lowpass rolloff of (TBS) dB/octave
beginning at 200 kHz.
8.3.3.2.4.6 FM/FM Si g nal Structure . When the FM subcarrier is frequency
modulated by a compositset 	 requency modulated sub-subcarriers, the
signal structure shall comply with the following requirements: (TBS),
8.3.3.2.5 Data Structure Formats
8.3.3.2.5.1 Word Len q•th. The basic data word length shall be (TBS) bits.
8.3.3.2.5.2 Minor Fram-2 Length. (TBS)
8.3.3.2.5.3 Minor Frame Synchronization Words. (TBS)
8.3.3.2.5.4 Master Fra ► ie Length,	 (TBS)
8.3.3,2.5.5 Master Frame Synchronization Word. (TBS)
8.3.3.2.5.6 Transition Densi_^X. (TBS)
8.3.3.2.6 Paylloaad_Mini^num EIRP. Tab^e 8.3.3.2.6-1 lists the payload min-
imum EIRP requires-to ar.- e ev a x10 bit error rate for the bit rates
listed under 8.3.3.2.4.: at the out Fw t of the CIU for the conditions of
10 nmi range, 1.0 rad modulation index, worst-case tolerances, and a
0 dB performance margin.
f4
TABLE 8.3.3.2.6-1 SGLS PAYLOAD MINIMUM EIRP REQUIREMENTS
,-	 -	 - .	 -	 -
Bit
- - - -
Rate
- - r - -
,
- - - - - - - - -,
EIRP
,-	
-	
- - - - - - - - - - r - - - - -	 - - - - -	 -,
,
1 256 kbps
,
,
1
35.9 dBm
	 +
,
+ 128 kbps
i
+
+
32.9 dBm
+ 64 kbps 1 29.9 dBm	 1
1
32 kbps
+
1
,
26.9 dBm	 i
i 1
,
i 16 kbps
i
Y
+
23.8 dBm	 +
+
1
10 kbps i
+
21,8 dBm	 +
i
,
i 8 kbps
i
+
+
20.8 dBm	 +
i  +
i 4 kbps i 17.8 dBm	 i
2 kbps i 14.8 dBm	 1
, I +
1
+ 1 kbps
1
i
+
14.3 dBm*	 +
i 500 bps
1
i
+
14.3 dBm*	 i
,
1 250 bps
1
1
+
14.E dBm*	 +
i-	 - -	 -	 -	 •- -	 -	 -	 - - -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 .-
* 'Set by c.arric , r minimum acquisition level requirement.
1
t8.3,3.3 DOp 4GLS Transponder Turnaround Requirements
8.3.3.3.1 Foivard Link Sweep Ac uisition. Some SGLS transponder receivers
have a self-contained automati c sweep acquisition capability. The PI transmit-
ter sweep capability is therefore not required for such transponders and will
be disabled. For those SGLS transponders not having a self-contained automatic
sweep acquisition capability, the PI transmitter will be frequency swept in
accord with 8.3,1.1.1,7, utilizing the fast sweep rate of 10 kHz/sec over the
65 kHz range.
.	 8.3.3.3.1.1 Transponder Minimum PLL Acquisition Bandwidth. In order to achieve
a 0.9 probability of carri er aacquisit'ion	 tiae_PTsweep crosses the transpon-
der nominal receive frequency, the transponder two-sided loop noise bandwidth
shall not be less than 200 Ilz.
8.3.3.3.1.2 Sweep Tracking Requirement. The PI transmitter sweep may gn
through a number of complete sweep cycles before being disabled. The tran-
sponder receiver must therefore be capable of tracking the entire PI transmit-
ter sweep range (±55 kHz) for the condition of PI transmitter maximum nominal
frequency offset (±0.0015).
8.3.3.3.2 Return Link Frequency Stabi' c; , °;nd Acquisition Requirements
8.3.3.3.2.1 Auxiliary Oscillator Stab*-!,°.y. The long-term stability of the
transponder transmitter's nominal carrier frequency as derived from the auxil-
iary oscillator shall be no worse than 30.0015.
8.3.3.3,2.2 Auxiliary Oscillator-to-VCO Switchover. There are no specific
requirements asthe re-- sul—tingfrequency step is expected to be within the PI
receiver acquisition range.
8.3.3.3.2.3 PI Receiver Lock Loss Due to Auxiliary Oscillator-to-VCO Switch-
over. It is expected that,- whentifie-transpo^nder§_W tches is transm tt^ er re-
quency source from auxiliary oscillator to the VCO, PI receiver lock (if it
had been attained in the one-way mode) will be lost.
8.3.3.3.2.4 Transponder Turnaround Ratio. The transponder transmit/receive
frequency turnaround ratio shall be 25 M05.
8.3.3.3.2.5 Return Link Carrier Sideband Level Due to Forward Link Modulation
Feedthroug hh, The maximum feedthrough modulation si aan s a the return lin k
carrier by the forward link command modulation (65 kHz, 76 kHz, 95 kHz tones
and the one-half symbol rate clock and its harmonics) shall not exceed a return
link sideband level greater than -35 dBc.
8.3.4 Nonstandard Payload/ PI/Bent-Pi pe Communication Requirements. Nonstand-
ard communications are those wht o not con arm to the SAS S P or DOD/CIU
command and telemetry capabilities. Nonstandard communication signals must,
however, comply with the PI capabilities and requirements.
8.3.4.1 Comma nd Signals. An input port to the PI transmitter phase modulator
exists aboard  the Orbiterer at the Paylocfd Station (PS). This port allows non-
standard command signals to be transmitted from the PS; however, no ground
through Orbiter-to-payload nonstandard command capability exists. Therefore,
if such command transfer capability is required, use must be made of either
the PSP or CIU standard command signalling capability. PS command signals must
comply with the PI transmitter requirements of 8.3.1.1.1.
t
8.3.4.2 Telemetry Signals. Nonstandard telemetry signals are defined as
those which cannot be handled by either the PSP or CIU. Such signals are
acquired and demodulated by the PI, and the resulting baseband signal is
transferred to the ground via the Ku-band bent-pipe link for processing.
Nonstandard telemetry cannot be detected, sorted and displayed aboard the
Orbiter. In order that nonstandard telemetry signals be compatible with
the PI performance criteria, various conditions and restrictions are
imposed as per the following subparagraphs.
8.3.4.2.1 General Payload Transmitter Modulation Criteria
8.3.4.2.1.1 Allowable Modulations. Phase modulation (PM) of the carrier
is the only allowabli ty e of mo ulation. Frequency modulation (FM) and
amplitude modulation (AM^ of the carrier are not permitted. Ruadriphase
and spread spectrum modulations are also not allowed.
8.3.4.2.1.2 Maximum Carrier Suppression. The maximum allowable carrier
suppression due to the composite of all phase-modulating sources shall
not exceed 10 dB.
8.3.4.2.1.3 Subcarrier Modulation. When subcarriers are employed, they
may be either phase or frequency +modulated. Amplitude modulated subcar-
riers are not permitted. Restrictions on the use of subcarriers are given
under 8.3.4.2.2.2 and 8.3.4.2.2.3.
8.3.4.2.1.4 Direct Carrier Modulation b Baseband Signals. Direct carrier
modulation by analog type baseban s gna s is not allowed.  Direct carrier
modulation by digital type baseband signals is allowed, subject to the
restrictions given under 8.3.4.2.2.4.
8.3.4.2.2 Specific Nonstandard Modulation Restrictions
8.3.4.2.2.1 Discrete 	 Component Sideband Levels. Carrier phase
modulation by per o c signals (sinusoids, square-waves, etc, having funda-
mental frequencies less than 200 kHz is not permitted. No incidental and/or
spurious discrete frequency component sideband levels shall be greater than
-32 dBc on a frequency range of 4 ;00 kHz about the carrier frequency.
8.3.4.2.2.2 Frt uenSL Modulated Subcarriers
8.3.4.2.2.2.1 Analog Modulations. No analog signal frequency modulated
subcarrier, on -a—frequency  range of 1200 kHz about the carrier frequency
shall be allowed to phase modulate the carrier if the inequality
fmAf > 8 x103
is violated, where fm
 is the bandwidth or maximum frequency of the base-
band analog signal in liz and ^f is the peak frequency deviation of the
subcarrier in Hz. Provided that the above inequality is satisfied, the
maximum allowable carrier phase modulation index, a, by the frequency
modulated sinusoidal subcarrier shall be the lesser of 1.85 rad (1060)
or the i^ which satisfies the relationship:
J l ($)/J O (0 = 5.43x 10-7 fmnf,
V
F	 •
or the 0 which results in a lack detector false alarm probability greater
than 1 x 10-4 when the lock detector bandwidth is centered on the FM sub-
carrier (i.e., on either relative subcarrier frequency sideband of the
carrier). The value of P may be determined with the aid of Fig. 8.3.4.2.1-1.
8.3.4.2.2.2.? Digital Modulations. No frequency-shift-keyed (FSK) sub-
carrier, on a frequency range—R7200 kHz about the carrier frequency,
shall be allowed to phase modulate the carrier if the inequality
R  ? 2.5 x 102
is violated, where Rb is the data bit rate (bps). Provided that the above
inequality is satisfied, the maximum allowable carrier phase modulation
index, 6, by the FSK modulated sinusoidal subcarrier shall be the lesser
of 1.85 rad (106 0 ) or the a which satisfies the relationship
J l (a)/J0 (8) > 6.9 x 10-8(Rb)2
or the 8 which results in a lock detector,
 false alarm probability greater
than 1 x10- 4 when the lock detector bandwidth is centered on the FM sub-
carrier. The value of ,-, may be determined with the aid of rig. 8.3.4.2.1-1.
8.33.4.2.2.3 Phase Modulated Subcarriers
8.3.4.2.2.3.1 Analog Modulations. Phase modulation of subcarriers by
analog baseband—s7 gnatss^ recommended due to inefficiency. As a
result, no such modulations are expected and no guidelines have been
developed.
8.3.4.2.2.3.2 Digital Modulations. No phase-shift-keyed (PSK) subcar-
rier, on a frequency range of +200 kiiz about the carrier frequency, shall
be allowed to phase modulate the carrier if the inequality
Rb > 2.5 -. 102
is violated, where Rh
 is the data hit rate (bps). Provided that the
inequality above is satisfied, the miximuin allowable carrier phase modu-
lation index, <<, by the i'SK modulated sinusoidal subcarrier shall be the
lesser of 1.85 rad (106') or the o which satisfies the relationship
J l (s) /J O (t{) - 6.9 k 10-8(Rb)2
or the r which results in a lock detector false alarm probability greater
than 1. 10- 4
 when the lock detector bandwidth is centered on the FM sub-
carrier. The value of 1{ may be determined with the aid of Fig. 8.3.4.2.1-1.
8.3.4.2.2.4 Direct Carrier Modulations
8.3.4.2.2.4.1 Ana l_ pg Modulations. Direct phase modulation of the carrier
by an analog baseband sicna^is not recommended due to inefficiency. As
+	 no such modulations are expected, no 'guidelines have been developed.
8.3.4.2.2.^.'? Digital Modulations. The criterion for the minimum allow-
able bit rate is^based^t upon a' carrier tracking loop RMS phase noise com-
ponent due ':o modulation sidebands tracking of 100 or less. The allowable
NRZ bit rate must therefore satisfy the following inequality:
r
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Figure 8.3.4.2.1-1 Curve Used for Determination of Modulation Index
F
1M
Rb > 4.8 x 10  tan  (d)
where the numerical coefficient is based upon the PI carrier tracking loop
maximum in-lock noise bandwidth and 0 is the carrier phas,. deviation (a <
71.50 ). In order to keep carrier loop phase slewing to less than 18 1 during
a string of transitionless data bits, the maximum number of such bits shall
be:	 '
Maximum No. of Bits Without Transition * 1.65 x 10-4 Rb
This transitionless period must be followed by a reasonable number of
transitions in such a pattern that the slewing error is negated within a
period of bits equal to five times the transitionless period. To avoid
the problem of bit slewing, Manchestering of the bits is recommended.
Given Manchestered bits, the minimum bit rate allowed is the larger bit
rate calculated from:
Rb > 640 tan 2(a)
Rb > 2.7 x 103
 vrtin B
Maximum modulation index a for all digital modulations shall not exceed
71.59 or 1.25 rad.
8.3.4.2.3 Bent-Pipe Feeathrough Characteristics
8.3.4.2.3.1 PI/KuSP Configuration. Figure 8.3.4.2.3.1-1 shows the gen-
eral PI/KuSP con guratiorr, for t-Fie bent-pipe. Telemetry signals may be
input to either the narrowband or wideband channels as defined in the
following subparagraphs.
8.3.4.2.3.? Narrowban d
 Channel. The anticipated use of the narrowband
channel is by i'SK nr 1M %uhcarriers which have nonstandard frequencies
and/or nonstandard data rates or analoh modulations. Characteristics are
(TBS^.
8.3.4.2.3.3 Wideband Channel_. Wideband signals are defined as those
which have maximum'^r^egt,'ncy components on the order of 4.5 MHz. Such
signals are allowed to directly frequency modulate the Ku-band FM trans-
tnitter. The amount of deviation achieved depends upon the nature of the
modulating waveform, its RMS and peak values being established by the PI
wideband output noncoherent regulator (see subparagraph 8.3.1.1.2.15).
8.3.4.3 Nonstandard Transpondcr Turnaround Requireme ts. Nonstandard
transponders 'are deft ned as t ose whi chi a're not expl i c tly STDN/NE (sub-
paragraph 8.3.2.4) or S"LS (subparagraph 8.3.3.3) types. Nonstandard
transponders must, however, conform to the PI frequency channel assign-
ments and other PI acquisition and tracking requirements.
8.3.4.3.1 Fre4uen q Channel Assignments and Turnaround Ratios. A non-
standard transponder must nave a turnaround ratio of 4
	
and adhere
to the channel assignment` of Tables 8.3.1.1.1.1-2 and 8.3.1.1.1.1-3, or
a turnaround ratio of 256/205 and adhere to the channel assignments of
Table 8.3.1.1.1.1-4.
8.3.4.3.2 Forward Link Acquisition. A nonstandard transponder that does
not possess an inherent receiv r acquisition capability must make use of
the PI transmitter sweep ca pability outlined under 8.3.1.1.1.7. Either
t(TBS)
FIGDRF 8.3.4.?.3.1-1 PT/kuSP 11FNT-PTPF. INTERFACE CONFIGURATION
rof the two sweep rates may be employed and the transponder two-sided loop
noise bandwidth shall not he less than the following limits:
Sweep Rate	 PLL Noise Bandwidth
10 kHz/sec	 >200 Hz
(TBS) Hz/sec	 >(TBS) Hz
8,3.4.3.3 Forward Link Sweep Tracking. The nonstandard transponder must
be capable o trac ing the entire PI transmitter sweep range as defined
under 8.3.1.1.1 7 for the condition of PI transmitter maximum nominal fre-
quency offset of ±0.001X.
8.3.4.3.4 Return Link Sweep Acquisition. The PI receiver may be required
to acquire the payed transmitter signal when the transponder is in its
one-way mode (transmitter carrier frequency derived from the transponder
auxiliary oscillator) or in the two-way mode with the forward link sweep
transponded to the return fink carrier.
8.3,2.3.5 Auxiliary Oscillator Stability . The long-term stability of the
transpondc transmitter's nominal carrier frequency as derived from the
auxiliary oscillator shall be no worse th"nn +0.001x.
1	 8.3.2.3.5.1 Phase Noise. The transponder transmitter phase noise when the
carrier is derived from_ the auxiliary oscillator shall not produce more than
a V RMS tracking phase error in a 1000 Hz two-sided tracking bandwidth.
8.3,2.3.6 Return Link Incidental Modulations
8.3.2.3.6.1 Spors. Any discrete frequency spurs within ±200 kHz of the
return link carrier frequency shall be less than -32 dRc.
8.3.2.3.6.2 Forward Link Modulation Feedthrough. The maximum feedthrough
modulation sidebands of the return link carrier by any frequency component
of the forward link command modulation shall not exceed a return link side-
band level greater than -35 dBc.
8.3.5. Ku-Band Rendezvous Radar Interfaces_. The Ku-band and rendezvous
radar wi1,Y—sTC n track a'targef Tn_TFe passive mode or track a transponder-
equipped target in the active mode.
8.3.5.1 Passive Mode Characteristics. The rendezvous radar shall have the
interface charaGterist cs defined in Table 8.3.5.1-1 when operative in the
passive mode.
8.3.5.2 Active Mode Characteristics. The rendezvou: radar shall have the
interface char' cterTstics doomed in Table 8, 3, 5.2- r' ±n operating in the
active mode.
8.3.5.3 Transponder Characteristics. The payload shall a specified with
a transponder that is compatible w th the Ku-band rendezvous radar. The
transponder characteristics are TBD.
fTABLE 8.3.5.1-1 RADAR PASSIVE MODE
ELECTRICAL INTERFACE CHARw_'? t?ISTICS
------------------------------------•- •------------------ •-•--------
I	 Parameter I Dimension) ' Value I	 Notes	 I
1------------- l-y------- 1•_•--------------------- I ------------- -••- - - I
11.	 Target I I I	 It	 I	 Type I I I	 I
_--------•-- I--------- I------------------------ I-------------------I
(Size ISquare 11.0 Minimum (Radar system sized I
I i	 Meter I Ito detect	 in	 1	 m2	I
I I I Isc.intillating	 i
I I I I t arq et at	 12	 min-	 1
I I i limum anqular	 I
f I 1 Isearch field of 30
I ( I Ideq by 30 deg with I
I I 1 199% probability.	 I
----------- - ---------
I--I---------
IScintillationl
1----------------------
ISwirling Case I target
I
	
I
ITarget is stabilized
	
t
ICharacteris- I I lin	 3	 axes	 to an	 I
•	 itics 1 I lanyular rate of	 T1301
I I I Ideglsec.	 I
I-------------
12.
	
Radar
1----•---•
IGHz
1--•-----------------
(Nominal Minimum at
•--•1----•--------------1
13.7514 Step,Fudge Diver-I
I	 Operatinq I 1 laity	 -	 52MHz	 per	 I
Frequency I I Istep during de.tec-	 I
f
•-------
! I
---------------------
ition and tracking.
	 l
•-1------------•-----	 1I---- -
13. Antenna
•-----i1---
I I I	 I
(Character- I I I	 I
listics I
---------
I
---------•---------
I	 I
----•	 -------•-------- --- II------ -11----- -
(Gain Idn
I
138.5 IAA	 13.775 GHz	 I
I---------•---- I ---------- I-------- ---------- I------------------	 I
ISidelobe IdR 120 minimum I	 I
I Irelative f I	 i
I Ito I I	 I
I I rrainbeam
------- --
I
------------------------
I	 I
------------------- II -------------
(Type
I
I
1
15 "Horn" monopulse,
I
(Two-gimbal antenna I
I I lautomatic tracking, (mount	 I
I I (front-fed parabola.
---------- - -------
-
I	 I
•----- ----------I -------------
14.	 Trans-
I	 ------
(Watts
1
150 peak,	 10 average
1 -- -- 	 1
(Peak and average	 I
Imitter Power I 1 (power are function I
I i I (of range and selec-I
I I ( Itable duty cycle.	 I
I I I lP eak power variablel
4 I I lover 45 dB range -	 I
i I I l Duty cycle variable)
I I I 10.001	 to 0.3	 1
(a
TABLE 8.3.5.1-1	 ]RADAR PASSIVE MODE 1rUKTR ICAL
I N 	 INTERFACE CHARACTFRISTICE ( Continued)
-•--•---•'--•-----•--------------------•--•-•--•----•---•-----------
I Parameter I Dirrensionl	 Value	 I	 Notes	 1
I- - - - - - - - - - - - - I ......... I - . - • » .. • ... - ... - - . • - .... I • - . - r^.. _ • .... _ • - ... I
I ._.......__.r.l ---------I ------------------------ 1-.----------------- 1
IPRF	 Ipulses/ (TBD Detection
	 1	 I
I	 I sec	 I	 1	 I
I------------- i---••----I..---T-._» ..............I...---------------- 1
15. Receiver	 I	 I	 i	 1
I------------- I --------- I ------------------------ I ------------------- 1
I Noise Fiqure 1 dB	 15	 1	 1
1-------------1-------•-1------------------------ 1- .. ----------------- I
i Input Power 1 watte	 150	 1At input port to	 i
(Limits	 (average 1	 11ow-noise amplifier)
1-. ----------- I --------- I ------------------------ I...._--.-r.. ------- I
(Dynamic range) dB
	
1115	 I	 1
---------------------	 ----------------
a
i
a
LOW
TABLE 8.3.5.2-1 RADAR ACTIVE MODE ELECTRICAL
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
---------------------------------------•--------•-------------------
I	 Parameter	 I Dimension) Value I	 Notes	 I
I
11.	 'tar get	 I I (	 iI	 Type	 I I
I------------------------
1	 1
I -------- - ---------- Iwwwwrw--•rIr-•--•---I---
ITransponder	 I I ITarget carries	 I
(Pulse Beacon I I Icoherent pulse	 I
I	 ( I Itransponder which	 I
i	 I I Iretransrnits ampli-	 I
Ified replica of re-I
I	 I I Iceived pulse.	 I
I	 I I I neacon carrying	 1
I	 I I I target is stabilized	 I
I	 I I t i n 3 axes to TMD	 I
I	 I I Ideg/sec each axis.	 I
I ------------- I ---------
IDperating
	 I	 ft. I ------------ -------- ----11.924X106 Detection I ------------------- II	 I
(Range	 1 1100 minimum I	 1
l------------- I --------- I - -w--•-------------- - -w- I _----•--•---------- I
I------------- I ---------
12.	 Beacon	 I
I ------------------------
I
I ------ -•-----•----- I
I	 I(Character-	 I I I	 IIistics	 I i I	 1
1-.--- - ------- I ---------
(Minimum	 1 dBm
1------------------------
ITBD
I --------- - --------- I
IFunction of target	 I
IDetectable	 I I IantFnna and re-	 I
ISignal	 I
-------------
I
--
Iceiver sensitivity I
-I
	
1-----•---
I EIRP
	
I	 (111W
-------------	 ---------
I----------------------
ITBD
--------- - --------------
I-----------------	 I
I	 I
------- • -----------I	 I
(Coherence	 I
---1---------1
I
ITBC
-•---------------------
I
	 I
I	 I
-••--1I--------------I----------
(Delay	 Ipsec
i------------ -I ---------
ITBD
1------------------------
I	 I
I ------------------- I
1 ------------- I ---------
13.	 Radar	 I
i-------•------- - --------
I
I ------------------- I
I	 I
ICharacterist -I i I	 I
lics	 I
-----------------------
I	 I
-----1I-------------------1	 --------II--------
(Transmit	 IGHz 113.8 nominal 1	 I
IFreq.	 I I
--------•-•------------
I	 I
•-----1I-------------
-----II-------------I----
(Receive Frda.IGHz 113.8 Isame as radar	 I
I	 ( I (transmit freq.	 I
I	 I I
-•--
i lTrin ft.
•---
'------------- i ---------(Antenna Gain	 1(111 I--------------	
•--- -
138.5 1--------------	 1ITransmit and	 1
9TABLE 8.3.5.2-1	 RADAR ACTIVE MODE ELECTRICAL
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)
+. -----------------------­­ 
------- m- -----•---•-•---- ------'-----r.0
I	 Parameter (Dimension)	 Value I	 Notes	 I
I I
-------
I Ireceive	 I
1--------•----
IAntenna side-IdB
I•-
rel-
--------- - --- ----•I•1---•--
120 minimun
----- ---- ------- -.-I
I	 1
t	 i Lobe level I ative to I 1
I
---- 
----
I main beam)
-------
I	 I
1----•
1kntenna'Type
1 ------
1
I --- --- --- --- ---
15 "Horn" monopulse,
-------
•-----------II
ITwo-gimbal antenna I
I I (automatic anqle track, Imount.	 I
I
-----------
I
1 ---------
Ifront-fed parabola
----------- •---- ----- ---1I
I	 I
-------- - ---------- iI--
IPRF's 1Pulses 1224 search and track IFor range greater
	 I
I I per sec. I I than	 10 nm.	 I
I ( 17177 Track IRange less than	 10	 1
I I i I nm.	 I
I-----••------
(Pulse widths
1---------
Ipsec.
1------------------------
(Dual
	
4.15 and 0.122
1------------------	 1
(Used in search
	 I
I I I I ranger.	 I
I I 14.15 (Used for track when)
I I I I range >10	 min.	 I
1 I 10.122 (Used for track wheni
I I I I range <	 10 min.	 I
1 -------•-----
ITransmit
1-----•-•-I
IWatts
-----------------•-----
160
I-----•---••--------1
(Peak-duty cycle in I
(Power I I Isearch or track andl
I I I Itarget range deter-I
I I I Imines average	 I
I I I Ipower.	 Peak power i
I I I Icontrollable over	 I
I I I 145 dB	 range.	 1
1 -----------•-
(Receiver
1---------
IdB
-----1I-------------------
15
------------------I
I	 I
I noise Figure
I-------------
I
1•--------
I
I---------------------
I	 I
(Input Power IWatts
---1--
150 - damage level
•----•---•-------1
IAt	 input port
	 I
ILimit I(average)I Ito low-noise amp.
	 1
I 1 12.5X103 	 1 dB gain com- 1 Low-noise amp.	 1
I
I
I
I
Ipression Ito low-noise amp.
	 I
I
I•------------ 1---------
I
I------------------------
I
I----------	 I
IDynamic RangeldB
--------------------------
1115
- -----------------------------------
1	 I
------ 
If
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N. 1 (•" ^,_te^i	 iy1,10 j 	 The Payload Interrogator (P1)
E0t0vr.30.4 two-way PF communication between the Crbiter and
.iet act td E14vloAdS within a range of up to 10M. This
capabilr h y shall include acceptance and processinq of tone
commarAs for tr {nsmiss ion can either the NASA gr GQ p pjylqj4
e.lta^^ncle g . The PI shall not operatq during 4vCent but
.ghAll be require d to survive t he envirQnMaet during aacant
w0hout.-d-yradation to sul-se,luen* performance. Paragraphs
applicable t o STDN, 4 DSN, 5GLS, and nons tandard payloads are
indica:ea in the followinq breakdown;
NASA/STDN Pavloa is--Paragraphs 8.3.1 and 8.3.2.
It
4
I
I
I
E "
ASA/D: !a P.ayloa is-- Para g raphs 8.3.1 and 8.3.2.
Payload.--Para graphs 6.3.1 and 8.3.3.
%	 *ins*-ariddrI Paylja Js- -Paragraphs 8.3.1, 8.3.4, and
C`	 Q. 3. 5.
T;^,a Ku-band reniezvuus radar will akin-track a target in the
oassive mode or track a *ransponder-equipped target in the
ac + ivc: mode. P3rau:3nhs applicable to the Ku-band radar are
8. 1 .6. i , A. 3.6. 2, and 8.3.6.3.
In *-he following Era: a graphs, ' r characterlstics" are those of
.he 'N tbi l er avioni. • s *hat the payload rrust, be cognizant of,
and "requirements" are specifications placed upon the payload
zanir-inications C.l ii; mer,* .
_-:4anj_PI__n+—L tioe
PI , Pt?- corm n,_e_Ch cae -trxs G6.
1 TTanSmw +^ * Nr_h3r.ic-terstcs. The principal
tran:,r	 characteristics are listed in Table 8.3.1.1.1 - 1.
d. 3. 1. 1. 1. t ni* nu* Fre3»n: : y_Ran2?. Two outp ut frequency
bands are vroviieJ: L-banJ (DOD) and S-band (NASA) .
8.3.1.1.1. 1. 1 NAcA/:_?'DN Channel_&ssjqnMSnjs- The
tran6mit/receive frequency pair assignments for STDN-
compatible detached payloads are listed in Table
3.3.1.1.1.1.1 - 1.
B. 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2
	 Channel Ass! 	 The
transmit/receive frequency pair assignments for DSN-
comparible de ,
-acheA payloads are listed in Table
8. 3.1. 1. 1. 1.2 - 1.
3 r;-) I/ S,_S_C"ar.r^lAssi3rme_s.
 The
, ra::a-.t f receive `requency pai -r assignments for SGLS-
campa -able de r a,:t, e . c•.ayloaJs are listed in Table9.3.1.1.1.1.3-1.
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1.2 T lA n'JT1tti► r_Tj:i2 2X22St on. A triplexes is
use.3 in rhl PI transmi*ter/receiver. The tri.plexer functions
*o diviJe the PI transmit and receive bands into low and high
r	 NASA and DOD modes of
	 ti	 h.subbands for bo h ha	 opera on. T e
ourpose of t he Ind/high band selectivity is to prevent mutual
interference between the PI and S-band network subsystem
durinu times of simultaneous operation.
8.3.1.1.1.3 Cdr=ier_Fr^=^?PneY To ar n e. The maximum
carrier frequency uncertainty is 	 ercent g of the nominal
carrier frequency (transmitter sweep disabled). -f
 
:100,01,7
Ni 6. 3. 1. 1.1.4 Corr}4r_P12aseN2i.se. The tra p mi*.ter will
410	 produce no more than the listed phase,jDQjse,in 	 a steady-state
„tb	 error for an 14 Hz two-sided tracking bandwidth loop.1 ^R^`^	 1 1 , ^V. I F. W
'	 8.3.1.1.1.5 C,arrier_sQurs. Carrier spurs are any spurs
aopearin q at the transmitter output below the unmodulated
carrier power level.
8.3.1.1.1.6 - S. pr_gra§eModul sto€. The phase modulator
will accept analog or digital modula tinq signals. The
modulator deviation characteristic is linear within the
limits, over the range listed in Table 8.3.1.1.1-1.
Frequency response is flat within the limits over the range
listed in Table 8.3.1.1.1-1.
8_ t. 1 . 1 . t . ce_rier_Frect^ency ,sweep. Frequency sweep is
li.neAr uc> an;i down in fre-iuency, be g inrting at the nominal
channel frequencv. When the sweep is disabled,, it remains ir.
effec- a t- the s pecified rate un *i,l the nominal carrier
`reauency is reached.
8.3. 1. 1. 1..9 Seljc^a_r1P_ Tr ansmitter P owe r Levels. Three
selec-able '-ransmitrar output power levels for either the L-
b3nd or -bar.3 frequency rar.aes are availatle at the orbiter
3W- e-.n i ; n'"erface.
9.3.1.1.2 Feceiv_er_charact eristi cs. The principal receiver
characteristics are listed - in Table 8.3.1.1.2-1. The values
in this para g raph are referenced to the ortiter interface.
8.3.1.1.2.1	 Inn+ih_Fre !juency Parke.
rA PA/sT pp 7_t_tia nnel_Assignments.
1.
NASA/DSN-Channel Assi3nmen ts .
1.
DOD% S.,. S_C!-^ 3r, ne 1_ As si 7n men^.S.
1.
see Table 8.3.1.1.2-1.
See Table
See Table 8. 3. i, 1, 1. 1. 2-
See Table 0.3.1.1.1.1.3-
8.3.1.1 .2.2 Fezeiver ' riolexer Section. Pee Paragraph
8.3.1.1.1.2.
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H, 3. i. 1. 2. 3 JaLUt _23.3 L?tj_kve j_EeQ3g- See Table S. 3. 1. 1. 2-
1.
8. 3. 1.1.2.4 hCg_Q yQdmjg Fin" . The AGC maintains the
riceiver transfer function in a linear state over an input
signal level range.
9. 3. 1. 1.2. u. 1eelv'_n_^U)±t4n. Above the listed
saturation level the receiver IF amplifier circuits begin to
ampli-ude saturate. Although this should not adversely
affect the de-no lulation of constant envelope signals, it may
cause receiver false-lock under certain conditions. Overall
receiver performances is not guaranteed above the listed
sat-u.ation level.
t 8-3.1.1.2.4.2 F eceiv?r_t^t ^v_e_m t,nc,• At the listed
input- signal level and higher, a preamplifier protective
diode breakdown limiter becomes operative. purposeful.
receiver operation above this limit is not recommended.
r	 9. x .1. 1,2.5 n+^s?fy^an^ _Inrerfe_ ,, renre. The receiver will
operate with no more than the listed performance degradation
due to otir-of-band in t erference for the conditions listed in
Table e. 3, 1.1. 2. 5- 1.
9.3.1.1.2.6 N.)j!!!^_Fi,gure. The receiver noise figure is
referencel to the FF PI common input/output port.
9.3.1.1.2.7r'3lr e	 is tion_and_T pl^ina Threshg^,d*.
Th o acquisition threshold is the minimum received discrete
carrier si gnal level for guaranteed acquisition. The
t.-asking `hreshold is the minimum received discrete carrier
siiril level for 4uarantee3 trackin g
 and demodulation
oer firmance.
x.3.1.1.2.8 rAj:rieI_ Y namlc_9r
	 t n 	 TXack a•
,. 3, t. 1. 2. g. 1 Q _eiv_^r_FreguenYy_Swggp. For the purpose of
acg •:lsi & ion, the receiver is swept from the nominal receive
f, re4uency. Phase lock will be achieved within the time
listed. ( This sweep is unrelated to the transmitter sweep.)
8.3.1.1.2.8.2 Ere3uen2y Fat-e_T1'0_ckiP_a• The maximum in-lock
frequency rate that may be tracked is listed in Table
3. 3. 1. 1. 2- 1.
?. B. 3 zr^3uNnt^y_Trac-k
	 _Range. The receiver
maximum frequency offset tracking capability from the nominal
ca Tier frequency is listed in Table
rUtj ris3 Perfarrtance. Tte PI reciever
ooeration zformar.:e characteristics are listed in Table
S. 3. 1. 1. Z. 1.
9.3.1.1.2.10 Ra lsg_Tjoe^_iramuni^ty. The receiver will not
false lock to carrier sideband components within the listed
NLV
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limits for my NASA (STDN and D.15N) or SGLS standard
modulation conditions for received signal levels as listed
below the RF carrier pr yer. (See Paragraph 8.3.4, 2. 2 for
nonstandard modulation conditions.)
9. 3. 1. 1. 2. 11 Eh tn_W gksI_IgaR.. I ULL.Bndwi d& j.
B. 3. 1.1.2. 11.1 Ttackjng Dandw ,jth. The in-lock PLL tracking
noise bandwidth, when the receive: is operating within the
linear coherent A3C ranqe is listed in Table
8.3.1.1.2.11.2 Agggi2iii2D_DaIIdyidh_. The out-of-lock PLL
noise bandwidth, when the receiver is operating within the
ncincoherent AGC control range, is listed ir. Table 8. 3.1.1.2-
1•	 1	 ,-re 4,., r, ri ►+"f ^)j%	 4kI t ,
8.3.1.1.2.12 Wiri+eh!jUden2juiator. A wideband sinusoid
phase - charact eriat is demodulator provides recovery of all
carrier phase modulations. The throughput lowFass 3 dB
bandwi3*h of the receiver, demodula tor and output circuits is
listed in Table 8.3.1.1.2-1.
9. 3. 1. 1.2.1 3 wide a^lci_^utotut _^i gnsli_^&95^i i.Fn • The
wideb•and demodulated signal output level to the CIU and bent-
pi E ye ports is controlled by an FMS type of regulating loop.
The output si gnal waveforms plus noise are regulated and all
peak values (plus or minus) are clipped or limited by the
output amplifier to the levels ^isted in Table 8.3.1.1.2-1.
8.3.1.? _gn_enrua_lharae~eristics. The PI/payload link
utilizes a single beam antenna for both transmitting and
receiving. The principal antenna characteristics shall be as
listed in ':able 8.3.1.2-1.	 •,,	 ^
9. 3. 1. 2. 1 An , enna_sor a^ ion. The antenna is located At the
tOn )f the cargo bay fervard bulkhead, as shown in Figure
9.3.2 NASA_Stan4a14_ gavload/g /E _COrrcr.unic #tion
Chjracteri§tjg2_aLid - rlir enents.
8.3.2.1 Command_ Signals. A single form of command signal is
-allowed, with summary characteristics listed in Table
9.3.2.1-1.
8.3.2. 1 .1 M,,-).iulat ion__caaveform. The comtrand waveform is al
sinewave subcarrier PGK modulated by the command bits.
8.3. 2. 1.2 Sut,carLier_Freguency. See Table
9.3.2.1.2.1 Subcar_ier_Parmonig Distortiar.. The maximum
hirmonic components as a percentage of the fundamental
frequency aMplitude are listed in Table 9.3.2.1-1.
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1.2. 1.2.2 `3#3^iL1]l8r_E1*L9.yji2cY_2!jabjjtY• The 60-sec
averaged subcarrier frequency shall be within the listed
pis rcer } sae o f the nominal subcarrier frequency.
41
r
8.3.2.1
. 3 £ei^E_SdS^i4L^_Ll^ 	 Bee Table 8.3.2.1-1.
8.3.2.1 . 4 QAtj _M2j!I.AtIR9-
8.3.2.1.4.1 g^"^_^ ^g 	 The command data rate may be any
one of the rates listed in Table 8..3.2.1-1.
9.3.2.1.4 . 2 2j*,j_@3j_F'2.rMjt• The bit format may be NRZ-L,
NPZ-M or NPz-s. 'Transition of the date waveforM will
coincide with a zero crossing of the subcarrier.
B. ?. 2. 1.4. 3 get _ggy„mmM=y. The data bit asymmetry is a
n.orcentaae of the nominal data bit period.
8.3.2.1.4.4	 t _^ t	 t r, The data bit peak phase jitter
is a percen*a qe of the data bit period.
9.3.2.1.4.5	 gmmAn i_git -E;rtamble. Whenever actual command
bits are not being modulated onto the subcarrier, a prefix
consistinq of alternating bone" and "zero" bits is employed.
The prefix always begins with a "One $' bit and will stop ;n
the bit period before the first command message bit.
8.3.2.2 T Ain-ttr y_Punp.1i • A single form of telemetry
sional is allowed, wi*h summary requirements listed in Table
9.3.2.2- t.
9.3.2.2.1 "Aoduja_jon waq_vgfgjm. The telemetry waveform shall
ba a sinewave subcarrier modulated by the telemetry btta.
8.3.2.2.2 GubcjjEj E_F regue ncy. See Table 8. 3. 2.2-1.
9. ". 2. 2. 2. 1 qub2 j r jE je I_ J^ a rmor^ ^Q} to }Q^. The ma ximum
harmonic components as a percentage of the fundamental
frequency amolituje are listed in Table 8.3. 2. 2-1.
8.3.2.2.2.2Pu^3rrr_egu^ncy_^ abilitY• The long-term
subcarrier frequency stability (uncertainty) shall be within
the listed tolerance of the nominal subcarrier frequency over
'one hour.
13.3.2-2.3 E lY 1481
_TraD2Asatx-MOU$ton
 Ink	 $e4 Table8.3.2.2-1.
8.3.2.2.4 2at5j_M2dulAtj2n.
8.3 2.2.4.1 Da t a
 Pa te s. The tele:e^try data rites shall be
as listed in Tabls 9.3.2.2-1.
9.3.2.2.4.2 7Da ta _ Bit Format. :he bit format shall be NRZ or
Manchester L, M or S. The bits and subcarrier rosy bf
1SC Foln 69A (pct 73) NA
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asynrr r.)nuus ur, it ;y ► i. hr incjus, no sFecIfic transition
verses subcarrier E hdbe relationship is required.
8.3.2.2 . 4.3	 Thee data asymetry is a
oercin * aqe of a norrun ,al bit ptrio3 listen in Table 8.3.2.2-1.
8. 3. 2. 2.4. 4 1^ eFa _e_ r' s?^iY , The bit rate stability as apercentage of the nominal bit rate is listed in Table
•	 8. 3. 2. 2- 1.
8.3.2.2.51! 19_t91:S_Fa,f!r.-atR.	 Data structure formats
shall be as specified in Table 8.3.2.2-1. The basic word
leng t h shall he ei 3ht bits, as specified t herein, or shall be
a rr.ul*iole *hereof. The master frame synchronization wor3
shall consist of an ei ght-hit unique pattern located in first
or las & word or words of master frame-Format ,Type 1 9 , ,V. i t
B. 3.2.2.
	 FaY 2a^_ lr^ m! _	 rt,l^u	 §4tF.22 Sc_Fjji0.tSjEQVtj_AETE,EL.Tab1e 8.3.2.2.6-1 lists the payload minimum EZFP
required to achieve the lis*e.i conditions.
8.3.2.3 ^^9^^!zT^N -L31_th_1NL_Tl<^_T^
p tanirements. The tollowina paragraphs also apply to TOPS
.._	 __ __
a tser^ .ranspon.iers operating in the STOh mode. The
reuuiremer. t s are summarized in Table 8.3.2.3-1.
8.3.2.3.1 PorVll j _Li nk _`^±"'aF_sl^ i iti
	
The NE
trar.sponder fT-irwar3 link frorr the orbiter to the payload will
be frequency sweat in *i.e rl transr^i.t-er (for acquisition
p ,irposes) in actor 3 w:. - h Pardrlraj•h 8.3.1.1.1. 7 u t ilizing the
fd:; #- sweep rite listei, over tt.e range listed in Table
9. 3. 2. a - 1.
9. 3.2.'x. t. t Tllnscs^r3e^_`^1,Lni^'►»,_^=^_AGq^1^^^L^.,$^:^^th•
in order to achieve a 0.9 probability cf carrier acquisition
when t he PI sweet.  crosses the trans ponder (NE) r.cminal
receive freguency, t }v .__anspondzr (NE) two-sided loop noise
t4:.3w:.d ► h si-ail be as listed in Table 8.3.2.3-1.
8.3.2.3.1.2 swpen_1r3ckir.g_EeguiE ment. The PI transmitter
sweep may qo thro ,igh a number of complete sweep cycles before
bein q disa'ZIed. The r ransponder receiver must wherefore be
capable of *racking the entire PI transtitter sweep range(t*7c; kHz) for the con,lition of PI transmitter maximum nominal
frequency offset ai hin the tolerance listed it Table
8. 3. 2. 3- 1.
8. 3.2. 3.2 Fe*tirn I ; i nk Sweep_^cc3u}s}tion. The PI receiver
may be required to acquire the payload transmitter signal
when t"e transponder is in its one-way =ode (transmitter
carrier Frequency derived from the trarsronder auxiliary
oacillitor) or in the two-way mode wits the forward link
sweep transponde3 t3 :re return link carrier.
S. 3. 2. 3. 2. 1 Aux i_ 1 is ry_n sc j 1 1a for St abillty. The long-term
stability of the transponder transmitter's nominal carrier
T tsc For, 9 (Ott 73)
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freluer ► cy as derived from the auxiliary oscillator shall be
no worse than the percenta ge listed in Table 6.3.2.3-1.
6.3.2.3.2.2A ►?iii i LY_ ci? latur_tg -VCO w}t,^hgygr. There
are no PI - imposed requirements on the auxiliary oscillator-
to-vC0 switchover (when the forward link becomes acquired) in
terms of the resultinrr frequency step. The F 1 will start
resweep after transient within the time limits listed in
Table 8 , 3.2.3-1.
S. 3... 3. 2. 3 gi_-eceiv_e r Lock doss Que to Au x' li ry
ose: Bator_to_VC9_switchover. It is expected that, when the
transponder switches its transmitter frequency sources from
auxiliar y oscillator to the VCO, PI receiver lock (if it had
been a s-tained in the one-wa; mode) will ke lost.
R. 3. 2. 3. 2.4 j;:jD2ponder_Tu_rnarouu nd Pati o. The transponder
transmit.,'receive frequency turnaround ratio shall be as
listed in Table 8.3.2.3-1.
9.3.2.3.2.5 Peturn_iin k Carrier_Sidekand Leve l Due to
Forward_I ink_Mo3ulation_Feelthrouah. The maximum feedthrough
modulation sidebands of the return link carrier by the
forward link command modulation (16 kHz subcarrier) shall not
excee4' a return link sideband level greater than the level
listed in Table B. 3.2-3-1.
3.3.2.4 NASA / DS "7 _ Dee r) ^snace_ .JDS1. _Tr ansFcnder Turn around
Re quirements. The requirements are sumn-arized in Table
I8.3.2.4-1.
B. 3.2.4. 1 Forward _Link .3weeo_AcggL_, it on,. The NE
transponder forward link from the Orbiter to the payload will
be frequency swept in the PI transrri:*_er (for acquisition
purposes) in accord with Paragraph b.3.1.1.1,7 utilizing the
slow sweeo rate listed, over the r,inve listd in Table
9.3.2.0 - 1.
Q .
 3. 2 U. 1. 1 Transoonde r_Mirimu m PLL ?^c4n}si _12" Andw dth.
In order to achiFy ve :t 0.99 probability of carrier acquisition
when *he swee p crosses the transponder nominal receive
frequency, the transponder two-sidedloop noise bandwidth
shall not be less than the bandwidth listed in Table 8.3.2.4-
1. (it has been assumed that, when the cs transponder in
operating with the nrbiter, the crinimum receive signal level
will be TBD dB above the PLL absolute threshold for which the
nominal 18 Hz two-si.led loop noise bandwidth occurs.)
8.3.2.4.1.2 Maximum_sweFt_Ac q uisitj2 Time. The time
reauired to sweep the entire t33 KHz frequency uncertainty
r3nae -.sins t!~e slow sweep rate will be less than the time
1:sted in Table 8.3.2.4-1.
8.3.2.%.1.3 Swee p TrackinuPecui:emen*_. In t.)e slow sweep
rate mode, the PI transmitter sweep will nominally go thrsugh
one complete sweep cycle and then become disabled. The
1SC f6E• 69A (0:1 73)
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tr anspurder receiver :rust therefore be capable of rrackinq
the entire PI transmit ,"er sweep range (03 kHz) for the
condition of PI transmitter maximum nominal frequency offset
of the percenta ge listed in Fable e.3.2.4-1.
8.3.2.4.2 EgtA1D _Linld_,Sweep_Aca2"LUo_n. The PI receiver
may be required to acquire the payload transmitter signal
when the transponder is in its one-way Rode (transmitter
csrrier frequency derived from the transponder auxiliary
oscillator) or in the two-way mode with the forward link
sweep transponded to the return link carrier.
8.3.2.4.2.1 AuxiLiary_Cscillator Sta^il tv. The long-term
stability of the trans ponder transmitter's nominal carrier
frequency as derived from the auxiliary oscillator shill be
no worse than tt;e percentage listed in Table 8,3.2.4-1.
9.3.2.4.2.2 Auxij l} rvnsciljai tor-_to_VCQ Switchaver. There
are no PI-imposed requirements on the auxiliary oscillator-
to -wo switchover (when the forward link becomes acquired) in
terms of ".he resultin g frequency step. The PI will start
reeweep af ter transient within the time listed in Table
8.36244-1a
8.3.2.4.2.3 gI_Recei^v_er_L,.^ck_Loss Due to Au xi lid r-I
0acillator_ 4*o-vCn Switchover. It is expected that, when the
transponder switches its transmitter frequency source from
auxiliary oscillator to the VCC, PI receiver lock (if it had
been attained in the rune-way mode) will he lest.
8.3.2.4.2.4 Transoonn9--^r Turna round Ratio. The transponder
transmit/receive frequency turnaround ratio shall be of
listed in Table 9. 3.2.4-1.
8.3.2. 4. 2.5 Return link Carr_i+er_SideCd,an Level_nue
to Forward Lint: Zlodulation =Fedt rough. The maximum
feedthrouor modulation sidebands of the return link cart er
by the forward link command modulation (16 kHz subcarrier)
shall not exceed a return link sideband level greater than
rht: level listed in Table 8.3.2.4-1.
S. 3.3 DoD /SGLS_StandlXd_elyload/U _ .!^ommu SIt on
Characteristics_and_Re9uireme^nts.
8.3.3.1 Command _Signals. A single form of comc pand 4ignal is
allowed, with summary chars ; , : ristics listed iri Table
8. 3. 3. 1- 1.
8.3.3.1.1 Modulation Wavefornk. The command signal is a
ternary FSK/AM waveform with form as shown in Figure
9. 1. 3. 1, i- 1. Ttree co:Turand symbols are employed and the
composite FSR waveform is 50% amplitude modulated by a
triar.aular function of frequency equal to One-half the
command svmbol rate.
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ti. 3.3.1.2 c :ummaaj_TQ!_'t_Etegue ncie_$. The command symbol tone
fru4uenciu5 shall be as listed in Table 8.3.3.1=1.
8.3.3.1.2.1 Tgpe _S'r e4ueney_ Ac2uracy. The maximum nominal
tone frequency error will not exceed the tolerance listed in
Table 8. 3. 3. 1- 1.
8.3.3.1.3 carlrfef_ModuLatilon_T'ndices. Twc carrier
modulation indices are employed as listed in Table
8.3.3.1.4 Da_a_Modulation.
8.3.3.1 . 4.1 Data Symbol_Rates. The terns, y symbols shall be
transmitted at the rates listed in Table 8.3„3.1 - 1.
8, 3. 3„ 1. 4. 2 Tangula r_AM ,,c_lock. A triangular waveform
clock at one-half the symbol rate and with its positive zero
crossin g delayed by 0.6 T t 10% from the symbol epoch
amplitude modulates the composite syrnbcl stream, with a 50%
intensity.
9.3.3.1.4.3 Dar a -Format. TBD
8.3.3.1 .4.4 command
-
Sit Preamble. TBn
9.3.3.2 D_nD/SGLS Telemetry
-
Signals. Both PSK and FM
subcarriers are allowed; summary requirements are listed in
Table 8. 3. 3. 2- 1.
8.3.3.2.1 I^ oA •alar ion_Waveforms.
9.3.3.2.1.1 PSK_Sut._arriers. Digital telemetry a aveforms
shall be sinewavP subcarriers 3 SK modulated ( 00 0) by the
telemetry hits.
8.3.3.2.1. 2 FM_S'ibcarriers. The analog telemetry waveforms
shall be a sinewavP sutx:arrier frequency modulated by the
analoq teleretr y 3icnal to a maximum peak deviation sit 11Ste(1
in Table 9.3.3.2-1.
8.3.1.2.2 S u bcarrier_^reu_gencies. The noffinal, PSK and FM
subcarrier frequencies shall be as listed in Table 8.3.34-1.
8.3.3.2.2.1 Subcarrier_Hermonic g nponents. The maximum
harmonic components of any subcarrier as a percentage of the
fundamental frequency amplitude are listed in Table 0, 3. 3. 2•
11
8.3.3.2.2.2 PS  Suhc:3rrier_Frera,iency Stabilj;.ty. The long-
term subcarrier `=equency uncertainty as a percentage of the
nominal subcarrier frequency is listed Table 8.3.3.2 - 1.
8.3.3.2.2.3 FM_ Subcarrie_'Freguen_y Accuracy. When the FM
subcarrier is un^u^3^aated, the maximum frequency offset frotu
the nominal frequency shall not exceed the value listed in
Table 8.3.3.2-1.
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H. 3. 3. 2.3 Payload_Transmit*c - Modu}a~ic^?Se	 Each
subcarrier shall employ one of the two modulation indices
listed in "Fable 8.3.3.2-1. A maximum cf two subcacriers may
simultaneously modulate the carrier.
t	 8.3.3.2.4 subcarri,rMOdu la stns.
8.3.3.2 . 4.1 Qj2jtAj Qa ta Pates. The telemetry digital data
rates shall be any one of the rates listed in Table 8,3.3.2 - 1
in accord with the specified subcarrier frequency.
8.3.3.2.4.2 DAt!2_^dt_Fozmat.
listed in Table 8. 3. 3. 2- 1.
8. 3. 3. 2. 4. 3 Do t a Asymmetry.
listed in Table e. 3.3.2-1.
The bit format shall k» as
The data asymmetry shall be as
8.3.3.2.4.4 Bit _Pate stability. The bit rate stability as a
percen*aqe of th? nominal bit rate is listed in Table
8.3.3.2-1.
8.3.3.2.4.5 FM_Signal_FrEguengy_Resp orsg. The baseband
Gional that frequency modulates the subcarrier shall have a
highpass rolloff of 12 ds/octave above and below the
frequency ranee listed in Table 8. 3.3.2-1.
8.3.3.2.4.6 FM/FH Sign !i _S_ructure. when the FM subcarrier
is frequency modulated by a composite set of frequency
modulated sub-subcarriers, the signal structure shall comply
with the fullowina requirements; TBD.
8.3.3.2.5 Da ta
-
 Stru cr_ura_Formats. Data structure formats
shall be as s pecif ied in Table 8.3.3.2 - 1. Minor frame
synchronization words shall be TBD. Fcr Type II, the master
frame sv_nchroniza*ion word shall be 8 tits of any pattern,
lacated in t';e first r)r last minor fraire in any word column,
.)-her tF.an the minor frame sync column. Tran s ition density
shall be '_'Br.
8.3.3.2 .6 Payloaj_Min.imum_EIFP. Table 8.3.3.2.6-1 .lets the
payload minimum EIRP required to achieve the tested
conditions.
8.3.3.3 DOC/S LS Traa§E?2nder_T2rnj_r egu^ ., .me tf The
.M- e
reauirements are Listed in Table 8.3.3.3-1.
8.3.3.3.1 Forward_Link_sweep- Acquisi tion . Some SGLS
transponder receivers have a sel4-contained automatic sweep
acrpAsitian capability. The PI transmitter sweep capability
is --eref:^re not required for such teansponde;a and will b,e
Iisab1ed. For those SGLS transponders nat hrvinq a self-
Ion`iined autornatic swee p
 acquisition capability # the PI
o-ransmi`_ter will be frequency swept in pact ord with Paragraph
8.3.1.1 . 1. 1 , utili zing the fast sweep rate listed, over the
range listed in Table 8. ^.3. 3-1.
!SC Fors BSA (Oct ]3)
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8. 3. 3. 3. 1. 1 Tr ansn r n Je!'. in^ , ^e m^lr^_flS9Sd
	 ..@a	 l b •
!n order to achieve a 0.9 probability of carrier acquisition
when the PI sweep cros..es th- transponder nominal receive
frequency, the tranrpon:ier rw. 7 - sided loop noise bandwidth
shall not ke less than that listed in Table 8.3.3.3-1.
B. 3. 3. 3. 1. 2 sweQE _^'I3	 L2'3_^e9ul	 The PI transmitter
sweep may go through is number of complete sweep cycles before
beinq disabled. The transponder receiver must therefore bo
ca pable of tracking the entire PI transmitter sweep range(t55 kHz) for the con3ition of PI transmitter maximum nominal
frequency offset listed in Table 8.3.3.3-1.
8. '.3.3.2 E t ►aln. Llnk-.	 enoY_ ta b# l itv_kaj_&(MUjjijL2n
Fecujrements.
B. 3. 3. 3. 2. 1 Auxjjjary_,^^ecj' l ator Stabil ity. The long - term
stability of rhR- transponder transmitter's nominal dirtier
frequency as derived fro g the auxiliary oscillator sha ll be
no worse than "listed in Table 8. 3.3.3-1.
8.3.3.3.2.2^,.ax it l a ry_^Jsci l Bator- t_o -VCO swi tcb9v_e£. There
are no specit-c req.iirement: as the resulting frequency step
is expected *o be within the PI receiver acquisition range.
8. 3. 3, 3.2.3	
_E °_ ^?";el :o= •i_^: ss ^ u_£ tg. Aux lialy
nscjilator-to_V_C0_cwi +• cncvFr. It is expected that, when the
transponder switches _ , .s transmitter frequency source from
auxiliary oscillator to tho VCO, PI receiver lock (if it has
been attained in the one-way modes) will be Icat.
8.3.3.3.2.4 Transronier lT-. irnaround R t o. The transponder
tr ansmit/receive frequency turnaround ratio shall be as
lis +*e3 in Table 8.3.3.3-1.
9. 3.3.3.2.5 kr tuln_I,iir_.k_Ca_rrier_lde^^nd_levg 	 a to
?.3rwarl Lirk Molulation €e^g-? throuch. The maximum feedthrougrs
nolulation sideban6s of the return link carr:ic3r by the
forward link comet. and moaJ.ular ion (65 kHz, 76 kHz, 15 kHz tone#
and the one-salt sNmb-, L &ate clock and its ha;itonicg) ghall
not excee3 a returr Va nk sidetand level gr@4%gr than 04
level listed  in Tdble 8.3.3 3-1.
8.3.4 Non s^ a rt i d « P^;,1 :+a^i.`?? i ! Bent_PIR c_CQmmunj2jtjqa
gReaulrements. !,,-gin% tanda _	 .xr,municatigns are those which do
not conform +-o t: +e t^R^A<f °:^^ or 000/CIU caramand and telemetry
ca pabi1itie	 I. cd s o:amunicarion signals must,
however, comply with ht, FT ca pabilities and requi.rewnts.
8. 3, U. t _omtanl 	 An input port to the PI
transmitter ;,cLst.s a?>oar i tine orbiter at the Payload Station(PS) . This port a slows aonstandard corrrrand signals to be
trar:smiMted from t.,te Psi However, no ground through orbiter-
to-payload nonstan 3azd command capability exists. Therefore;,
if such command ts.nsfer capability is require, use must be
made of either the PSP cr: clu standard cwrand pignallinq
1S, io(n 69A (Oct 7]) isc
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c.1t. Ib11 I « Y. N:; command signals mutt coRFly with the pl
-rjr.smitter requiremen ts of 8.3.1.1.1.
d. 3. 4.2 T
-
elt[Lf! x_ i2naIs. See Patagraph 8.x.5.
V	 8. 3. 4.2.1 (.-inttral_E AYlod^_T r nsmitter Modulation	 It ow.
8.3.4.2.1.1 gllowablP_Mo_dulat ions. phase modulation QM) of
the carrier is the only allowable type of modulation.
Frequency modulation (FM) and amplitude modulation (AM) of
the carrier are not permitc- !d. QuadriFhase and spre44
spectrum modulations are also not allowed.
8.3.4.2.1.2 Ma inum Carrjtr_SUpEEessicn. The maximum
allowable carrier suppression oue to the composite of all
chase-:modulating sources shall not exceed 10 dB.
9.3.4.2.1.3 Sutg1rrier_h1adul3tj2n. When subcarriers are
employed, they may be either phase or frequency modulated.
Jkmoli.tude modulated sutcarriers are not permitted.
Restrictions on the use of subcarriere are given under
F.3.4.2.2.2 and 8.3.4.2.2.3.
9. 3. U. 2. 1. 4 p irectCarrler_Modulatj^an 4y_^ase and Snals.
Direct: carrier modulation by analog type baseband signals is
not allowed. Direct: carrier modulation by digital type
baseband signals is allowed, subject to the restrictions
given under 8.3.4.2.2.4.
S. 3.4.2.2 GnPCific_Nonstan-a„rja M2d2la tjon_, E s,t	 tlo_, 3r q.
8.3.4.2.2.1 Di sere-, e Fregue_rcy_g2M2nent Sideba nd Levels.
Carrier phase modulation by periodic signals (sinusoids,
square-waves, etc.) having fundamental frequencies less than
200 kHz is not permitted. No incidental and/or spurious
discrete frequency com ponent Sideband levels shall be gre y to r
than -32 dBc on a frequency range of *200 kHz about the
carrier frequency.
9.3.4.2.2.2 F_egu?ncy_MZlglated_Sut cagr a .Es.
8.3.4.2.2.2.1 Analog_Modul a tions_. No analog signal
frequency modulated subcarrier, on a frequency range of 1200
.kHz about the carrier frequency shall tq allowed to phase
modulate the carrier if the inequality
f M ef > 8 x 103
is violated, where f„ is the bandwidth or maximum frequency
of the baseband analog signal in Hz and Af is the peak
frequency :3eviatian of the subcarrier in Hz. p rovided that.
the above inequali ty is satisfied, the maximum allowable
carrier p l;ase modulation index, p, by the frequency modulated
sinusiodal subcarrier shall !:e the lesser of 1,#85 rad (1060)
I	 or the p which satisfies the relationship:
ISC f'ora &9A (Oct 73)
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or the p which results in a lock detector false alarm
probabi lity q reat.e r than 1 x 10' • when the lock det*Ctor
bandwidth is centered on the FM subcarrier (i.e., on either
relative subcarrier frequency sideband of the carried . The
value of 9 may be determined with the aid of Fig. 8.3.4.2.1-	 C
I.
8. 3. u. 2. 2. 2. 2 Qigital_tj94UjAtions. No frequency-shift-keyed
(FSK) subcarrier, on a frequency range of *200 kHz about the
carrier frequency, shall be allowed to phase modulatq the
carrier if the inequality
Fb > 2.5 x 102
is violated, where Fb is the data bit rate (bps). Provided
that the stove .inequality is satisfied, the maximum allowable
carrier phase modulation index, 0, by the FSK rcodulated
sinusoidal subcarrier shall. be the lesser of 1.85 rad (1060)
or the 9 which satisfies the relationship
J, (p) ! JU (A) >_ 6.9 x 10 -• ( Fb ) :
or the 8 which results in a lock detector false alarm
probability greater than 1 x 10 -4 when the lock detecor
bandwidth is centered9 on the FM subs ;rrier. The value of p
may be determined with the aid of Fig.
3.3.4.2.2.3 Phis= ►4ojulate? Subc rriers. '
B.3.u.2.2.3.1 knalo3_Mojulations. Phase modulation of
subcarriers by analoq baseband signals is not recommended dve
to inefficiency. As a result, no such trodulations are
expec t ed and no guidelines have been developed.
9.3.4.2.2.3.2 Ji?i±al__Modulat ions. No phase-shift-keyed
(PSK) subcarrier, on a frequency range of t200 kHz about the
carrier frequency, shall be allowed to phase nodulatp the
carrier if the inequality
Fb > 2.5 x 102
is violated, where Pb is the data bit rate (bps). Provided
that the inequality above is satisfied * the maximum allowable
carrier phase modulation index, 0, by the ps y modulated
sinusoidal subcarrier shall be the lesser of 1.85 rad (1060)
or the P which satisfies the relationship
J 1 (d) /J o (d) 5 6.9 x 10 -0 (% ) 2 ,
cr the 0 which results in a lot,). detector false alarm
prc-banil .ty greater than 1 x 10 -4 when the lock detector
ha , ,3wi-Jth is centered on the FM subcarrier. The value of 8
may be determined with the aid of Fig. 8.3.44291-1.
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8. 3. 4. 2. r. 4 pirect;_4s 1# L_	 .► ^•
8, 3.4.2.2.u .tnaio3_MO d !j a tj cnq- Direct phase modulation
of the carrier by an analog baseband signal is not
recommended due to £ refficienc y. As no such modulations a;e
expected, no quideline, s have been developed.
8.3.4.2 . 2.4.2 Q3} !si_ModulgL.jo_nnj.. The criterion for the
minimum allowable bit rate is based upcn a carrier tracking
loop FMs phase noise component due to rodulation sidebonds
tracking of 10 0
 
or less. The allowable NIRZ bit rate 1pust
therefore satisfy the following inequality;
Rb > 4.8 x 10"' tan' (p) •
where the numerical coefficient i!i based upon the PI carrier
tracking loop maximum in--lock noise bandwidth and A is the
carrier phase deviation (8 5 'ii.`i°,. In order to keep
carrier loop phase slewin q t o less than 18 0 during a string
of transitionless data bits, the maximucr number of such bits
shall be:
Maximum No. of Bits without Transition ; 1.65 x 10- 4 Rb
This transitionless period must be follo*ed by a reasonable
number of transitions in such a pattern that the slewinq
error is neoated within a period of bits o9vial to five times
the transitionless period. To avoid t!^e problecr of bit
slewinq, Manehesterinq of the bits i s recommended. Given
Manchestered bits, the minimum Lit ta`e allowed is the large=
bit rate calculated from:
R b >_ 640 tan= (p)
P b ? 2.7 x 10 J fan (p)
Msxzmur modulation index ft for all digital srcdulati pM shall
not exceed " 7 1.5 0 or 1.25 rad.
8. 3.4. 2-3 eent_gi p? Feedtb rough rhAjEactet s t c . The
payload transmitter may output " not- standard"
signal /modulation forms which can only to processed by t<p
P1. As such, it is the function of the PT racgiver to
acquire and track the carrier component of the payload
signal, demodulate the carrier and transfer the resultant
baseband signal to the KuSC for relayinq to ground st4 ions.
B. 3. 4. 2. 3.	 ^I/Ru_Ban^ Co,lf igUA-t ,on. The f ic^ur e below
shows the general P1/Ku Band confiquration t pr the bunt-pipe.
Telemetry si gnals may be input to either, the narrovband or
wideband channels as defined in the 4ojlowirIq vobpa ;agrsphs.
ier FAIR 69A (Oct 73)
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S. 3. U. 2. 3. 2 N3rr.2whan j _ Channe1. The anticipated use of the
narrowhan9 channel is by FGK or FM subcarriers which have
nonstandard frequencies and/or nonstandard data rates or
analog modulations. Cha racteristics are listed in Fable
9.3.4.2.3.2-1.
8.3.4. 2. 3. 3 Wjdg, b ! n^_Channe1- Wideband signals are defined
as those which have maxi:rum frequency components on the order
of 4.5 MHz. Such signals are allowed to directly frequency
modulate the Ku-band FM transmitter. The amount of deviation
achieved depends upon the nature of the modulating waveform,
its PMS and peak values being established by the PI wideband
au*put noncoherent regulator (see subparagraph 6.3.1.1. 2.13) .
B. 3. 4. 3 NonsFanda rj Transponder jurnaroun _ e u' gmenta.
Nonstandard transponders are defined as those which are not
explici t ly STDN/'-F- (subparagraph 8.3.2.41 or SGLS(Subpara g raph 8.3.3..3 1 types. Nonstandard transponders :cast,
however, conform to the P *_ frequency charnel assignments and
other PI acquisition and tracking requirements.
8. 3. 4. 3.1 F^e;^uency_Channel_6j9anments aftd SurnaMj
Ratlo g . A nonstandard transponder must adhere to either the
^7AGR channel asti;nmerts of Tables 8.3.1.1 . 1.1.1-1 and
8.3.1.1.1-1.2-1 or the DCD channel assignments of Table
The corresponding tzanscrit /receive
turnaround r,, tio shall be as listed in Table 8.3.4.3-1.
B. 3. 4. 3. 2 €rwaLl_^znk_A^^gua g it rn. 11 nonstandard
transponder that does not possess an inherent receiver
tcquisirion capability must ;rake use of the PI transiri tter
sweep capability cur li ned under 8.3.1.1.1.1.	 Either of the
two swee p mates may be employed and the tr"spcnder two-sided
loop noise bandwidth	 not be less than the limits listed
in Table 8.3.4.3-1.
is Fels 56A (Oct :1)	 NASA-J5[
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4. 3. 4. 3. 3 Foy?dl j _ t,ink_SWggg-TrArc"DS. The nonstandardtransponder must he capable of tracking the entire PI
transmitter sweep ran g e as defined under 9.3.1.1.1.1 f or the
condition of PI transmitter maximum nominal frequency offset
listed in Table
8.3.4.3.4 gg ,ur^_l} n1^ _s g8AMj41tkU- The pI receiver
may be required to acg l:ire the payload transmitter signal
when the transponder 5 s in its one-way (code ( transmitter
carrier trequency derived from the transponder auxiliary
oscillator) or in the two-way mode with the forward link
sweep transponded to the return link carrier.
8.3.4.3 .5 grad}^Ly_nsG}I1^tQt^b1_^:tY• The long-term
stability of the transponder transmitter ' s nominal carrier
frequency as derived from the auxiliary oscillator shall be
no worse than listed in Table 8.3.4.3-1.
8.3.4.3.5.1 Ehajg_Nojse, The transponder transmitt^tr phase
noise when the carrier is derived from the auxiliary
oscillator shall no ,- produce more phase error than listed in
Tat+le 8 .3.4.3-1.
B. 3. 4. 3. 6 F e!: u rR_l irk_r nc jdnnj"
	 t sg•
8. 3. 4.3.6. t S2 rj. Any discrete frequency spurs shall be
below the unmodulared carrier power Level by at Mast the
amount listed in Table 8. 3.4.3 - 1.
8. 3.4. 3. h. 2 FQrw3rd T ink , 20 latlon f'eedthj ugh. The
maximum feedthrough modulation sidebands of the return link
carrier by any frequency component of the forward link
command modulation shall not exceed a return . 'nk sideband
level qreater than the level listed in Table 8.3.4.3- lo
S. 3.5 PT!EQ_?sirta_ or_Non^Qta
	 r	 Yl^^Si
rocgssing. Payloads with command and/or tele:n*n_.: fo —' ats
that are incompatible with the standard formats described it ►
paragraph 8.3.2 may provide their own signal processing
equipment for installation in the PS area of the Aft Flight
C:eck and interface it with the PI.
8. 3^ 5.1 P ^/PS., F_ nrwr3_^:- gsa_^^e^ -S^^CtSdR^^ ";;tiePs input port interface characteristics for signals to be
modulated on the PI firward RF link to a payload shall be as
defined in Table
8.3.9.2 P1/F^, Feturn T.jLi1 _Qara_Qutp 2a	 b§rt.r:tgr'st	 The
PS output port i nt et face characteristics for demodulated
payload return PF link signals from the F3 sha ll be of
,iefinea in Table 8.3.5.2 °1.
1SC f@r m 69A (Oi.l 73)	 NASA, J
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4. J. 5 . 3^^^r^_r+,rlrrg^,_g^egr^^, h control discrete shall be
Frovidel to t he PI to enable the PS input and output ports
and :usable the PSP inpu t, and output perts to/from tha Pi.The characterlst ics of *he control discrete shall be as
fallow$:
True gate (PS ports to/from
PI enabled)
False Stars (PSP ports to/from
P! enabled)
Termina,-ion
True state Current
Power off Impedance
Load Impedance
is to 32 VDC
0 to 3 V DC
Single ended return to
FWr grad
10 milliempS maximum
10 K ohms minimum
3.2 1 ohms mLnimum
9. 3. 5. u gi_e^rcgn_tn	 cargo element signal
processors installed in the PS must know which PI has been
selected for use so that command data and the Ps control
discrete can tie sent to the correct interrogator. One of two
1Lnes from the forward load control assearblies ( LCA) 02 and
03 shall contain a 29 VDC si gnal indicating which of the two
interrogat ors has been powered on. These lines are available
at the PSDP and shall be used to provide limited control
power, as required, for the PSP. The characteristics pf
these rwo lines shall he as follows:
Logic I 1 I Sta te (PI on)
Lo gic 'O r S*ati (PI off)
Maximum Current
Termination
24 to .32 VDC
0 plus 2.5, minus 0 VDC
125 mi l l iampq
sizigle ended return to
Power q r ou nd
9.3.5.5 ^^iPG_Ovgrod fro*tiara. Protection shah, be
orovided in the payload user unit such that ov grloads wall
no- fault, t he fusino in the LCArs.
9. 3.5. 6 PI/PS_?gL4tr _Eet irn. if a power retcrr, line is
required in the pavload user unit, power return foz *30 Ap $
or C may be used.
8. 3-6	 4211-
8.3.6.1 Pas_ivv_Made_r r$cteristigl. The rsndeavouR rsdsr
shall have the interface characteristioq defined in able
8.3.6.1-1 when operative in the passive aodl).
8. 3. 6. 2 6ct ive_Mgde_gharAcf er , r cs. The rendezvous radar
shall have the interface characteristics defined in Tale
8.3.6.2-1 when operating in the active :rods.
8. 3.6.3 TFiUsgg03sE C haracter ist iSs, The payload shall be
s ,?aci fied with a t ra ps poryler that is eccpa ,s ible with the Ku-
band rendezvous rat'ar. The transponder =srscts=istjqs are
TBD.
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Pfti'WIPAL PI ,Ih ANSMITTEP CIihl^ACTEPISTICS
I	 NASA/DOG
1	 PAb METEP I VALUE I	 UNITS I SUHPAPAGPkPH I
---I----------------------- __	 1 ---------------
I COD/T,,-Band Frequency range 1
1----------- I-------- -I
1	 Lowband	 (Approx) 11 76 3 -	 1803 1	 MHz I
I	 Highband	 (Approx)
I __________________________
11803
___ ___________..
-	 1e40 I	 MHzi_____.__..__- I	 1I___-_-_---_-- I
(NASA/S-Band Frequency
I
I { 18.3.1.1.1.1	 I
1 Range t I I	 I
I	 Lowband	 (Approx) 12025 - 2075 I	 MHz I	 I
I	 Highband	 (Approx)
I --------------------------
120 74
---------------
-	 2120 I	 MHz (	 1
ITriplexer Suhbands
1
i See PubFaragraph
-_ -___- -- ------
18.3.1.1.1.2
	 1
------I --------------- - 	 ---------
I Carr i ,,^r	 Frequency
I----
I ±0.001
1-----
I	 >i
I---- I1 8. 3. 1. 1. i. 3
(Tolerance i
_ -------
I
-----------
I
----'I1--------------------------
i Carrier Phase Noise
1-------(	
_
510
----_ __----
I	 I--------
I Degrees	 FMS 18.3.1 . 1.1.4	 I
------ •---
	
------I --------------------------
I Carrier S ours
I _--_
1 S-	 6 F
i-1	 dBe
-----------
I---- I
1 --------------------------
ICarrier Phase Modulator 1
1--------------- 1
i
I------------- i
19.3.1.1.1.6	 1
I	 Linearity I tR ' I I	 I
I	 Deviation Fan ge 1 0.2-2.5 1	 Radians 1	 I
I	 Frequency Response I 1-400. (	 kHz I	 {
I	 F a s ponse Flatness
1 ------
-
--------------
1 t0.5 I	 dB I
1 Larri _r Sweep Fame I
i__-_____- _--- -_1
I 16.3.1.1.1.7	 I
II
I	 NASA/STD!
I
I 75 t `
I
(	 kHz
i
I	 II	 DOD/SG LS I 55 t5 1	 kFz
i	 NASA /Dk N 1 33 t 3 (	 k9.z 1
I --------------------------
ICarrier Sweep Fates 1
I --------------- I-----------
I
1------------- ^
IQ•3.1.1.1.1	 I
I	 75	 K.4z	 Pange 1 100 1
I	 55	 KPz Fanae I 1013 1	 RF.z/sec I	 I
I	 33	 K H z	 Fa. ri g, 1	 250175
--- --
(	 Hz/sec
----------- ------I--------------------------
(Power Level--Isiah I
I --------
+29 min
I
I	 d9n
i-------
18.3.1.1.1.8
1	 Medium I. +19	 min I	 dam
1	 Low I•, -4	 rrin I	 dam
,.,faarm69A(Oct 737
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ThBLE 8. 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1-1 NASA/STDtr' CHA` ,NEL AND F'PEQ ,OENCY ASSIGNMENTS
Refer to Appendix C For specific channel and frequency assignments.
Metho3 of calcula*ina frequencies Ls as follcvss
Channel No. n : 1 to 808
I
Receive Frequency a
 2200. 000 + (n-1) K 0.125 MHz
I
'"ransmit Frequency	 2025.833u + ( n-1) x 0.115104 MN!I
I	 i
Transmit Frequency >d 221/240 x Receive Frequency	 I
I	 t
--------------------•----------------------------------
a	 _	 _
MPw C.I. Rai thet 711	 NASA•
I•	 5U-152, A
TABLE 8.3.1.1.1. 1.2 -1 NASA/05N CHANNLL 6 rF'FQUENC: ASSIGNMENTS
Channel	 ITranarrit MHz
	
850	 1
	851	 1
	  2
	 I
	
853	 I
	
854	 (56) I
	
855	 1656
	
857	 1
	
858	 1
	
859	 i860
	
861	 1863
	
863	 (141,)
	
8F4	 1
	
865	 i
	
866	 1
	
867	 1
	
gin	 I
	869	 1
	
870	 1
	
8 7 1	 i
	
8 -1 2	 (236) 1
	
8 7 3	 1
	
874	 1
	
Q75	 I
	
8 7 5	 1
	
8 7 7
	IA79
	
8.79
	 1990
	
981	 1
	
882
	 1
2110.243056
2110.58410510
21 10.925154
21 11.266204
2111.60253.
2111.948303
2112.289352
21 12.63040 1
2112.971451
2113.312500
2113.653549
21 13.994599
2114.335648
2114,676697
2115.017747
2115.358796
2115.699846
2116.040895
21 16.381 944
21 16.722994
2117.064t143
2117.405092
21 17.746 142
21 18.08'1 19 1
2118.428241
2118.769290
2119.110339
21 19.451 389
2119.792438
Receive MHz
2290.185185
2290.555556
2290.925926
2291.296296
2291.666661
2292.037037
2292.407407
2292.777776
2293.148148
2293.518519
2293.888889
2294.259259
2294.629630
2295.000000
2295.370370
2295.740741
2296.111111
2296.481481
2296.851852
2297.222222
2297.592593
2297.962963
2298.333333
2298.703704,
2299.074074
2299.444444
2299.814815
Unassigned channels: 883-899
1SC f9ro 69A (Oct 73)
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TABLE 8. 3. 1. 1. i. 1 . 3-i DOD/SGLS CHANNEL 6
FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS
i
a
I I	 I RECEIVE
I I	 TRANSMIT	 I DCC	 I
( I	 OPBITEP TO	 I PAYLCACS	 I
I I	 DOD PAYLOADS	 I TO OREITEP	 I
ICHANNEL I	 (MHz)	 I
------------- 1--------
(MHz)
	 I
-----------1I-- -
1	 900 1	 1763.721	 1 2202.500	 I
I
1 901
1	 I
1	 176 1. 725	 1
I
2207.500
I1 902
I	 i
1	 1771.729	 1 2212.500
i
1	 903
I	 I
1	 1775.733	 (
I
2217.500
I1	 904 i	
I
1	 1779.736	 1 2222.500
I
1	 90R
I	 I
1	 1783.740	 ( 2227.500
I
1	 906
I
1	 1781.744	 I 2232.500
I
1	 907
I	 i
1	 1791.748	 ( 2237.500
I
1	 909
1	 I
1	 1 795.752	 1 2242. 500
1
I	 904 1	 1799.756	 1 2247.500
i(	 910 I	 Ii	 1803.760	 1 2252.500
i
1	 911
I	 I
i	 1807.764	 1 2257.500
I
1 912
I	 1
1811.768
	 1 2262.500
I
i	 913
I	 I
1	 1915.772	 1 2267.500
i
1	 914
1	 I
1	 1819.77;	 I 2272.500
I
1	 915
i	 i
1	 1823.779	 i 2277.500
i
1 916
I	 I
1	 1827. 783	 1 2282.500
!
1	 917
I	 I
1	 1831.787	 1 2287.500
I
1 918
I	 I
1
	
1835.791
	 1 2292.500 
I
1	 919
I	 i
1	 1839.795	 1 2297.500
Unassigned Channels: 920-999
!Sc form 69A (Oct	 -.iSc
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TABLE 8.3,1.1.2-1 PFINCIPAL PI FECEIVER CHAPACTEFISTICS
NASA/ COC
l
I	 PARAMETER
---------------------------------------------------•-----------------
I	 VALUE	 I
-----!
UNITS
---------
ISUBPARAGRAPH I
------
-----------------
1000/L- Hand Frequency Fange
I 
_----- i--
(	 I
I------- I
18.3.1.1.2-1
1	 Lowban3	 ( Approx) 12202	 -	 2252	 1 MHz 1
I	 Hiqhband (Approx) M52 - 2297	 I MHz 1
I
( NASA/S-Band Frequency
i	 1
1	 Fangel
I	 Lowband (Approx)
I
12200	 - 2252	 1 MHz
I	 Highband	 ( Approx) 12252	 -	 2300	 1 MHz 1
ITriplexer Subbar.ds I	 See 'Subparagraph
I
1
1 inpu t Signal Level Range
1	 1
I - 1 + ^0	 to	 z 20	 1 dBm
I
I 8» 3. 1..1.2. 3
1 I	 1 I
IAGC Fame 1 -110	 to	 -20	 1 dPm
I
1Gain Saturation
1	 1
1	 >-20	 1 dRm
I
18 . 3.1.1.2.4.1
I
I Protective Limiting
i	 I
1	 ?+10	 1 dEm
I
1
10ut-of-Band Interference
!	 1
I	 51.0	 1 dEm SNP
I
18.3.1.1.2.5
I
1 Noise Fiaure
i	 1
0 max.	 ( dB 118.3. 1.1.2.6
I
(Carrier Thresholds:
i	 I
I	 )
1
I
I	 Acquisition 1	 -110	 "	 ( dam I8. 3.1»1.2.7
I	 Tracking 1	 -114	 iz 'a r	 I dEm 18.3. 1. 1.2.7
I
ICarrier Acquisition Sweep
I	 I{	 t8o	 I kHz
I F ange f	 rui	 ^,	 . ^ 	 r.^rrj..
ICarrier Phase Lock Time I 	 -5	 ',	 i Sec (8.3.1„ 1 .2.9. 1
1
ICarrier Rate Trackinq
!	 I
I	 44	 ( kHz/sec
I
18 . 3.1.1.2.9.2
ICarrier Trackinq Fange I	 t80	 I kHz 18.3.1.1.2.8,3
I
10peratinq Performance
!	 I I
1	 Hit .Error Fate 1	 1x10-6	 I Fits I
I	 Rance 1	 -100.7	 to	 *101 dam
1	 Subcarrier Frequency 1	 16	 ( Rlrpf I
I	 Modulation Index I	 1.1110%	 I I
I I	 or	 ! I
I I	 1.7t10%	 1 I
1
I False Lock Immunity
I	 1
I	 I
1
18.3. 1.1.2. 10
S ideband Components {	 000	 I REtz
I	 Signal Levels I	 <26	 ii •.	 I dBm
i
I PLL Trackinq Tt andwidth
I	 I{	 18	 ( Hz 18 . 3.1,1.2.11
1 (two-sided) {	 I I.1
1SC form 69A (Oct 73)
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TA.ALL S. 3. 1. 1.2-1 PPLIOCIPAL PI FUMIVtCP GOLPACTUIETIiCS
11ASA/DOC (Concluded)
r
i
-----------------------------------} ------
(	 PAPAMET'EP
	 i VALUE	 i VNITS ISUBPAPAGRAPH I
I------------------------------ ----------- -----------1-------------1
I	 Damping Factor	 1 0..701	 I 1	 1
I	 I
IPLL Acquisition Ban3wid ►.h 	 1
I
100	 tax	 ( Hz I	 1I0.3. 1.1.2.11.2
1 (two-sided)
	 I I I	 I
(	 Damping Factor	 I 0.-707	 1 I	 1
I	 I
I PLL Demodulator Bandwidth I
I4.5
	 i MHz
!	 I
18. 3. 1, 1. 2.12	 1
I	 I
I Output s i g na 1 r-equ.'ation	 t
 1
1
I	 1
! 8.3.1. 1.2.13	 1
1	 To CIU	 1 2.0iO.4	 I VPMS I
1 To Ku-Band or Sent ^ipe I 2.010.4	 I v". s 1	 I
I	 I
Icutput signal Peak Limiterl
1
1
1	 1
3. 1.1. 2.13
	
1
I	 To CIU	 I y • 6.0	 (Arprox) I VPMs I	 I
i	 To Ku-Ban3 or Sent Pipe) P.0	 (Approx)I VFMS
I	 (Approx)	 I	 I	 I	 1
---------------------------------------------------------------------
1
c
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TABLE 8.3.1.1.2.5-1 OUT-of-SAND INTEPFEREVCE CONDITIONS
PI RECEIVER
-	
- --Interference Signal Level 1
	
Applicable Frequency Range 	 I
-------------------•---------I--------------------------------------- I
'	 I
	-65 dBm	 ILow Band: 2165 MHz to (f - 15) MHz
1ani (f + 15) MHz to 2285 MAz
--------------------
 65 d8m	 (High Band: 2220 MHz to (f• - 15) MHz
land (f + 15) MHz to 2340 MHz
---------------------------- I --------------------------------- ------
	-25 dBm	 lLow Band: 200 MHz to 2165 MHz and
i	 12285 MH'z to 16 GHz
i--------------------------- I ---------------------------------------
i	 -25 dBm	 (High Band: 200 MHz' to 2220 MHz and
i	 12340 MHz to 16 GHz
TABLE 8. 3. 1. 2- 1 PI/PAYLOAD LINK ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS
I	 PARAMETE'F	 I	 VALUE	 I	 UNITS	 I SUBPARAGRAPH I
1 ----------------------I------------------------I-------------- I
I	 I	 1	 I
I Location
	
I See Fiqure	 6. 3. 1. 2. 1- 1 18. 3. 1.2 	 I
1 -----------------------I----------------------- I--------------I
I Tvpe	 I Sinale-element cross-	 18.3:1.2	 I
I di pole .	 I	 I
I ---------------------- I ------------------------ )--------------I
I Frequency Ranges	 11740-1850  I
	
MHZ	 19.3.1.2	 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 1 2000-2300	 1	 1
I ----------------------- I ------------------------ I ------------- I
!Seam width
	
I The 3 dB beamwi3th_ is	 10.3.1.2	 {
1	 I bounded by an 90b cone I
I	 laligned with the'+Z axisl	 I
I----------------------- I ------------------------ I ----------	 - i
1 Polarization (Select- 	 I RHCP or	 I	 18.3.1.2
able by a switch in the I LHCP	 I	 l
I0rbiter)
	 I	 I	 I	 I
#'i
1
J
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'TABLE A. 3. 2. 1- 1 NASA STANDARD CCMMAND SIGNAL CHARACTES ISTIC'S
I
f
t
I	 PAPAM-ETEP 1	 VALUE	 I UNITS ISUBPARAGRAPH	 I
I-------------------------- I ---------------i-------- --- I -------* -----I
(waveform Isinusoidal
I
14odulation
	 (Binary)
I	 I
I	 PSK,	 t90	 I Degrees
I
18.3.7.1.1
I
ISubcarrier Frequency
I	 I
1	 16	 1 KHz
I
18.3.2,1.2
1
ISubcarrier Harmonic
1	 1
1	 51	 1 %
1
18.3.211.2.1
IDistortion 1	 ! !
I
I Subcarrier Frequency
I	 I
I	 t0.001	 ) 8 18.3.2.1.2.2
1-Stability	 (60-Second Avq) I	 ! I
I
I Carrier Modulation Index
I	 I
1	 1.0	 t	 0.1	 1 Padians
I
18.3.2.1 .3
1
I Data Pates
1	 1
1	 2000,1000,5001 bps
1
18.3.2.1.4.1
1 1	 250,125,	 I I
I I	 125/2,125/4,	 I 1
I I	 125/8	 or	 1 Ip 1	 125/16	 !
i
ICata Bit Format
!	 !
INRZ-L,	 M or S	 1 -
I
18.3.2.1.4.2
t
(Data Asymmetry
I	 !
1	 52	 ! 1>;
I
18.3.2»1.4.3
i1
I Lata Sit Jitter
I	 I
t	 <_3	 1
0
>< 18.3.2..1.4.4
I	 1	 I
!Command Bit Preamble
	 I	 see Subparagraph
---------------------------------------------------------------
I
18.392.194.5
_----
t
8
1SC for+ 69A (Oct )3)	 NASA•,ISC
f
5L-152A ..
	
` •1 icu rvu`^ 2-19W1 .. •-•- --
TABLE 8.3.2.2-1 NASA STANDARD TELEMETRY SIGNAL REQUTPEMENTS
-------------------------- --------------------------•^^----------•--
PAFAMETER I	 VALUE I	 UNITS I SUBPARAGRAPH I
-------------------------- I- __ _--•--------- I----------- I------------- I
l waveform l 5^inu	 cidat
1
(Modulation
(
1	 FSx,	 t90
I
i	 Degrees
I	 I
18.3.2.2,1	 I
I
ISubcarrier Frequency
I
1	 1.024
I
1	 MHz
I	 I
18.3.2'.Z.Z	 I
I I	 to.01 % I I	 I
I
ISubcarrier Harmonic
1
1	 51
I
1	 0
I
18.3 . 2.2.2. t	 I
I Distor*_ion I ! I	 I
ISubcarrier Frequency I	 t1x10-5 (	 MHz 18.3.2.2.2.2	 I
ISt abi l lty I I I	 I
I	 II
i PAL Modulation Index
I
1
	
1.0	 t	 0.1
I
1	 Fadians 16-3.2-2,2.3	 1
I Bit Fate 1	 16, 9, 4, 2, 1 1	 kbps 18. 3.2.2.4.1
1
I Fit Format
1
I NRZ - L,M or S, 1	 - 18.3.2.2.4.2
I Ior Manchester-L, I
! IM,	 or S
I Data Asymmetry I	 t2 1	 1< 18.3-2.2.4.3
I
I Pit Fate Stability
I
I	 < X0,01
t
I	 %	 •
1
18.3. 2.2.4.4
I
IPasic Word Length
i
1	 9
I
1	 :its
I
18.3.2.2.5.1
1
I Minor Frame Len gth 1	 8	 to	 1 024
I
1	 Words
I
18.3. 2.2.5.2
I
i Minor Frame S y nc Worsts
I
8 ,16, 24
	 or	 321
I
Bi *. Groups 19.3.2.2.5.3
I
I Master Frame Length
I
I	 1	 to	 2 3 6
i
1 M4 r.cr
I
1 :. 3. 2. 2. 5.4
i I I Fra.:t5 I
I
IMaster. Frame Sync Wore?
I
See subpara graph
I I
18.3.2.2.5.5
i
ITransition Density
I
i a6a	 transitions
I	 I
in	 512 bits le.3 . 2.2.5.6
II I1164 consecutive I bits w/o 18.3.2112.5.6
1
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
I transition
- - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------------
I I
------
)SC Form 69A (Oct 73'
	 NASA-JSC
SO-152A
.BLE 9.3.2.3-1 NASA/STDN NEAP EARTH (NE) TRANSPCNDER TURNAPOUND
REQUIPEMEN, TS
-------------------------------------------------------- m__W
PAFAMETER	 i VALUE I	 UNITS ISUBPAFAGRAPH	 I
--------------------------I--------------- 1 ----- i ...... --.....I
Forward Link Sweep Acquis-1 1 I	 I
it ion	 I I I
^	 I
Fast Sweep Fate	 I 10
I
1	 KHz/Sec
1
18 . 3.2.3.1
Frequency Range
	 I 2: -7 I	 KHz 18.3.2.3.1	 1
1	 PLL Bandwidth.	 ( > 210 1	 Hz 18. 3. 2, 3. 1.1
I	 Swe ep Tracking	 { ±0.001	 Max. I	 >< 18. 3. 2« 3. 1, 2
I	 I
1 : -turn Link Sweep Acq;nisi- I
I( Ii
{	 lion
	 I I I
I	 1
I	 Frequency Stability	 I t0.001
I
I
I
18.3.2.3.2.1
1	 Post-Transien- Resweep 1 50 to 90 IMillisecond18.3.2.3.^92
sta rt
•	 I	 Switchover Lock Loss	 I See Subparagraph 18.3.2.3.2.3
I	 Transoonder Turnaround
	 1 240/221 i	 - 18.3.2.3.2.4
I	 Rato	 I I 1
I	 Siieband Level	 1 <-35 Max I	 dBc 18.3.2.3.2.5
-------------------------------•-------------------------------------
t
TABLE 9. 3.2.4-1 NASA/DSN TFANSP(' DZ,R TURNARCUND SEQUIFEMENTS
r.
I
T
----------------------------
1	 PAPAMETEP	 I V;,Lt1E
---- --------------------------
I	 UNITS
•---------
ISUPPARAGFNFH
I--------------------- ..-_--_-_-- I----------- I.-^---..._-..-
I Forwir3 Li.-.k SweeA Acvuis- 1 !
I	 it ion	 ! I
I	 {
I	 S1 ow	 Sween F 3 ,:e	 1 250
I
1	 Hz/Sec 19, 3. 1.4, 1
1	 Frequency = 3r.=e	 I t33 1	 FHZ 18 . 3.2.4, 1
I	 PLY Bandwidth	 I TBD I	 Hz 18. 3. 2.4, 1.1
i	 Acquistion Time	 I t10 i	 N.inutes 18. 3.2.4.1.2
I	 Sweep Tracking tO.001	 Max. I
I 1I	 I
f	 I I I
iFet ,irn Link Sweep Acquisi-I I I
I	 t ion
	 I I
I	 ^{	 Frequency Stability	 I ±0.001
I
I	 % 18.3.2.49291
I	 Post-Transient Fesweep I =1 to 90 (Mil1isecond18.3.2.4.2.2
I	 start	 I I I
i	 Switchover L ock *_oss	 I See SuLparagr3Fh 18.3.2.4.2.3
I	 - ransoonder -Turnarouni	 1 240/ 221 !	 - 18 . 3• Z•Y.2.4
1	 patio	 I I 1
I	 SilebAnd Level	 I
------------------	 ..-.--.-...-....
G - 3 15	 4ax.
......-r.-- ------------------
I	 dBc 18 . 3. 2.4.2.w^-^.-w^w----
----------
ISC fate 59A (Oct
	 NASA-JSI
I.-
	
0
	
SD-152A
•	 TABLE 8.3.2.2.6-1 MASA PAYLGAD MINIMUM
EIRP REQUIREMENTS (1)
-----.----r------- ------_---_- NI
I	 Bit Rate	 I	 EIRP	 I
	
t	 I -------------- I--------------I
116 khps	 124.8 dBm -
I	 I	 I
I 8 kbps	 121.8 dBm
	
I	 14 khPs
	
1 1 8. 8 dBm t. i
j2 kbps	 115.8 dBm
I - I-ktp$-----.._ 15_ 3-dBm•
*set by carrier minimum acquisition level
requirement.
(1) FPauired to achieve a 1 x 10- 6 bit error
for the bi g: rates listed under paragraph
@.3.2.2.4.1 at the output of the PSP for
the conditions of 10 NM range, worst-case
M 3lerances, and a ---da performance margin.
.y 't b
t
1SC Fate 59A (Oct 73)
	 NASA-JS
ICD NO 2-1901	 REV
3D-152A
TABLE 9. 3. 3. 1- 1 DUD: SGLS STANDARD COMMAND SIGKhL CHAFACTERISTICS
t
I
t
I	 PARA,METEP	 I	 VALUE	 I	 UNITS	 ISUBPARAGRAPH
I -------------------------- I ----------..- -- I >.._-------- I------ . .... .-
IWAVriorm
	
I	 Sinusoidal	 1	 18.3.3.1,1
I	 with AM	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I
IModulat.ion	 I	 Ternary Fsk	 I	 18.3.3.1.1
I	 I	 i
Command Tone Frequencies	 i	 6 5fI Off	 =
	 j	 kHz
i	 I 11 1 4f 	 $	 95	 I	 kHz	 I
I	 I	 I	 I(Tone Frequency Accuracy
	 I	 t	 0.01	 1	 ><	 18.3.3,.1.2.1
I	 1	 I	 I
I Ca crier Modulation *_radices I
	
0.3 t
	
10%	 1	 radians	 10.3-3.1.3
I	 I or	 1.0	 t	 10%	 I	 radians	 I
I	 I	 I	 I
I Svmbol Fares
	
I	 WJ0	 1	 spa	 19.3.3..1.4, 1
I	 I	 c c	 20n0	 I	 Bps	 1
I	 I	 I	 I
ITriangular AM Clock
	
I	 See Subparagraph
i	 I	 I	 !
I Cata Format	 i
I	 I	 !	 I
I Command Bit Preamble	 I	 TBD	 I	 8. i. 3,1 .4. Y
--------------------------------------------------------------- 0------
t
ISC f0f• 69A (Oct 73) 	 NASA-JS
lSC Fels IS& (0cl 73) .JS
R	 IRN N0.	 ! MEET 11 OF
I ICO NO. 2-1.9001	 I PAV F I
SD-1S2A
TABLE 9.3.3.2 - 1 DOD/SGLS STANDAPD TELEMETRY SIGNAL REQUIR >!,MENTS
------------- - --------------------------------------^^.-+^^.--I.M--
a
r
t
I	 PAPAMETER I	 VALUE I	 UNITS I SUBPARAGRAPHI ------------------------- I -------------- I --------+-- I-....^....---
IPSK subcarriers I I 18.3.3.2.1,1
I	 Waveform I	 Sinusoidal I !I	 Modulation
I
!	 Psx,t90 I	 Deg=e^sl
I FM Subcarriers
I
I
I
!
I
18.3.3.2. 1.7
1	 Waveform 1	 sinusoidal I I
I	 todulation I	 FM,t200 I	 KHS,PeakII	 r,< ...	 —	 I ..., I I I
I Subcarrier Frequencies I	 PSK -	 1 . 024 1	 MHz 18.3- 3.2.2
I 1	 PsR -	 1.7 !	 MHz I
I I	 FM -	 1.7 I	 MHz I
I(Subcarrier Harmonic II	 <-	 0.1 I I
1Components I 1
!
I PSK Subcarrier Frequency
i
I	 <	 0.01
I
1	 >i
!
19.3. 3.2.2.2
!stability I I II
I FM Subcarrier Frequency
I
1	 <	 0.005
!
1	 >j 118493.2.293
(Accuracy I I I
I
I P/L Modulation Indices
I
1	 1.000%
I
1	 Fadiana l
I
18.3.3.02.3
I I	 or I	 Peak I
I I	 1.7110% I	 Padians, 18.3.3.2.3
I I I	 Peak I
1 I
(Di g ital Bit Rates I 18.3,3.2.4.1
I
1	 1.024 MHz and	 1. 7 MHz
1
1	 0.25,	 0.5
i
1
I
1
I	 subcarriers I	 1, 2,4, 8, 10, I	 FL-Ps I
I !	 16,12 v 64r	 --. I I
I I''	 ,128 and	 256 1 1
1	 1.7 MHz Subcarrier
I
1	 128,256
I
1	 Kbpe I
I
I Data Bit Format
I
1	 NFZ-L or
i
1	 -
1
18.3.3.2.4.2
1 I Manchester-L I I
I
I Data Asymmetry
!
1	 5	 t 2
I
I	 f
1
18.3. 3.2.4.3
i
I Bit Rate Stability
I
1	 S	 0.01
I
!
1
18.3. 3.2.4.4
I
I FM Frequency Response
I
1	 100
I
I	 Az
!
16.3.3.2.4.5
1 1	 to 200 I	 KHz I
IAN No	 ^	 1"%1 J2 ur k
ICO NO 2-1 9041	 ^RE v ^'
SD-152A
P	 TABLE S. 3. 3. 2 - 1 I-VD/SGLS STANCAPD Ml r4V'TRT 51C;KAL PfQUIRI MENTS
(Con" uded)
------------------------------------------------------ ^---------.^-.w u.
1 PAPA-4 ETEF 	 I VALUE ;	 UNITS I SUBPARAGRAPH
0 w"------------- n---------- i --..-------•----- ^------*---- I-'------------
I TM Nord Ler.fth	 i 8 I	 Bite
I
18.3.3.2.5.1
I
I FM
I
Minor Frame Length
	 1 8^ to 1024 ( Words
1
18.3.3.2.5.2I
= IV,
I
Minor Frame ;sync Words I TBD
I
1
I
16.3. ?. Z. 5.3
IFM Master Frame Length
	 l 2 to 255 lWords 18.3.3.2.5.4i
1 FM
I
Master Frame Sync Word I set Subparagraph
I r
18.3.3.2.5.5
I	 I
r .	 ITransition Density	 I TBD
I 1
------------------------------------------- •-------------------------
11C fo g s Got (Ccl 13) MAL► •JSC
W-1 52A
ThBLE
	 8. 3. 3. 2. 6- 1 DOD/SGL.G PAYLOAD MINIMUM
£IRP REQUIREMENTS	 (1)
I	 Bit	 Pate	 {	 EIRP
1----
1256
--------
Kbps
-- 11 36.9 d8n	 r
1 1 ^I
1 128 kips 133.9 dam	 1
I
1	 64 kbps
f
130.9
I
de g:	 1
I
1	 32 kbps
1
121.9
I
dam	 1 :%/{q tr 
^
1	 15 khps 124.8 dBm	 ^{
t
I
1	 10 kbps
i
122.9
1
 dam	 1I
1	 9 kbps
I
121.9 dBtr	 1
I
1	 4 kbps (19.9 dam	 {
f
1	 2 kbps
I
115.8
I
dam	 1l
I ! i
{	 1 kbps 115.3 dBm*
I
1500 bps
I
115.3
I
t
dBm*	 1
_
i
1230 hos I15.3
I
dBcr.*	 1
_____rr _rr rr r_^__r rw.r r-^__r_ 
*Get ry carrier minimum acquisition level
requirement.
(1) Fequirad to achieve a 1 x 10- •
 bit error
rate for the bit rates listed under
;ara:raoh 9.3.3.2.4.1 at the output of the
CIU for the conJitions of 10 NM range,
1-0 rad modulation index, worst-case
tolerances, and a 0 dB performance margin.
MAJ5C Form 69A (Oct 13)
rABL!: 4.3.3.3-1 DOD/'-'(;La TPAMSPONDEP TUPNAPCUNA FEQUIPZMXNTS
- 
a----•----------------- ----------
PAPA.METEP	 I
-------.
VALUE	 I
..--+r..-__--------
UNITS
_--------
_--------
I SUSPAPAGPAPH
-----1I------------- -------------- I 
---------------I rward Link Sweep Acquxn-I  t
1--
I	 i
ition
	 I t I	 I
I i	 !
Fast Sweep Fate
	
j 10	 1 KHz/Sec 18.3.3.3.1
Frequency Pang e	 I t S 5	 1 YHz 18.3.3.3.1
PLL Bandwidth
	 1 200	 1 Hz 18.3.3.3.1.1
Sweep Tr3ckina	 I 30.401	 Max.	 I
I
% 18.3.3.3.1.2
II
t	 I I t
et:srn Link Sweep Acquisi-I I
tion
	 I I I
Frequency Stability
	
I
I
x0.041	 1 %
I
18.3.3.3.2.1
Switchover Lock Loss	 I Pee Subparagraph 18,•3.3.3.2.3
t	 Transponder Turnaround I 256/245	 1 - 18.3.3.3.2.4
Fatio	 I I I
si- ieband t.evel	 I -35 1	 dSc 18.3.3.3.2.5
_--_..---------------------____	 ____...___.,_______— ---------- _.._,...___
ICD NO 2 -19001	 HE V F	 d
SD-152A
TABt B. 1. U. 2. 3. 2- 1 NAPROW BAND "BENT PIP£" CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS
a) P4 2.5-^ 0 > 0.2 radians with a maximum residual carrier of
-100. 7 dSm for tracking.
b) Tho inband data spectral components within *100 KHZ of the
receive carrier frequency shall be 26 dB or more belOW the
R.F. carrier power.
C)	 The intelligence contained in the received signal shall be
54.5 MHz at the 3 dS points (PI post detection 8W.)
----, ------------------------------------------------------------
t,
ISC Form 69A (Del 73) NASA-JSC
k
__..._,I
SD-152A
,TAPI.tiE 9.3. 4. 3-1 NONSTANDAPD TRANSPONDER TURNARCUND REQUIREMENTS
B
v
t
-------------------------------------------------------
	
-------
I	 PAPAMETEP	 I VALUE I	 UNITS ISUBPAMGRAPH
I--------------------------I--------------- I----------- I-----^.--^.-.
IT•urnaround Ratio	 I I 18.3.4^^.1
I	 NASA Type	 I 24 0/ 221 I I
i	 DOD
	 Type
	 II 256/205 I II
IPLL Bandwidth
	 I
1
I (8.3.4.3.]
I	 Fast Sweep Pate	 ( >200 I	 Hz I
(10	 KHZ /Sec)	 I I I
I	 Slow Sweep Pate	 I >18 I	 Hz I
I	 (250	 HZ/Sec)	 I i II	 I
I sweep Trackina Offset t0.001	 Max.
I
I	 %
I
I	 I
IA+sKiliary oscillator	 I t0.001
I
I
I
Istability	 I i II	 I
ITracking Phase Errcr
	 I 3
i
IDegrees , rmsl8 . 3.4.3.5.1
I
((1000
	 HZ	 2-sided tracking	 I I I
i bandwidth)	 I
IS purs
	 ( within t200
	
KH7 of	 I • a at	 least 65 1 I	 dbr. 18.3.4.3.6.1
Ireturn link carrier
	 I I 1
Ifrequency)
	
II I iI	 I
ISidebanJ Level
	 I	 -35	 I	 dec
I	 i	 I
----------- w ------------------------------------
	 -------
I
1 8.3.4.3.6.2
I
^w-
0
i
)SC FaCm 69A (Oct 73)
2+
90
M
I
IAN N0. 	 SHEET 37OF 4
ICD Na 2-19001	 otEv p
SD-152A
TABLE 9.3.5.1- 1 PI/PS DATA INPUT ELECTRICAL INTERFACE EHAPACTFFisrICS
- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -W - - - -- - -
I 	 PAPAMETEF I	 LIMITS	 I	 VALUI: I	 NOTES
I--- ----------------------- 1---------- - ---- I----------- I--w-•w^------
(Carrier Modulation I	 1	 PH I
I
I Modulator Ty pe
I	 1
i	 I	 Linear II
IModulator Inpu t_
I	 I
I	 KHz	 I	 I	 to 200
I
13 d9,	 one-
IEandwidth I	 I isidedI
(Signal Level
I
I	 I
I	 I	 (11
I
I
Load Impedance
i	 I
1	 ohms	 (	 75	 t 5
I
I
I
1 Loa: Termination
I	 I
I	 I Differen-
I
I
I I	 Itial, I
I	 (balanced I
I I	 Idirect I
I
--------------------------------------------------------------
I	 IcouFled	 I
------
( 1)	 1.0 to 8.0 1 10% peak-to-pez, k line-to-line ( 0. 2 5 0 S 2. 5) .
The phase devia t ion shall be iirectly proportional to the
amoli l^ude of the input siq ,nal. The linearity of the phase
noiulator shall be maintained to within 10% from 092 radians
to 2.5 radi ans when measured from best straight line. (1.0 t 0.1
volts, P-P, L-L, is equivalent to 2.5 radians)
:r
's
rB
s
t
IMN NU	 $PittI f
XV—;tcD No. 2-19001 
SD-152A
ThBLE 8.1.5.2-1 PI /PS DATA OUTPUT :'LECTFZCAL IPTEPFACE CHARACTIPIST1CS
-------------------------- -- ---------------------------•---..•.^^-^.
1	 PAPAMETEP i	 U? T: 	 S I	 VALUE I	 NOT€S 	 1
1-------------------------- 1---.----------- I ---------- - I------------- I
(Carrier Modulation ( I	 PM I	 1I
(interrogator I/F
I
I	 MHz
I
1	 10
I	 I
IDoubl*- sided
	 !
IBandwidth, Min. I 1 IPassbBn4,	 J
II I I 13	 da	 i
1Pos.detection
1
I	 4'.
I
1.001
	 to 4,51one
1	 1
sided,	 I
19andwidrh,
	 Min.I I 1 13	 dB	 I
J Equiv.	 source Modulation II	 Radians I10.3	 to	 1.3 I	 I1	 (1)	 II
10- utpu*_ Signal Level
I
I	 vol ts
I
1	 (Z)
I	 I
I	 I
i
1 Load Impendanc-I j	 chms I	 PS t5 j	 1
(Load Termination
I
I
I
IDifferen-
I	 I
I	 J
I i itial, I	 I
(balanced I	 I
I i Idirect I	 I
i
--------------------------------------------------------------------
I 'Icoupled I	 I
(1)	 ''adulation	 indices of up to 2.5	 radians will be detected provided
sufficient residual carrier is present.
(2) 2.0 t 0.4 volts rms not to exceed 8 V peak-to-peak, line-to-line
detected SC.
4
x
t
t
F
f
1S y fats 59A (Oct 7])	 MAW.
IfiN Na	 snEe T J y yr 4	
LIM No 2-19001	 1019  
	
10-152A
	
i
Ila
TABLE 8.3.6 . 1-1 RADAR PASSIVE MODE
ELECTFICAL INTERFACE CHAFACTEFISTICS
-------------------------------------------------------------•------
I	 Parameter
----1----- -
IDimensionl	 Value
-------------------
Notes
	
I
-----
11. Target
I ------- I - - ---- ---- - ---- - 1
I	 Type I i I	 I
I------------ I -------- - I------------------------ I-------------------)
I:ize ;Square 11.0 Minimum (	 (1^	 1
I I Meter I
----- ------•------
I	 I
---------------I--------------
1ScintillationI
1­'----- 1--- -
I Swirlinq case I target
- -- I
(Target is stabilized
I Characteris- I I lin 3 axes to an	 I
I tics I ! langulsr rats of TBD I
I I I Ideg/sec,	 i
I------as---- 1=-------- I------------------------ I------------------ I
12.	 Fadar IGHz I Nomina 1 Minimum at I	 (2)	 1
1	 Operatinq 1 113.779 !	 1
1	 Frequency I (	 ' 1	 II ------------- I --------- I ------------------------ I__--------w•.•-..--_- I
13. Antenna I I I'	 I
ICharacter- I I I	 fI istics I I I	 1
I ------------ I--------- ---------------------- 1---------- p T----_w— I
I rain Idb 138 . 5 1At	 13.775 GHz	 I
I ------------- I --------- 1----- ---- - -------------- I-----------t.------)
IBidelobe Idb 120 minimum I	 I
I Irelative I 1	 i
I Ito I I
I I mainbeam I 1	 II------------- I --------- 1---...--_-.--_-_._------- 1----- -____..wA_w---- I
(Type 1 15 "Horn e monopulse, ITWO-gimtal #ntgnn4	 I
I 1 (automatic trackinq, Imount,	 I
1 I 1 front fed parabola. I	 II------------- 1--------- I -------------------------
14. Tra ns — I Watts 150 peak, minimum TWT (3^	 1
I mitter Power I I output for high power I	 I
1 I Imode I	 II -- •---------- I--- - ----- I -------------------- mow--_ ^—__.^+w— ►•^—R------w— I
IPRF 1pulses/ lnominal 7000 and 3000 IPFF varier with
	 i
I I sec I Irange	 1I ------------- I --------- I ----- ---------------w--lw _.lwu-_--a.w--•-__. I
15. Deceiver I I I	 1
--------- I ---------------•---- --_-- 1_--r•^R---.....-----•.. I
INoise Fiqure Idb 15 I	 1
1------------- I--- • ----- I-----------------------•, (_-•------....--•----- t
4
r
r
ISC f@rq /OR (Oct 13) is
I= NO 2-1 y001 --	 play g
SD-152A
0
r
Z
TABLE 8.3.6.1-1 PhD" PASSIM MODE
ELECTFICAL INTEFFA ICE CFAPACTEPISTICS(Concluded)
------------------------------------------------------------------ -
Parameter IDimensionl	 Value	 Notes
------------- ( ---------(------------- 	 ----- - J-------------------IInput Power )milli-
	 I50	 IAt input port to
ILimits
	 Iwatts	 I	 flow-noise amplifierl
I	 Ipeak 6 CW;
	 I	 I
I------------- I --------- I ------------------ 	 --------------.----- I)Dynamic range I ub	 1 11 5	 )	 I
---------------•-----------------------------------------------------(1) Radar system is designed to detect a 1 m 2 scintillating
target at 12 NM with a probability of detection of 0,99.
Anqular searchfield varies with range from a 20 degree half
angle cone at 12 NM to a maximum of a 30 degree half angle
cone at B NM or less.
(2) 5 frequency, 4 step frequency diversity - 52 MHz per step
during search, acquisition and tracking.
(3) Peak and average power vary with range acgd duty cycle. Duty
cycle varies with range: from approximately 0.001 to 0.3.
Peak power selectable - medium and low power selections
provide nominal reductions of 12 or 24 dB respectively.
Automatic switch to TWT typass (approx. 40 dB reduction in
transmitted power) at short ranges.
It
T
16C f6fm 64E (Oct 7
II'	 SU-152A
"	 TABLE 8.3.6.2-1 FADAR ACTIVE MODE ELECTFICAL
INTV,PF'A(:E CliAFACTEAISTICS
t
t
t
f
s
I
s
I
--------------------------------------------------------------------
1	 Parameter IDimensionl	 Value I	 Notes	 i
I1.	 Target I I I	 I
I	 Type 1 I I	 I
ITransponder I I ITarget parries	 I
(Pulse Beacon I I )coherent pulse	 I
I I 1 Itransponder wg hich,	 I
i I i Irstransmits ampli-	 i1 I I f ied replica of re- I
I I I ICeived pulse.	 I
I I I (Beacon carrying	 I
I I ( Itargst is stabilized
I I I )in 3 axes to TaD	 I
I
I -------------
0
---------
I
-------------------------
Iieg/sec each axis.	 I
-----
I 0peratinq IFt.
I
11.824x10G Detection
1
I	 i
IFange I 1100 minimum I	 1I---------____ 1---------- I ------------------------ I----- ------------- I
12.	 Beacon I I !	 !
(Character- I II istics
-----
I I I	 1
1	 ------
I Mi nimum
I---------
I ibm
1------------------------
I TBD
-----))--------------
IFunction of target
	 I
IDetec • ible I I IanEenna and re-	 I
I Si anal I I
- -----------------------
Iceiver sensitivity	 i
------ II-------------
I E-T.F p Idhw
----__
ITBD
__ _-__-------------. _---
I	 i
------
I-------------
ICoherencs
I---
I
I
ITBD
I--------- I
I	 i
I ------------- I --------- I ------------------------ I --- ._	 ----- -.,.-__-..-I
I r-* Iav
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' •	 TABLE S. 3. b. 2-1 FkCAF ACT IVE MODC ELECTFICAL
INT£FFAC:E CHAR:XTEPISTICS (Continued)
I
It
E
I
------------------------------------------ --------------•^._----------
1	 Parameter IDimer.sioni	 Value l	 Notes	 II ------------- I --------- I ------------------------ ------- 1(Antenna Type I 15 "Horn" mor.opulse, ITwo-gimbal antenna	 I
I I lau-omaric angle track, Imount.
	 I
I I I front-fed parabola 1	 iI------------- I --------- i ------------------------ I-------------------
IPRF's Ipulses 1229 search and track (For range greater	 I
I i pbr	 sec.	 i	 •	 '' Ithan 9. S NM	 I
t 1 16970 Track lRange ` less than 9.3 l
1 1	 717 1 I NM	 !
1------------ I-------- 1------------------------ I -------- ..----•-----I
IPulsa widths Iusec. (Dual	 4. 15 and	 0.122 IDsed in search
	 I
I I I Iranger,	 I
1 1 14.15 IDsed for search and l
t I I I track when range	 I
I I 1 P9.5 NM	 I
I 1 0. 122 lUsed for track when 1
I I I (range c 9.5 NM	 II ------------
17'ransmit
---------
(Watts
I	 ---• --------------------
150-*ak, minimum TWT
I------------------- I
IPeak power level	 I
IPower I loutput for high power Iselectable.	 msdiuml
I I I mode. land low power	 I
I I I selections provide	 I
i I I (nominal reductions	 II I 1 l o'f	 12	 and	 24	 d8	 I
I
--------------
I 1
------
Irespectivetly.
	 I
------------------- I
1-ece4vtr
I---------
I9b
e------------------
15
I
i	 I(noise Flau_e i I 1	 I
--I ------------
l inpu : PowQr
I ---------
I Milli- 150	 -	 i ir:aae	 level
i---------------- l
lAt input port
	 iI _iri- Iwatts I Ito low-noise amp.
	 I
1
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ICPdk S
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CI S 1
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APPENDIX IV
AXIOMATIX RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REVISION OF SECTION 8.3
OF ICD 2-19001 FOR DETACHED PAYLOADS
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DRAFT REVISION #2
1/2/80
REWRITE AND REVISION FOR SECTION 8.3 OF ICD NO. 2-19001
•	 8.3 Detached Payloads. Paragraphs applicable to NASA/STDN, NASA/DSN,
DOD/sum,	 ; and nonstandard payloads are indicated in the following break-
down:
NASA/STDN Payloads--Paragraphs 8.3.1 and 8.3.2, subparagraphs 8.3.2.1,
8.3.2.2 and 8.3.2.3.
NASA/DSN Payloads-- paragraphs 8.3.1 and 8.3.2, subparagraphs 8.3.2.1,
8.3.2.2 and 8.3.2.4.
DOD/SGLS Payloads--Paragraphs 8.3.1 and 8.3.3.
Nonstandard Payloads--Paragraph 8.3.1 and 8.3.4.
Note: Sometimes the acronym NASA appears by itself; it is to be
t	 understood  that either STDN or DSN payloads are implied. STDN or
DSN by themselves denote NASA payloads. DOD and SGLS by themselves
refer to the same class of payloads.
8.3.1 S-Band Payload Interrogator (PI) Interface. The PI provides two-
way RF cormun cat of n between the Orbiter and detached payloads within a
range of 10 nmi. In the following paragraphs, characteristics are capa-
bilities of the Orbiter avionics that the payload must be cognizant of,
and "requirements" are specifications placed upon the payload communication
equipment.
8.3.1.1 PI Performance Characteristics
8.3.1.1.1 Transmitter Characteristics. The principal transmitter char-
acteristics are listed in Table 3.1.1.1-1.
8.3.1.1.1.1 Output Frequency Range. Two output frequency bands are pro-
vided, L-band	 an	 - andA), is summarized in Table 8.3.1.1.1.1-1.
8.3.1.1.1.2 DSN Channel Assignments. The transmit/receive frequency
pair assi gnments ?or DSN-compatible detached payloads are listed in
Table 8.3.1.1.1.1-3.
8.3.1.1.1.1.3 SGLS Channel Assignments. The transmit/receive frequency
pair assignments for SGLS-compatible detached payloads are listed in
Table 8.3.1.1.1.1-4.
8.3.1.1.1.2 Transmitter Triplexer Section. A triplexer is used between
the payload antenna and the PI transmitter/receiver output/input termin-
als. This triplexer functions to divide the PI transmit arid receive
bands into low and high subbands for both the NASA and DOD modes of oper-
ation. The purpose of the low/high band selectivity is to prevent mutual
in'terference between the PI and S-band network transponder during times
of simultaneous operation.
V
TABLE 8.3.1.1.1-1 PRINCIPAL PI TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Parameter ,
- - - - - -
Value
- _ - - - -
,	 Units ,
 - - - - - - I
Subparagraph,
r r r
' L-Band Frequency Range ` 1763 - 1840 '	 MHz 8.3.1.1.1.1'
r r r r r
r 
- 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- 
- - - - - - - _ _ - - T _ - - - _ -
' S-Band Frequency Range ' 2025 - 2120 '	 MHz ' 8.3.1.1.1.1'
r r r r r
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
' Triplexer 5ubbands ' See Subparagraph 8.3.1.1.1.2'
, r r
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
- - - - - - T - - - - - - y - - - - - - 7
' Carrier Frequency Tolerance ' ±0.0012
r r r r r
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
_.	 _ - _	 _ _ - - - - - _ 7
' Carrier Phase Noise 10 max ' degrees-RMS ' 8.3.1.1.1.4'
r r r r
______________ „_- _--- ,_--___.,- _--__,
f ' Output Spurs ' > 67 '	 dBc ' 8.3.1.1.1.5'
^ r r r r
______________.,___ --. .,---_-- ,_____ -,
' Phase Modulator 0.2 to 2.5 '	 radians ' 8.3.1.1.1.6'
r r r r r
-- - - - - - - 
	------ .,-- ;75-- ,--kHi ___---,
+ ' Frequency Sweep Ranges ' -55 '	 kHz ' 8.3.1.1.1.7' 
4 33 '	 kHz ' '
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
- - - ” - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
' Frequency Sweep Rates 10 '	 kHz/sec ' 8.3.1.1.1.8'
r r r r r
250 '	 Hz/sec
s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
r r r r r
' Power Level--High ' 39 '	 dBm 8.3.1.1.1.9'
r r r r r
'	 Medium
r r
30 '	 dBm
r
'
r
8.3.1.1.1.9'
r
'	 Low ' 7 '	 dBm ' 8.3.1.1.1.9'
'	 - - - - - - - -	 - - - - - ! - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - '
0
4r
TABLE 8.3.1.1.1.',, 1 PAYLOAD INTERROGATOR OPERATING CHANNELS
t	
------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
- 
I 
-
	
-
 
-
	
-
	
-
 
-
	
-
	
-
 ^
Frequency Range No. of Channel
(MHz) Channels Spacing	 (kHz)
- - - - - - - - - - -
	 - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -^
STDN S-Band Transmit
and Receive
S-Band Transmit 2025.833-2118.7 808 115.104
S-Band Receive 2200-2300.875 808 125.000
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DSN S-Band Transmit
s and Receive
S-Band Transmit 2110.243-2119.792 29* 341.049
S-Band Receive 2290.185-2299.814 27** 370.370
SGLS L-Band Tra.^smi t,
S-Band Receive
L-Band Transmit 1763.721-1839.795 ► 	 20 4003.906
--
S-Band Receive
 - - - - - - - - - - -
2202.5-2297.5
- -	 - - - - - - -
20
- - - - - -
5000.000
- - - - - - - - - 
*The top six channels are transmit only.
**The bottom four channels are receive only.
t
0t	 TABLE 8.3.1.1.1.1-2 STDN CHANNEL AND FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS
t	 Refer to Appendix C for specific channel and frequency assignments.
Method of calculating frequencies is as follows:
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Channel No. n = 1 to 808
Receive Frequency = 2200.000 + (n-1) x 0.125 MHz
Transmit Frequency = 2025.8334 + (n-1) x 0.115104 MHz
Transmit Frequency = L?1/240 x Receive Frequency
o
s
t
Table 8.3.1.1.1.1-3 DSN Channel & Frequency Assignments
r Channel ,_ _-rransmi"t T4[ z -_^ - -ecTfTea _Receive RHz -
--^	 -----
^ ecTfieTp*------ -,- ,-- ---_. ,-
r
r 850
r
,
r
r 2290.185185
r
r
' 851 ' ' 2290.555556
r 852 r r 2290.925926 r
' 853 ' ' 2291.296296
r
r 854 (56)
r
r 2110.243056
^
r 2291.666667
r
r
' 855 ' 2110.584105 ' 2292.037037
r 856 r 2110.925154 r 2292.407407 r
' 857 ' 2111.266204 ' 2292.777778
r r r r
r 858 r 2111.607253 r 2293.148148 r
' 859 ' 2111.948303 ' 2293.418519
r	 r 860 r 2112.289352 r 2293.888889 r
' 861 ' 2112.630401 ' 2294;259259
r r r r
r 862 r 2112.971451 r 2294.629630 r
` 863	 (14b) ` 2113.312500 ' 2295,000000
t 864 r 2113.653549 r 2295.370370 r
865 2113.994599 2295.740741
r 866 r 2114.?"35648 r 2296.111111 r
` 867 ` 2114.67o697 ` 2296.481981
868 2115.017747 r 2296.857852 r
= 869 2115.358796 2297.222222
870 i 2215.699846 r 2297.592593 r
871 2116.040895 2297.962965
872	 (23b) r 2116.381944 2258.333333 r
873 2116.722994 2298.703704
r 874 r 2117.064043 i 2299.074074
875 2117.405092 2299.444444
r 876 2117.746142 2299.814315
877 2118.087191 r
878 2118.428241 r
879 2118.769290
r
r 880 r 2119.110339 r
881 2119.451389
882 r 2119.792438
L., - - - - - ..	 4	 -	 - - - - - - - - -
Unassigned channels: 883-899.
t/
T1
TABLE 8.31.1.1.1-4 SGLS CHANNELS FREQUEFCY ASSIGNMENTS
0
t
t
i
4
0
s
0
 1
--------------------------------------
I RECEIVE
I	 I TRANSMIT	 I DCD
1	 1 ORBITER TO	 I PAYLOADS
I	 i DOD PAYLOADS I TO ORBITER
JOHANNE:L	 I (MHz)	 I (MHz)
-----II---
I	 900	 I
--------------I
176 3.721
	 I
--------------,
2202. 500
I	 I
I	 901	 (
I
1767.725
	 1 2207.500
I	 1
I	 902	 I
I
1771.729
	 ( 2212.500
i
I	 903	 I
I
1775.733
	 I
I
2217. 500
I	 I
I	 904	 I
I
1779.736	 ( 2222.500
I	 I
I	 905	 I
1
1163.740	 (
I
2227.500
I	 I
I	 906	 1
I
1787.744
	 (
I
2232.500	 I
i	 I
I	 907	 (
I
1791.748	 I
t
2237.500	 1
I	 t
908	 I
I
1795.752
	 (
!
2242.500	 1
I	 I
I	 909	 I
i
1799.756	 (
i
2247.500	 I
I	 I
I	 910	 I
I
1803.760	 I
I
2252.500
	 1
I	 I
1 911	 !
I
1607.764	 1
I
2257. 500	 1
I	 1
I	 912	 (
I
1811.768	 I
!
2262.500	 I
I	 t
I	 913	 I
I
1615.772
	 I
I
2267.500
I	 i
I	 914	 I
i
1819.775
	 I
i
2272.500	 I
f	 I
I	 915	 I
I
1823.779	 I
I
2277.500	 !
I	 I
!	 916	 (
I
1827.783	 1
I
2282.500	 1
I	 I
1	 917	 1
I
1631.767	 1
I
2287. 500
I	 I
I	 918	 I
!
18 35.791	 I
I
2292-500	 1
1	 1
1	 919	 I
1
1639.795
	 I
I
2297.500
Unassigned Channels:	 920-999
8.3.1.1.1.2.1 S-Band Subbands. The lowband is approximately 2025-2076 MHz
and the highban3-3s approx mately 2074-2120 MHz.
8.3.1.1.1.2.2 b-Band Subtaa	 . The lowband is approximately 1763-1803 MHz
and the highband is approximately 1803-1840 MHz.
8.3.1.1.1.3 Carrier Frequency Tolerance. The maximum carrier frequency
uncertainty is ±O:'UT% of the nominal carrier frequency (transmitter sweep
disabled).
8.3.1.1.1.4 Carrier Phase Noise. The transmitter phase noise will produce
under nonvibra on con
	
ons no more than a 4° RMS tracking phase error
in a 300 Hz two-sided tracking bandwidth and a 10 0 RMS tracking error in
a 100 Hz two-sided tracking bandwidth. (Tracking loop damping factor= 0,707.)
8.3.1.1.1.5 Carrier Spurs. Any spurs appearing at the transmitter output
200 kHz away from tt e carrier frequency will be at least 69 dB below the
unmodulated carrier power level. Within 200 kHz about the carrier, the
spurs will be t- 46 below the carrier level.
8.3.1.1.1.6 Carrier Phase Modulator. The phase modulator will accept
analog or digital mo u a ti g si^ gnaTsa. The modulator rIeviation charac-
teristic is linear with +5m over a deviation range of 0.2-2.5 rad. Fre-
quency response is flat within ±0.5 dB from 1-200 kHz.
8.3.1.1.1.7 Carrier Freq uency §wee . The transmitter output frequency
may be swept over three ranges:
	
+5 kHz, 55 1 5 kHz, 33 +3 kHz. The
r	 fast sweep rate for the 75 and 55 kHz ranges is 10 4 3 kHz/s and, for the
33 kHz range, is 250 4 75 Hz/s. Frequency sweep begins at the nominal
channel frequency, sweeps up to the maximum frequency, reverses and sweeps
down (through the nominal channel frequency) to the minimum frequency,
reverses and sweeps up to the nominal channel frequency and stops.
8.3.1.1.1.8 §electable Transmitter Power Levels. Three selectable trans-
mitter output power level's for either tYe L-lian^ or S-band frequency ranges
are available at the input/output convion port.
High	 39 dBm +2 dB
Medium
	 30 dBm 1 3 dB
Low	 7 dBm 1 3 dB
8.3.1.1.2 Receiver Characteristics. The principal receiver characteris-
tics are Iisted''in' Yab"Iert.H_.T'1 -I_.'2-1.
1.3.1.1.2.1 Input FrenLuen
*
 y Range. The receiver input frequency range
^. is S-band , 2200-'2 300_ IfHz .
8.3.1.1.2.1.1
	 STDNy Channel_Assi gnments.	 See Paragraph 8.3.1.1.l.1.1.
11.3.1.1.2.1.2 DSN Channel_ Assignments. See Paragraph 8.3.1.1.1.1.2.
8.3.1.1.2.1.3 SGLS Channel_ Assignments.
	 See Paragraph 8.3.1.1.1.1.3.
3.3.1.1.2.2 Receiver jripj..exELtj _Section. See Paragraph 8.3.1.1.1.2.
8.3.1.1.2.2.1 Receive Subbands. The lowband is approximately 2195-2257 MHz
and the highband is approximately 2248-2306 MHz.
0
I!
t
TABLE 8.3.1.1.2-1 PRINCIPAL PI RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS
t
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -i- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -,
Parameter Value Units Subparagraph
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -, - - - - - - - r - - - - - - - i -	 - - - - - -	 x,
Input Frequency Range 2200 - 2300 MHz 8.3.1.1.2.1
r
Triplexer Subbands See Subparagraph 8.3.1.1.2.2
Input Signal	 Level
Operating Range -124 to +10 dElm 8.3.1.1.2.3
AGC Range -124 to -20 dBm 8.3.1.1.2.4
Out-of-Band Interference See Subparagraph 3.3.1.1.2.5
Noise Figure 7.0 max dB 8.3.1.1.2.6
Carrier	 Acquisition -122.5 dBi-n 8.3.1.1.2.7
Thresholds:
Tracking -124.0 dBm 8.3.1.1.2.7
Acquisition Sweep Range +125 kHz 8.3.1.1.2.8.1'
t .Acquisition Sweep Rate 330 +	 kHz/sec 8.3.1.1.2.8.1'
Frequency Rate Tracking 17 kHz/sec 8.3.1.1.2.8.2'
Input Freq. Offset Range 487 kHz 8.3.1.1.2.8.3'
' Lock Detector Performance See Subparagraph
False Lock Immunity See Subparagraph '	 8.3.,1.1.2.10
.Tracking Bandwidth 2320 e	 HZ '	 8.3.1.1.2.11
Maximum Phase Noise 15 Deg reel-RMS 8.3.1.1.2.12
.Maximum SPE a	 10 Degrees '	 8.3.1.1.2.13
Throughput Bandwidth ► 	 5.5 MHz '	 8.3.1.1.2.14
Output Signal Regulation See Subparagraph 8.3.1.1.2.15
Throughput: SNR Losses 2.1 max dB '	 8.3.1.1.2.16
------------- .,------- ,-------- - - - - - - -
0
P
8.3.1.1.2.3 Input ^Si nal Level Range. The receiver is operable over a
range of -124 to +1QmdB .
8.3.1.1.2.4 AGC Dynamic Range. The AGC maintains the receiver transfer
function in a-linear state over an input signal level range of -124 to
-20 dBm.
8.3.1.1.2.4.1 Receiver Gain Saturation. Above -20 dBm, the receiver IF
amplifier circuits begin to amp to a saturate. This should not adversely
affect the demodulation of constant envelope signals. Overall receiver
performance is not guaranteed about +10 dBm in terms of false lock immun-
ity and output signal waveform integrity.
8.3.1.1.2.4.2 Receiver Protective Limiting. At input signal levels of
zero dBm and higher, a preamp 	 ei rprotective diode breakdown limiter
t	 becomes operative. Purposeful receiver operation above +10 dBm is not
recommended.
8.3.1.1.2.5 Out-of-Band Interference. The receiver will operate with no
more than a 1.0 ' dg SNR per ormance egradation due to out-of-band inter-
ference for the conditions listed in Table 8.3.1.1.2.5-1.
8.3.1.1.2.6 Noise Figure. The receiver noise figure, as referenced to the
RF common inputjoutput pert, is 7.0 dB maximum.
8.3.1.1.2.7 Carrier Acquisition and Track ing Thresholds. The minimum
received discrete cart a-i r gnateve for guarantee acquisition is
-122.5 dBm. The minimum received discrete carrier signal level for guar-
anteed tracking and demodulation performance is -124.0 dBm. Levels are
referenced to the RF input/output common port.
8.3.1.1.2.8 Car rier Dynamic Acq uis ition and Tracking
8.3.1.1.2.8.1 Receiver Frequency Sweep. For the purpose of acquisition,
the receiver is - nom' n511 y swept +	 kHz (4111  kHz minimum, 1132 kHz max-
imum) from the nominal receive frequency at a nominal rate of 330 kHz/s.
(This sweep is unrelated to the transmitter sweep.)
8.3.1.1.2.8.2 Frequen	 Rite Tracking. The maximum in-lock frequency
rate that may be traC^:ed s 'f 7 '{cNa%s•,
8.3.1.1.2.8.3 Input Fre^qquency Offset Ra. The receiver maximum input
frequency offset is 	 7 'Hz' from the n
ngy
ominal carrier frequency.
8.3.1.1.2.9 Lock Detector Statistical Performance. Lock detector proba-
bility of false alarm (in di'catiig fiat We receiver is in lock wnen it is
note) is (TBS) for a carrier level of -122.5 dBm and standard payload mod-
ulation conditions. Lock detector probability of indicating that the
receiver is out of lock when it is not is (TBS) for a carrier level of
-124.0 dBm. The lock detector must indicate an out-of-lock state for more
than 50 ms before the receiver automatically enters the sweep acquisition
mode.
8.3.1.1.2.10 False Lock Immunit,Y. The receiver will not false lock to
carrier sidebanT	 n'encampots Far any NASA or DOD standard modulation con-
ditions for received signal levels less than +10 dBm. (See Paragraph.
8.3.4.2.2 for nonstandard modulation conditions.)
L
TABLE 8.3.1.1.2.5-1 OUT-OF-BAND INTERFERENCE CONDITIONS
P
Interference -Signal Level ' - - YApplicable FrequencyRange- - - ^'
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
t
-65 dBm Low Band:	 2165 MHz to (f R - 15) MHz
and (fR + 15) MHz to 2285 MHz
!______ _______!._- _- _____________--__^
'	 -65 drAn High Band:	 2220 MHz to (fR - 15) MHz
and (fR
 + 15) MHz to 2340 MHz
:.______ _______________^
'	 -25 dBm ' Law Band:	 200 MHz to 2165 MHz and
2285 MHz to 16 GHz
-25 dBm ; High Band:
	 200 MHz to 2220 MHz and	
o
'
_________ _____! ______-2340 MHz to 16 GHz__-_-__-______^
I'
r
0
r
R8.3.1.1.2.11 Phase Locked Loop (PLL) Bandwidths
8.3.1.1.2.11.1 Threshold Tracking Bandwidth. The threshold in-lock PLL track-
ing noise bandwidth, when the receiver is operating within the linear coherent
AGC range, is nominally 2320 Hz (two-sided) and the damping factor is 0.82.
8.3.1.1.2.11.1 Threshold Acquisition Bandwidth. The threshold out-of-lock
PLL noise bandwi then the receiver is operating within the noncoherent
AGC control range, is 3950 Hz (two-sided) maximum.
8.3.1.1.2.11.3 Strong Signal Acquisition Natural Frequency. The strong sig-
nal out-of-lock TUE —natural frequency, when the receiver is operating within
the noncoherent AGC control range, is approximately 6120 rad/s.
8.3.1.1.2.12 PLL Phase Noise Components. Components and maximum values
which comprise the PLL pease noise are listed in Table 8.3.1.1.2.12-1.
Z
	 8.3.1.1.2.14 Wideband Demodulator. A wideband sinusoid phase-characteristic
demodulator provides recovery of all carrier phase modulations. The through-
put lowpass 3 dB bandwidth.of the receiver, demodulator and output circuits
is between 4.0 and 5.5 MHz.
8.3.1.1.2.15 Wideband Output  Signal Regulation. The wideband demodulated
signal outputeve to tie PSP, CIU (Payload Station) and bent-pipe ports is
controlled by an RMS type of regulating loop. P;P and CIU signal waveforms
plus noise are regulated to 2.0 ±0.6 V RMS and the output amplifier clips or
limits all peak values (plus or minus) to approximately 4.0 V maximum. The
KuSP or bent-pipe waveform plus noise is regulated to 2.0 X0.6 V RMS and the
output amplifier clips or limits all peak values (plus or minus) to approxi-
mately 3.5 V maximum.
8.3.1.1.2.16 Demodulation SNR Loss CoTygnents. Table 8.3.1.1.2.16-1 lists the
receiver (includinget	 PSP SNR maximum-Toss components for standard modulations.
8.3.1.2 Antenna Characteristics. The PI/payload link utilizes a single
hemisphere aT antenna f&F-6otF transmitting and receiving.
8.3.1.2.1 Antenna Location_. The antenna is located at the top of the pay-
load bay forward bulk_iead,t as shown in Figure 8.3.1,2.1-1.
8.3.1.2.2 Antenna Type. The antenna is a single-element cross-dipole-fed
cavity whichoperates  on the frequency range of 1740-1850 MHz with a VSWR <
1.5:1, and on the 200-2300 MHz frequency range with a VSWR < 2.0:1.
8.3.1.2.3 Gain. The maximum on-axis gain is between 2.5 and 3.0 dB.
8.3.1.2.4 Beamwidth. The 3 dB beam width is bounded by a 160 0 cone aligned
with the +Z axis 61=-the Orbiter.
8.3.1.2.5 Polarization. Antenna polarization is selectable as either
right-hand c7r^ cuTar RHCP) or left-hand circular (LHCP).
8.3.1.2.6 Antenna Cable and Connectors Insertion Loss. The cable that con-
nects the antenna to the PI RF porthas a signalan	 i^- sertion loss to either
transmit or receive signals of -9.8 dB maximum.
8.3.2 NASA Standard Payload/PI/PSP Communication Characteristics & Requirements
8.3.2.1 Command Signals. A single form of command signal is allowed, with
summary c afi racteristics listed in Table 8.3.2.1-1.
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TABLE 8.3.1.1.2.12-1 PI TRACKING LOOP PHASE NOISE COMPONENTS
t
- 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
, 	 Component Source	 , Maximum Phase Noise Contribution
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ^
1	 , Additive Noise	 ,	 < 100 RMS
Oscillator Instability ,	 < 50 RMS
t	 , Modulation Tracking	 ,	 < 100 RMS	 ,
VW
VW
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TABLE 8.3.1.1.2.13-1 PI TRACKING LOOP STATIC PHASE ERROR COMPONENTS
t
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
Component Source
	 Component Maximum Value
* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, _ - - - - - - - - - - - - _,
Voltage Offsets within Loop ,	 8°
Frequency Dynamics 	 20
No Modulation Slewing
	 !	 180
(Nonstandard direct carrier
t	 ' modulations only, see sub-
paragraph 8.3.4.2.2.4.2)
---------------'-------------_'
r
tt	
TABLE 8.3.1.1.2.16 -1 PI/PSP SNR MAXIMUM LOSS COMPONENTS
FOR STANDARD MODULATIONS
+	 _ _	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
► Component Loss	 (dB)
► 1 1
1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - _ i - - - - - - 1
1 1 1
PI Interference Degradation , -1.0
PI Phase Noise Loss , -0.2
► 1 1
PT Demodulation Phase Offset Loss ; -0.5
P I Filtering Loss , -0.2
► ► 1
,
PI Nonlinear Loss ,
►
-0.2
I
PSP Subcarrier Demodulator and Bit ,
-0.8
Synchronizer Loss ,
1
-------------
1
'--
►
-----'
0e
f
t
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FIGURE 8.3.1.2.1-1 PAYLOAD ANTENNA LOCATION
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TABLE 8.3.2.1-1 NASA STANDARD COMMAND SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
i• - - - - - - - - - - - - 'y - - - - - - -	 -1 .. - - - - I- - - - - - - - -1
I	 Parameter ► Value 1 Units i Subparagraph	 I
_____________.,--____-ti___.._--_--__--
i 1 I 1 1
Waveform I Sinusoidal - 8.3.2.1.1	 I
i 1 i I I
1 i : I I
I Modulation I PSK, ±90 z Degrees 1 8.3.2.1.1	 I
1 1 i r I
1 I I 1 1
I Subcarrier Frequency 1 16 I kHz I 8.3.2.1.2	 1
I I I I 1
I I 1 I 1
I Carrier Modulation Index I 1.0	 ±	 0.1 I Radians I 8,3.2.1.3	 1
+	 1 I I 1 1
I
r Bit Rates
1
r 2000 t 2 N
!
i bpS
1
I
i
8.3.2.1.4.1	 I
1 1 I I
1 I N=0,1,2,...,8 I i 1
,-	 _ ..	 _	 - -	 _ _	 -	 -	 - -	 - -, - - - - - -
-	 -I -	 ..	 _	 .. - - - - - - - -	 -1
i
8.3.2.1.1 Modulation Waveform. The command waveform is a sine wave sub-
carrier bip ase PSK modulated (t90°) by the command bits.
8.3.2.1.2 Subcarrier Frequency. The nominal command subcarrier fre-
quency is 16 kHz.
8.3.2.1.2.1	 Subcarrier Harmonic Distortion. The maximum harmonic com-
ponents do not exceed 5--of  the fundamental frequency ,
 amplitude.
8.3.2.1.2.2	 Subcarrier Frequency Stability. The 60-sec averaged sub-
carrier frequency wil be within ±IxIO-b of the nominal subcarrier
frequency.
8.4.3.1.3 Carrier Modulation Index. Carrier modulation index for the
command waveforms IO^rad^ian peak.
8.3.2.1.4 Data Modulation
8.3.2.1.4.1 Datd Rate	 The command data rates may be any one of the
following:
2000 bps, 1000 bps, 500 bps, 250 bps, 125 bps, 62.5 bps,
31.25 bps, 15.625 bps or 7.8125 bps.
8.3.2.1.4.2 Data Bit Format. The bit format may be NRZ-L, NRZ-M or
NRZ-S. Transition of t e data waveform will coincide with a zero crossing
of the subcarrier.
8.3.2.1.4.3 Data Asymmetry. The data bit asymmetry will not exceed 2%
of the nominal data ' 5'1'-t period.
8.3.2.1.4.4 Data Bit Jitter. The data bit peak phase jitter will not
exceed 3% of tie data bit period.
3.3.2.1.4.5 Command Bit Preamble. Whenever actual command bits are not
being modulated (,nto the subcarrier, a prefix consisting of alternating
"one" and "zer. ,,­ "s is employed. The prefix always begins with a "one"
bit ends with i	 011 V .'i: just prior to the first command n., .,age bit.
8.3.2.2 Te l emetry Signals. A single fo rm of telemetry signal is allowed,
with sumrierj3 requirements listed in Table 8.3.2.2-1.
8.3.2.2.1 Modulation Waveform. The telemetry waveform shall be a sine-
wftve subcarrier PSK mo u ate3_( # 900 ) by the telemetry bits.
t	 8.3.2.2.2 Subcarrier Frequency. The nominal telemetry subcarrier fre-
quency shall be1700 MHz.
8.3.2.2.2.1 Subcarrie r Harmon ic Distortion. The maximum harmonic com-
ponents shall not exceed 1'r. of the fundamental frequency amplitude.
8.3.2.2.2.2 Subcarri er Frequency Stabitity. The long-term subcarrier fre-
quency stability uncertainty s{^iai_ `I1 be within *0.01% of the nominal sub-
carrier frequency.
8.3.2.2.3 Payload Transmitter Modulation In dex. The payload carrier mod-
ulation index shall be 1.0 ±0.1 radian peak.
I^
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S0	 TABLE 8.3.2.2-1 NASA STANDARD TELEMETRY SIGNAL REQUIREMENTS
- - - - - - - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - , -
	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - I
I	 Parameter I	 Value ,	 Units ,	 Subparagraph
,- - - - - - - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - - - -,-
	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - i
I
Waveform
I
I	 Sinusoidal
I
'	 _
I	 I
'	 8.3.2.2.1
I I I I	 I
I
Modulation
I
I	 PSK, ±90
I
Degrees
1	 i
,	 8.3.2.2.1
I I 1 I	 1
I
,Subcarrier Frequency
I
,	 1.024
I
,	 MHz
I	 1
18.3.2.2.2
I 1 I I	 1
I
I P/L Modulation Index
I
,	 1.0	 t	 0.1
I
,	 Radians
I	 1
18.3.2.2.3
I 6 I I	 I
,Bit Rate ,	 16	 =	 2 N , kbps 1 8.3.2.2.4.1	 I
I I 1 I	 I
I I
I	 N= 0,1 ,2,3,4
I
I
I	 1
I	 I
I I I 1	 I
I
Bit Format
I
INRZ-L,M,	 or S, or
I
I	 -
I	 1
I	 4.3.2.2.4.2
I I I I	 1
I I
Manchester-L, M, or
I
S
1	 I
'^	 I I I I	 i
I
Word Length
I
I
,	 8
I
,	 Bits
I	 I
,	 8.3.2.2.5.1	 I
1
Minor Frame Length
I
►
!
,	 8 to 1024
I
I
I
I	 Words
I	 1
1	 1
,	 8.3.2.2.5.2
I
: Master Frame Length
I
,	 1	 to 256
I
I
,Minor Frames
I	 1
,	 I
I	 8.3.2.2.5.4
1 t , I	 I
I
Transition Density
• i
I
64 transitions
I
in 512 bits
I	 I
,	 8.3.2.2.5.6
-- - - - - - - - - -
,
64 consecutive bits
- - - - - - - - - - -
1
w/o transition
- - - - - - -
I	 1
I	 8.3.2.2.5.6
- - - - - - - - 
VC
8.3.2.2.4 Data Modulation
8.3.2.2.4.1 Data Rates. The telemetry data rates shall be any one of
the following:
16 kbps, 8 kbps, 4 kbps, 2 kbps or 1 kbps.
8.3.2.2.4.2 Data Bit Format. The bit format shall be NRZ or Manchester
L, M or S. T eitms and—subcarrier may be asynchronous or, if synchron-
ous, no sp%.cific transition versus subcarrier phase relationship is
required.
8.3.2.2.4.3 Data As mmetr . The asymmetry in period between adjacent
opposite polarity ^b is shall not exceed ±2% of the nominal bit period.
8.3.2.2.4.4 Bit Rate Stability. The bit rate stability shall be better
than 1.1% of the nomi al bit rate.
8.3.2.2.5 Data Structure Formats
8.3.2.2.5.1 Word Length. The basic data word length shall be eight
bits. (Longer words may be realized as multiples of eight bits).
8.3.2.2.5.2 Minor Frame Length. A minor frame shall be a minimum of
eight words up to a maximum of 1024 words.
8.3.2.2.5.3 Minor Frame S nchronization Words. Minor frame synchroniza-
tion words shad co— ns st o f 8, 1^6, 24 or 3l bit groups.
8.3.2.2.5.4 Master Frame Length. A master frame shall be comprised of
between one and 256 minor dames.
8.3.2.2.5.5 Master Frame Synchronization Word. The master frame syn-
chronization word shall consist of an eight bit unique pattern or an
eight-bit minor frame count.
8.3.2.2.5.6 Transition Density. The minimum data transition density
requirement shall be for 64 or more transitions in any 512-bit block and
for no segment greater than 64 bits without a transition.
8.3.2.2.6 Payload Minimum EIRP. Table 9.3.2.2.6-1 lists the payload
minimum EIRP required to achieve a 1x10 - bit error for the bit rates
listed under 8.3.2.2.4.1 at the output of the PSP for the conditions of
10 nmi range, worst-case tolerances, and a 0 dB performance margin.
8.3.2.3 STDN Near-Earth (NE) Transponder Turnar ound Requirements. The
following paragraphs also apply to TD S user transponders operating in
the STDN mode.
8.3.2.3.1 Forwa rd Link Sweep Acquisition. The NE transponder forward
link from the Oroiter to the payload will be frequency swept in the PI
transmitter (for acquisition purposes) in accord with 8.3.1.1.1.7
utilizing the fast sweep rate of 10 kHz/sec over the ±75 kHz range.
i
f
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TABLE 8.3.2.2.6-1 NASA PAYLOAD MINIMUM EIRP REQUIREMENTS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - -
Bi t Rate ,	 E I RP
^-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - -
16 kbps 28.2 dBm
8 kbps '	 25.1	 dBm
4 kbps 22.1	 dBm
2 kbps 19.1
	
dBm
l - kbps '	
16_2-dBm- - - -
'-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 - - -	 - - -
*Set by carrier minimum acquisition level requirement.
4
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8.3.2.3.1.1 Transponder Minimum PLL Acquisition Bandwidth. In order to
achieve a virtual unity prob abili ty of carri er acquisition when the PI
sweep crosses the transponder nominal receive frequency, the transponder
two-sided loop noise bandwidth shall not be less than 500 Hz.
8.3.2.3.1.2 Sweep Track^inRequirement. The PI transmitter sweep goes
though one complete sweep cycl e before being disabled. The transponder
receiver must therefore by capable of tracking the entire PI transmitter
sweep range (180 kHz worst case) for the condition of PI transmitter max-
imum nominal frequency offset (10.0012%).
8.3.2.3.2 Return Link Acquisition. The PI receiver is required to acquire
the payload transmitters ignal when the transponder is in its one-way mode
(transmitter carrier frequency derived from the transponder auxiliary
oscillator) or in the two-way mode with the forward link sweep transponded
to the return link carrier.
8.3.2.3.2.1 Auxiliar Oscillator Stability. The long-term stability of
the transponder transmitter s nominal carrier frequency as derived from
the auxiliary oscillator shall be no worse than 10.001%.
8.3.2.3,2.2 A uxiliary Osci llator-to_-VCO Switchover. There are no
PI-imposed requirements on tfie auxiliary oscillator-to-VCO switchover
(when the forward link becomes acquired) in terms of the resulting fre-
quency step,
8.3.2.3.2.3 PI Receiver Lock Loss due to Aux iliaa Oscillator-to- VCO
Swi tchover. It i s expected that, when t-F - transponder swi rGc-Ls 'ifs—__
transmitted  frequency source form auxiliary oscillator to the VCO, PI
receiver lock (if it had been attained in the one-way mode) may be tem-
porarily lost. PI receiver reacquisition by frequency sweeping will
automatically ensue.
8.3.2.3.2.4 Trapsponder_Turnaround Ratio. The transponder transmit/
receive frequency turnaround ` rat o _shal__be 240/221.
8.3.2.3.2.5 Return _Link Carrier Sideband Level due to Forward Link Mod-
ulation Feed th r ougli. -fiho maxiinuri fePdtlirciu gh " niocuiat an s-ideC) 'ands of the
return link carrier by the forward link command modulation (16 kHz subcar-
rier) shall not exceed a return link sideband level greater than -26 dBc.
8.3,2.4 DSN Deep-Space ADD,  Tran5pqpder Turnaround Requirements
8.3.2.4.1 Forward Link Kqg Acquisition. The NF transponder forward
link from the O_Fb_ ter to the pay oad wi11 be frequency swept in the PI
transmitter (for acquisition purposes) in accord with 4.3.1.1.1.7, util-
izing the slow sweep rate of 250 Hz/s over the +33 kHz range.
8.3.2.4.1.1 Transponder MinimumPLL Acquisition Bandwidth. In order to
achieve a virtua7'unity F6E_66i­1 t;y 6f carrier acquisition when the sweep
crosses the transponder nominal receive frequenc y , the transponder two-
sided loop noise bandwidth shall not be less than 150 Hz, with a damping
factor no larger than 3.0. (It has been assumed that, when the DS tran-
sponder is operating with the Orbiter, the minimum receive signal level
will be strong to the extent that the transponder receiver's limiter sup-
pression factor will be essentially unity.)
08.3,2.4.1.2 Swept Acquis iti on Time. The nominal time required to sweep
the entire t3 z frequency uncertainty range using the slow sweep rate
profile will be 8.8 minutes from the time the sweep is initiated until the
W	 time the sweep is disabled.
8.3.2.4.1.3 Sweep Trackin Requirement. In the slow sweep rate mode,
the PI transmitter sweep will nom ni al go through one complete sweep
cycle and then become disabled. The transponder receiver must the efore
be capable of tracking the enti!°e PI transmitter sweep range (±36 kHz
worst case) for the condition ;)f PI transmitter maximum nominal frequency
offset of ±0,0012%.
8.3.2.4.2 Return Link Sweep Acquisition. The PI receiver is required
to acquire the payload transmitter signs when the transponder is in its
one-way mode (transmitter carrier frequency derived from the transponder
auxiliary oscillator) or in the two-way mode with the forward link sweep
transponded to the return link carrier.
8.3.2.4.2.1 Auxi liary Oscillator Stability. The long-term stability of
the transponder transmitters nominal carrier frequency as derived from
the auxiliary oscillator shall be no worse than ±0.001%,
8.3.2.4.2.2 Au xil iary Oscillator-to-VCO Switchover. There are no PI-
imposed requirements on the auxiliary  o c 'T1 a`tor-to-VCO swi tchover (when
the forward link becomes acquired) in terms of the resulting frequency
step.
8,3.2.4.2.3 PI Receiver Lock Loss due to Auxiliar y
 Oscillator-to-VCO
Switchover. It is expected that, when the transponder sw7tches Its
transmitter   fr quency source from auxiliary oscillator to the VCO, PI
receiver lock (if it had been attached in the one-way mode) may be
temporarily lost. PI receiver reacquisition by frequency sweeping will
automatically ensue.
8.3.2.4.2.4 Transponder Turnaround Ratio. The transponder transmit/
receive frequency turnaround ratio s a be 240/221.
8.3.2.4.2.5 Return Link Carrier Sideband Level Due to Forward Link Modu-
lation Feedthro+ ugh `y The maximum feedthrough modulation si e` bands of the*
returni'^ n carrier by th forward link command modulation (16 kHz subcar-
rier) shall not exceed a return link sideband level greater than -26 dBc.
8.3.3 DOD/SGLS Standard Payload/PI/CIU Communication Characteristics and
Ree ui rei^ents
8.3.3.1 Command Signals. A single form of command signal is allowed,
with summary characteristics listed in Table 8.3.3.1-1.
8.3.3.1.1 Modulation Waveform. The command signal is a ternary FSK/AM
waveform with ormasshown in Figure 8.3.3.1.1-1. Three command symbols
are employed and the composite FSK waveform is 50" amplitude modulated by
a triangular function of frequency equal to one-half the command symbol
rate.
r
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if	 TABLE 8.3.3.1-1 SGLS STANDARD COMMAND SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter
-------------------------------------
value units	 : Subparagraph
-- - - - ----- - - - - - 
-- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
1 1 i r 1
'Waveform : Sinusoiaal with AM - 8.3.3.1.1
r 1	 1 r 1
' Modulation 1	 Ternary FSK
	 1 -	 r 8.3.3.1.1	 1
1 1	 1 r r
8'3.3.1.2
'Symbol
	
Frequencies '	 "S"	 = 65	 ' kHz
1 I	 1 1 r
1
11011
	 =	 76	 i kHz r
111 "	 =	 95	 ! kHz
1 r	 r 1 1
'Carrier Modulation Indices '
	 0.3 ± 20^	 1 radians 1 8.3.3.1.3	 r
1 r	 1 i 1
1.0	 4	 10",, radians
r 1	 1 1 r
Symbol Rates 1000 sps 8.3.3.1.4.1
1	 I I II
'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - '- - - - - - - - - - !
- - - - -
-	
-	
-	
-	 -	 '-
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I8.3.3.1.2 Command Tone Frequencies. The command symbol tone frequencies
are as follows:
Logic "S" - 65 kHz
Logic "0" - 76 kHz
Logic "1" - 95 kHz
8.3.3.1.2.1 Tone Frequenc Accurac y . The maximum nominal tone frequency
error will not exceed t0. 01 %.
It	 8.3.3.1.3 Carrier Modulation Indices. Two carrier modulation indices
are employe	 ±	 radian' s or 0.3 120% radians peak.
8.3.3.1.4 Data Modulation
8.3.3.1.4.1 Data SyTbo l
	e. The ternary symbols are transmitted at
the rate of 1000 {=0.01% sym of s/second.
8.3.3.1.4.2 Triaiijular AM Clock. A triangular waveform clock at one-half
the symbol rafe—i-H-with its positive zero crossing delayed by 0.6 Ts
±10% from the symt,,:l epoch amplitude modulates the composite symbol stream
f	
with a 50% intensity.
8.3.3.1.4.3 Data Format (TBS)
8.3.3.1.4.4 Command Bit Preamble (TBS)
8.3.3.2 Telemetry Signals. One PSK and one FM subcarrier are allowed; sum-
mary requirements are listed in Table 8.3.3.2-1.
8.3.3.2.1 PSI: Subcarrier. The PSK subcarrier shall be sinusoidal biphase
modulated ( ; 0' bf the telemetry data waveform with at least a 30 dB sub-
carrier supp ► e. Sion.
8.3.3.2.1.1 Subcarrier Frequency. The nominal PSK subcarrier frequency
shall be 1.024INTz.
8.3.3.2.1.2 Subcarrier Frequency Accuracy. The long-term subcarrier fre-
quency uncerta^ niy- Shall be <+0.0017, o - t' e nominal subcarrier frequency.
8.3.3.2.1.3 Subcarrier Harmonic Components. The maximum harmonic com-
ponents of any su bca r er shams not excee _(TBS)" of the fundamental
frequency amplitude.
8.3.3.2.2 PSK Data Waveform. The PSK data waveform shall be Manchester-L.
#	 8.3.3.2.2.1 PSK Data Rate. The PSK data rate shall be 16 kbps.
8.3.3.2.2.2 Data Rate Stability. The data rate stability shall be better
than 0.001" of the nominal data rate.
8.3.3.2.3 FM Subcarrier and Modulation. An FM/FM structure shall be
employed with sinusoida subcarriers.
8.3.3.2.3.1 Master SubcarrierFre uenc	 The master subcarrier nominal
frequency shalrbe.71	 MHz.	
__
t
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Table 8.3.3.2-1 SGLS Standard Telemetry Signal Requirements
r+ - - - - _ - - - _ _ _ - r - _ _ _ _ - _ - - r _ - - - _ - r - _ - - - - a
Parameter Value r	 Units Subparagraphs'
F - - - - - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - r - - - - - - d
'Subcarrier Waveforms	 ' Sinusoidal '	 - '8.3.3.2.1	 &
r	 r r
$.3.3.2.3
PSK Subcarrier Frequency 1.024 MHz 8.3.3.2.1.1
:PSK Data Waveform "Manchester-L	 - 8.3.3.2.2
PSK Data Rate 16 kbps 8.3.3.2.2.1
f	
'FM Subcarrier Frequency 	 '
r	 r
1.7 '	 MHz
r
'8.3.3.2.3.1
r ^
'FM Structure	 ' FM/FM '	 - '8.3.3.2.3
r	 r r r ^
'Analog Telemetry	 ' 16 '	 kHz '8.3.3.2.3.3
'Subcarrier Frequencies	 ' 24 '	 kHz
'	 ' 32 '	 kHz
^r
rFM/FM Deviations	 ` See
r
graSubp ah	 hsp
r
'8.3.3.2.3.5 &_
r	 ' ' '8.3.3.2.3.6
r r r ^
Analog Telemetry	 ' See Subparagraphs '8.3.3.2.3.7
^	 r r r
iP/L Modulation	 Indices	 '
r
0.3 to 2.0 '	 Radians
r
'8.3.3.2.4
r ^
iPSK Data Word Length 	 ' (TES) Bits '8.3.3.2.5.1
r r r
OSK Minor Frame Length	 ' (TBS) '	 Words '8.3.3.2.5.2
#	 r r r ^
OSK Master Frame Length	 ' (TBS) 'Minor Frames '8.3.3.2.5.4
iPSK Transition Density	 ' (TBS) '	 - '8.3.3.2.5.6
r i i
9
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8.3.3.2.3.2 Master Subcarrier Frequency Accurac . The long-term
unmodulated su cart er frequency uncertainty sh all be <t0.1% of the
nominal subcarrier frequency.
8.3.3 .2.3.3 Minor Subcarrier Frequencies. The minor subcarrier's nomi-
nal frequencies s a 	 e	 and 32 kHz.
8.3.3.2.3.4 Minor Subcarrier Frequency Accuracy. The long-term unmodu-
lated minor subcarrier frequencies uncerta nt es shall be <t(TBS)% of the
nominal minor Subcarrier frequencies.
8.3.3.2.3.5 Master Subcarrier Modulation by the Minor Subcarriers. The
master subcarrier sh all a frequency modulated by the minor su carriers
with individual minor subcarrier peak deviaticns of the master subcarrier
of (TBS) kHz.
8.3.3.2.3.6 Minor Subcarrier Modulation. Each minor subcarrier shall be
frequency modulated y analog telemetry waveforms with a minor subcarrier
peak deviation of (TBS) kHz.
8.3.3.2.3.7 Analog Telemetry Waveform Frequency Response. Any analog
telemetry waveform s all have frequency content from 0 Hz to a -3 dB
frequency of (TBS) kHz with a lowpass rolloff of 12 dB/octave.
8.3.3.2.4 Payload Transmitter Modulation Indices. The composite PSK
and FM subcarriers s^^p a e modulate the car iter with peak modula-
tion index between 0.3 and 2.0 radians set at the factory with an accu-
racy of :05%.
8.3.3.2.5 Data Structure Formats
8.3.3.2.5.1 Word Length. The basic data word length shall be (TBS) bits.
8.3.3.2.5.2 Minor Frame Length. (TBS)
8.3.3.2.5.3 Minor Frame S,.nchronization Words. (TBS)
8.3.3.2.5.4 Master Frame Length. (TBS)
8.3.3.2.5.5 Master- Frame ynchronization Word. (TBS)
8.3.3.2.5.6 Transition Density. 	 (TBS)
8.3.3.2.6 Payload Minimum EIRP for PSK Data. The minimum EIRP required
to achieve a x 0 
5. 
bit errpr race for the 16 kbps data rate at the out-
put of the CIU for the conditions of 10 nmi range, 1.0 radian modulation
index, worst-case tolerances, and 0 dB performance margin is 28.2 dBm.
t
8.3.3.3 DOD/SGLS Transponder Turnaround Requirements
8.3.3.3.1 Forward Link Sweep Acquisition. Some SGLS transponder receivers
have a self-conta ne automatic sweep acquisition capability. The PI trans-
mitter sweep capab i lity is therefore not required for such transponders and
will be disabled. For those SGLS transponders not having a self-contained
automatic sweep acquisition capability, the PI transmitter will be frequency
swept in accord with 8.3.1.1.1.7, utilizing the fast sweep rate of 10 kHz/s
t	 over the t55 kHz range.
8.3.3.3.1.1 Transponder Minimum PLL Acquisitioni  Bandwidth. In order to
achi ve a virtu' a'l unity probability of carrier acquisition when the PI sweep
crosses the transponder nominal receive frequency, the transponder two-sided
loop noise bandwidth shL1l not be less than 500 Hz.
8.3.3.3.1.2 Sweep Tracking Requirement. The PI transmitter sweep goes
through one complete sweep cycle before being disabled. The transponder
receiver must therefore be capable of tracking the entire PI transmitter
sweep range (*60 kHz worst case) for the condition of PI transmitter maxi-
mum nominal frequency offset ( 4.0012").
i
8.3.3.3.2 Return Link Frequency Stability and Acquisition Requirements
8.3.3.3.2.1 Auxiliar y Oscillator Stability. The long-term stability of
the transponder transm tter s nom ina carrier frequency as derived from
the auxiliary oscillator shall be no worse than ±O.001 0,' .
8.3.3.3.2.2 PI Receiver Luck Loss due to Auxiliary Oscillator-to-VCO
Switchover. ft expected that, when tie transponder ' switc-ies Tits frans-
mwitte-FTrequencv source from auxiliary oscillator to the VCO, PI receiver
lock (if it had been attained in the one-way mode) may be temporarily lost.
PI receiver reacquisition by frequency sweeping will automatically ensue.
8.3.3.3.2.3 Transponder Turnaround Ratio. The transponder transmit/receive
frequency turnaround ratio shalIT be 256/ 05.
8.3.3.3.2.4 Return Link Carrier Sideband Level due to Forward Link
Modulation Feedthroh. - The maximum fee throug modulation side ands of
the return iink carrier by the forward link command modulation (65 kHz,
76 kHz, 95 kHz tones and the one-half symbol rate clock and its harmonics)
shall not exceed a return link sideband level greater than -26 dBc.
8.3.4 Nonstandard
	
load/Pl/ ent-Pi a Communication Requirements. Non-
standard communicationsare those which do not conform to the NASA/PSP or
DOD/CIU command and telemetry capabilities. Nonstandard communication sig-
nals must, however, comply with the PI capabilities and requirements.
3.3.4.1 Command Si pals. An input port to the PI transmitter phase modu-
lator exists as r_U the Orbiter at the Payload Station (PS). This port
allows nonstandard command signals to be transmitted from the PS by means
of payload/user-supplied equipment. No ground-to-payload/user-supplied
equipment command capability exists. Therefore, is such command transfer
capabilityis required, use must be made of either the PSP or CIU standard
command signalling capability. PS command signals must comply with the PI
transmitter requirements of 8.3.1.1.1.
8.3.4.2 Telemeter Signals. Nonstandard telemetry signals are defined as
those whir cannot be andled by either the PSP or CIU. Such signals are
acquired and demodulated by the PI, and the resulting baseband signal is
(1) transferred to the ground via the Ku-band be-pipe link for process-
ing, or .2) made available at the Payload Station output port where it
may be processed by payload/user-supplied equipment. In order that non-
standard telemetry signals be compatible with the PI performance criteria,
various conditions and restrictions are imposed as per the following
subparagraphs.
8.3.4.2.1 General Payload Transmitter Modulation Criteria
8.3.4.2.1.1 Allowable Modulations. Phase modulation (PM) of the carrier
is the only allowable  tye of modulation. frequency modulation (FM) and
amplitude modulation (AM^ of the carrier are no-wo permitted. Quadriphase
and spread spectrum modulations are also not allowed.
8.3.4.2.1.2 Maximum Carrier Suppression. The maximum allowable carrier
suppression due to tEe composite of all phase-modulating sources shall
not exceed 10 dB.
8.3.4.2.1.3 Subcarrier Modulation. When subcarriers are employed, they
may be either p^F ase or • rf juency modulated. Amplitude modulated subcar-
riers are not permitted. Restrictions on the use of subcarriers are given
under 8.3.4.2.2.2 and 8.3.4.2.2.3.
8.3.4.2.1.4 Direct Carrier Modulation b Baseband Signals. Direct carrier
modulation by analog type baseband signals  s not allowed.  Direct carrier
modulation by digital type haseband signals is allowed, subject to the
restrictions given under 8.3.4.2.2.4.
8.3.4.2.2 Specific Nonstandard Modulation Restrictions
8.3.4.2.2.1 Discrete Frequency Component Sideband Levels. Carrier phase
modulation by periodic` signals  (sinusoi s, square-waves, etc.) having funda-
mental frequencies less than 250 kHz is not permitted. No incidental and/or
spurious discrete frequency component sideband levels shall be greater than
-26 dBc on a frequency range of +_250 kHz about the carrier frequency.
8.3.4.2.2.2 Freauencv Modulated Subcarriers
8.3.4.2.2.2.1 Analog Modulations. No analog signal frequency modulated
subcarrier, on a requency range of *250 kHz about the carrier frequency
shall be allowed to phase modulate the carrier if the inequality
fMIA f > 4.5 x 105
is violated, where fm is the bandwidth or maximum frequency of the base-
band analog signal in Hz and .Af is the peak frequency deviation of the
subcarrier in Hz. Provided that the above inequality is satisfied, the
maximum allowable carrier phase modulation index, a, by the frequency
modulated sinusoidal subcarrier shall be the 'lesser of 1.85 rad (1060)
or the a which satisfies the relationship:
d l (^_)/d0(u) = 2 x 10 -7 fm,Af,
0
6
or the s w^ich results in a lock detector false alarm probability greater
than ", x10- when the lock detector bandwidth is centered on the FM sub-
carrier (i.e., on either relative subcarrier frequency sideband of the
carries). The value of s may be determined with the aid of Fig. 8.3.4.2.1-1.
8.3.4 . 2.2.2.2 Di gital Modulati ons. No frequency-shift-keyed ( FSK) sub-
carrier, on a frequency range of 1250 kHz about the carrier frequency,
shall be allowed to phase modulate the carrier if the inequality
Rb
 > 2x103
is violated where R is the data bit rate (bps). Provided that the above
iinequality s satisfied, the maximum allowable carrier phase modulation
index, $, by the FSK modulated sinusoidal subcarrier shall be the lesser
of 1.85 rad (1060 ) or the s which satisfies the relationship
J	 dl(s)/d0(s) > 1.25 xlO-9(Rb)2
or the s wh^ch results in a lock detector false alarm probability greater
than 1 x10- when the lock detector bandwidth is centered on the FM sub-
carrier. The value of s may be determined with the aid of Fig. 8.3.4.2.1-1.
8.3.4.2.2.3 Phase Modulated Sub carriers
8.3.4.2.2.3.1 ^Analo Modulations. Phase modulation of subcarriers by
analog bxseband s a Isis not recommended due to inefficiency. As a
result, no such modulations are expected and no guidelines have been
developed.
8.3.4.2.2.3.2 Digital Modulations. No phase-shift-keyed (PSK) subcar-
rier, on a frequency range of MO kHz about the carrier frequency, shall
be allowed to phase modulate the carrier if the inequality
Rb>2x103
is violated, where Rb
 is the data bit rate (bps). Provided that the
inequality above is satisfied, the maximum allowable carrier phase modu-
lation index, s, by the PSK modulated sinusoidal subcarrier shall be the
lesser of 1.85 rad (106 4 ) or the s which satisfies the relationship
i l (P)/J0 (s) < 1.25 x 10-9(Rb)2S
or the s which results in a lock detector false alarm probability greater
than lr 10- 4
 when the lock detector bandwidth is centered on the FM sub-
carrier. The value of ^ may be determined with the aid of Fig. 8.3.4.2.1-1.
8.3.4.2.2.4 Direct Carrier Modulations
8.3.4.2.2.4.1 Anal, Modulations. Direct phase modulation of the carrier
by an analog basebanu	 gnat is not recommended due to inefficiency. As
no such modulations are expected, no guidelines have been developed.
8.3.4.2.2.4.2 Digital Modulations. The criterion for the minimum allow-
able bit rate is Based upon a carrier tracking loop RMS phase noise com-
ponent due to modulation sidebands tracking of 10 0
 or less. The allowable
NRZ bit rate must therefore satisfy the following inequality.
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Figure 8.3 . 4.2.1-1 Curve Used for Determination of Modulation Index
VRb > 9.2 X 10  tang (a)
where the numerical coefficient is based upon the PI carrier tracking loop
maximum in-lock noise bandwidth and a is the carrier phase deviation (^ <
71.5 0 ). In order to keep carrier loop phase slewirg to less than 18° during
a string of transitionless data bits, the maximum number of such bits shall be:
10-4
This transitionless period must be followed by a reasonable number of transi-
tions in such a pattern that the slewing error is negated within a period of
t	 bits equal to five times the transitionless period. To avoid the problem of
bit slewing, Manchestering of the bits is recommended. Given Manchestered
bits, the minimum bit rate allowed is the larger bit rate calculated from:
Rb > 1.23 x 103 tan g (p)
Rb > 2.83 x 104 otai Ta-) .
Maximum modulation index R for all digital modulations shall not exceed 71.50
or 1.45 rad.
3.3.4.2.3 Bent-Pipe Feedthrough Characteristics
3.3.4.2.3.1 PI/KuSP Confi urafi r on. Figure 3.3.4.2.3.1-1 shows the general
PI/KuSP con figui°ation for the ;t-pipe. Telemetry signals may be input to
either the narrowband or wideband channels as defined in the following
subparagraphs.
3.3.4.2.3.2 Narrowband Channel. The anticipated use of the narrowband
channel is by PSK ar FM `sula arriers which have nonstandard frequencies and/or
nonstandard data rates or analog modulations. The signal output from the PI
is passed through a hard limiter, following which it is treated as "digital
data" by the KuSP subcar • rier modulator.
8.3.4.2.3.3 Wideband	 re l. Wideband signals are defined as those which
have maximum frequency cu,..4nents on the order of 4.5 MHz. Such siqnals are
allowed to directly frequency modulate the Ku-band FM transmitter. The
amount of deviation achieved depends upon the nature of the modulating wave-
form, its RMS and peak values being established by the PI wide-band output
non;oherent regulator (see subparagraph
8.3.4.3 Nonstandard Transponder Turnaround Requirements. Nonstandard trail-
spondvrs are c^e^i'`i ii6d' a-s -those wlO cli 'ai e^ ind`t ex4 i i t ^y ;STDN/NF ( subparawrraph
8.3.2,4) or SGLS (subparagraph 1 .3.3.3) types. Nonstandard transponders
must, however, c•onfc.rm to the PI frequency channel assi gnments and other PI
acquisition and tracking requirements.
8.3.4.3.1 FrecLuenc:v Channel Assignments and Turnaround Ratios. A nonstan-
dard transE)ondor must have a tur •nar•cicinc^r•at^a of 24G/271 and adhere to tilt,
channel assignments of Tablas 8.3.1.1.1.1-? and 8.3.1.1.1.1-3, or a turn-
around ratio of ?56/205 and adhere to the channel assignments of Table
8.3.4.3.2 Forward Link Acctuyisition. A nonstandard transponder that does
net possess ih illieretr^ ' receivnr acquisition capability must make usa of
the PI transmitter sweep capability outlined under 8.3.1.1.1.7. Either
Maximum No. of Bits Without Transition = 1.0 Rb
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of the two sweep rates may be employed and the transponder two-sided loop
noise bandwidth shall not be less than the following limits:
Sweep Rate	 PLL !Noise Bandwidth
10 kHz/sec	 >500 Hz
250 Hz/sec
	 }150 Hz
8.3.4.3.3 Forward Link Sweep Tracking. The nonstandard transponder must
be capable o tracking the entire PI transmitter worst-case sweep range as
defined undr ,
 8.3.1.1.1.7 for the condition of PI transmitter maximum
nominal fre, ency offset of ±0.0012%.
8.3.4.3.4 Return Link Sweep Ac uisition. The PI receiver is required
to acquire tie payload transm tter signal when the transponder is in its
one-way mode (transmitter carrier frequency derived from the transponder
auxiliary oscillator) or in the two-way mode with the forward link sweep
transponded to the return link carrier.
8,3.2.3.5 Auxiliar Oscillator Stability. The long-teen stability of the
transponder —transmitter's nomina carrier frequency as derived from the
auxiliary oscillator shall be no worse than ±0.001%.
8.3.2.3.5.1 Phase Noise. The transponder transmitter phase noise when the
carrier is derivedfrom—the auxiliary oscillator shall not produce more than
a 3 0 RMS tracking phase error in a 1000 Hz two-sided tracking bandwidth.
8.3.2.3.6 Return Link Incidental Modulatijns
8.3.2.3.6.1 Spurs. Any discrete frequency spurs within ±250 kHz of the
return link carrier frequency shall be less than -26 dBc.
8.3.2.3.6.2 Forward Link Modulation Feedthrough. The maximum feedthrough
modulation sidebands of the return link carrier by any frequency component
of the forward link command modulation shall not exceed a return link side-
band level greater than -26 dBc.
8.3.5. Ku-Band Rendezvous Radar° Interfaces. The Ku-band and rendezvous
radar wi ll  track a tag—Fnn the passive mode or track a transponder-
equipped target in the active mode.
8.3.5.1 Passive Mode Characteristics. The rendezvous radar shall have the
interface'charact— eristics definedin Table 8.3.5.1-1 when operative in the
passive mode.
8.3.5.2 Active Mode Characteristics. The rendezvous radar shall have the
interface' c^aracteri''sti cs -defi-^nec7 i n Table 8.3.5.2-1 when operating in the
active mode.
8.3.5.3 Transponder _Characteristics.
a transponder that is comViFTb- fp w th
transponder characteristics are T3D.
The payload shall be specified with
the Ku-band rendezvous radar. The
0
a
TABLE 8.3.5.1-1 RADAR PASSIVE MODE
ELECTRTf.AL INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
II~
Ir
I
--------------------------------------------------------------------I	 Parameter I Dimension)	 Value i	 Notes	 II -------------11. Target I•--------I I------------------------I -----11--------------I	 II	 a'yPe I I 1	 II-------------------1I -------------I5ize I---------ISquare I------------------------11.0 Minimum (Radar system sized
I I	 Meter I Ito detect,	 in 1 m e	 1
I I 1 Iscintillating	 1
I 1 1 I target at	 12	 min-	 1
1 I I limum angular	 1
I I i Isearch field of 30 1
I I I Ideg by 30 deg With 1
I I i 199% probability.	 1
s-------------1---------
I Scint i llationi
I------------------------
I Swirling Case I target
-----1I--------------
I Target is stabilized I
leharacteris- I I Iin 3 axes to an	 I
I tiC 's I I l angular rato cat	 T1301
I I I Ideg/sec.	 I
-------------------
1----=___====
12. Radar
1---------
IGHz
1------------------------
(Nominal Minimum at 13.7514
I
	
1
Step, Fudge Diver-I
I	 operating I I Isity - 52MHz per	 I
I	 Frequency I i Istep during detec-	 I
I I I Ition and tracking.	 I
I------------
13. Antenna
- I	 --------
I
I------------------------
I
I-------------------1
I	 t
1Character- I I I	 I
listics
-------------
I
---------
I
------------------------
I	 I
-------------------I
!Gain
I
(dB
I
138.5
I
	
I
IAr.	 13.775 GHz	 1
I ----------..---I --------- 1------------------------ 1----------------	 1
iSidelobe (dB 120 minimum I	 I
I I relative I 1	 I
I Ito I I	 i
I
------------1
I frainream I I	 I
-----1I--------------
(Type
1---------
1
I------------------------
15 "Horn" monopulse, ITwo-gimbal antenna I
I I (automatic tracking, Imount	 I
I I
----
I front.- fed pas: abola. I	 I
I-------------
14.	 Trans-
I-----
16latts:
I------------------------
150 peak,
	
10 average
-----1I--------------
lPeak and averarye	 I
Imitter Power I I (power are function I
I I I lof range and selec-I
I I I It'able duty cycle.	 I
I i i IPeak power variablel
I i I lover 45 dB range -	 I
I I ( IDuty cycle variables
I l I 10.001	 to 0.3	 1
W	 1
TABLE 8.3.5.1-1	 NADAR PASSIVE MODE ELECTRICAL
INTERFACE: CHARACTFRISTICS (Continued)
#	 - ------------------------------------------ - --------------------- -
 
I Parameter ) Ditrensioni
	
Value	 I	 Notes	 i
) -------------	 ------------ - ----------- )-----.--------------^
--- --------- -l--------- I ------------------------ -------------------I
PRF	 pulses/ ) TBD Detection
I
	
Isec
------------- ) --------- ) ------- - ---------------- ------------------- ^
15. Receiver I	 I
---------------------- --------------------•--- -------------------I
lNoise Fiqure IdB	 15	 1
1 -------------	 ------------------------ 1--- --------------- •^
I Input Power )watts	 ISO	 IAt input port to	 i
)Limits	 ) average )	 ) low-noise amplifier)
------------- I --------- I ------------------------ I
	
---------------I
Dynamic range I dB
	
1 115
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • -----------  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -
TABLE 8.3.5.2-1 RADAR ACTIVE MADE ELECTRICAL
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
off
I!«
t
K
t.
^i
L
I	 Parameter I Dimension)	 Value I	 Notes	 I
------------------I1 ------
11. Target 1
---------I ------------------------
1
I	 ----- I
1	 I
I	 Type
---------
1----
I
I---•-----
1
------------------------
1	 i
ITransponder I
1
i
-----II--------------
ITarget carries	 I
IPulse Beacon I 1 )coherent pulse	 I
I I I Itransponder which	 1
I 1 I (retransmits ampli-	 I
I I I Ified replica of re- 1
I I I iceived pulse.	 I
i I I 1 Beacon carrying	 I
I I I I target is stabilized
1 I I I a n	 3	 axes	 t,,) THO	 I
I 1
------
1 I deq/sec each axis:.	 I
------------------1
10peratinq
I
I	 ft.
---1 ------------------------I
11.824X106 Detection
I
I	 i
IRange
1-------------
(
I-------
1100 minimum
--1	 ------------ -- ---------
I	 I
I	 -----------------
	 I
I-------------
12. eeacun
1---------
1
I------------------------
I
1-------------•-----1
i	 I
ICharacter- I I I	 I
^ istics I 1 I	 I
1--- ----------
I Minimum
I ---------
1	 dl'm
I ------------------------
I TBD
I ------------------- I
1 Funct ion of target	 I
IDetectable I I 1antpnna and re-	 I
ISignal
-------------
I
---------
I
I
------------
Iceiver	 sensitivity I
I
IEIRP
-------------
I	 dBW
---------
1------------
JTBD
----------- - ------------
i------------------- 1
i	 I
I
1 Cohereance
I
I
1---------
I
i TBr
I-------------------------
1------------------- I
I	 I
1-------------
,(Delay
1---- ---------
I)Ljsec
I ---------
(TBD
I ------------------------
-----I1---------------
I	 I
I------------------- I
I-------------
13. Radar
I-------
I
--1	 -----------------------
I
1-------------------I
I	 I
ICh.aracterist-1 I i
I ics I
---------
I
--------------------- ---
I	 I
-------------------I -------------
1 Transmv
I
1 GHz
I
113.8 nominal
1
	
I
1	 1
I Freq•
-------------
I
---------
I
--------------------- ---
i	 I
----- II
(Receive Freq.iGH
I
z
I
113.8
i--------------
ISame as radar	 I
I I I )transmit freq.	 1
I I I
----------- - ------------
I ±TBD Hz.	 1
----------------
I -------------
,(Antenna Gain
i---------
(dB
I
138.5
1---
	 1
ITransmit and	 I
TABLE 8.3.5.2-1	 RADAR ACTIVE MODE ELECTRICAL
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)
I
I-
 Parameter	 IDimensionl	 Value	 I	 Notes	 I
I ------------- I ---•----- I ---------- - ------------- I ----------- - ------- I
I	 I	 I	 Ireceive	 Ik	 I-------------I---------I---c`--------------------I--•-----•----------1
IAntennr side-IdB rel-	 120 minimun	 I	 1
Ilobe level	 Iative to	 I	 I	 I
I	 I main beaml	 I	 I
I-------------I--- ------ I ------------------- -----I------------------- I
(Antenna -Type I
	
15 "Horn" monopulse,	 ITwo-gimbal antenna I
I	 I	 (automatic angle track,	 Imount.	 I
I	 I	 I front-fed parabola	 I
I1---- --------- I--- ------ I- -------- - -------- ------I-------------------
IPRF § s 	 Ipulses	 1224 search and track	 (For range greater
I	 I per sec.	 I	 Ithan	 10 nm.	 I
I	 I	 17177 Track	 (Range less than	 10	 I
I	 I	 I	 I nm.	 I
I ------------- I --------- I ------------------------ I ------------------
IPulse widths Iusec.	 (Dual 4.15 and 0.122	 (Used in search	 I
-I
I	 I	 I	 hanger.	 I
I	 I	 14.15	 (Used for track when)
I	 1	 I	 I range >10	 min.	 I
I	 I	 10.122	 IUsed for track whenl
I	 i	 I	 I range t	 10	 min.	 I
I------------- I --------- I ------ ------------------ I ------- - ----------- I
ITransmit	 IWatts	 160	 IPeak-duty cycle in I
I power	 I	 t	 Isearc.h or track ands
I	 I	 I	 Itarget range deter-I
I	 I	 I	 Imines	 average	 I
1	 (	 I	 Ipower.	 Peak power	 I
I	 I	 I	 Icontrollable over	 I
I	 I	 1	 145 dB	 range.	 I
I---------- ---I---------I- ------ - -------- - ------ I ------------------- I
IReceiver
	 IdB	 15
	
I	 1
Inoise Figure	 I	 I	 I	 I
I- ------------ I -------- - I --------- -- ------------- I-	 -----------------I
Ilnput Power	 IWatts	 150 - damage level	 IAt input port	 I
ILimit	 I(average))	 Ito low-noise amp.	 I
I	 I	 12.5X103	 1 dB gain com-	 I Low-noise amp.	 I
Ipression
	
Ito low-noise amp.
I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1— ----------	 -------- ---------------	 ---------
(Dynamic RangeldB	 1115	 I
N81; 20161
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APPENDIX V
PAYLOAD MINIMUM EIRP FORMULATIONS
r
tAPPENDIX V
PAYLOAD MINIMUM EIRP FORMULATIONS
t
The following is in reference to Section 8.3 and especially
the entries for Tables 8.3.2.2.6-1 and 8.3.3.2.6-1 of ICD No. 2-19001.
All formulas are given in logathithmic form.
EIRP Definition
The EIRP is the effective isotropic radiated power of the pay-
:	 load and consists of the three components:
EIRP = PT + G  + LTX
where PT is the transmitter total RF output power, G T is the transmitting
antenna gain, and L TX is all transmitter circuit losses.
EIRP Relationship to Link and Receive Parameters
EIRP = PR - G  - LRT - LS
where
PR = received power at the RF port of the PI
G  = receive antenna gain
LRT = total receive circuit losses
LS = payload-to-Orbiter space loss
Carrier and Data Components of PR
Carrier Power = PRC = PR + J02(e)
Data Power = PRD = PR + 2J12(0)
where e is the transmitter phase modulation index. For standard payload
modulations, o = 1 ±0.1 radian. The following table tabulates the Bessel
function values.
r 
e = 0.9	 e = 1.0	 e = 1.1
	
J02 (e)	 -1.9 dB	 -2.3 dB
	 -2.9 dV
	
2J 1 2 (e)	 -4.8 dB	 -4.1 dB	 -3,5 dB
Parameter Values
G  = -0.5 dB (gain at -3 dB cone edge)
LRT = -10.3 dB (includes antenna to PI cable loss and
polarization loss)
LS
 = -125.0 dB (10 nmi @ 2300 MHz)
N0 = -167 dB/Hz (7 dB NF)
EB/N0 = 9.6 dB (Pe
 - 10-5)
LPI/PSP = -2.9 dB (total PI and PSP losses affecting data receptior).
EIRP Based Upon Mlinimum Carrier Power Requirement
The minimum PRC needed to satisfy the PI carrier acquisition
requirement is
PRC(min) = -122.5 dBm
For the most unfavorable carrier power modulation index condition (o- 1.1):
EIRP
min - PRC -Jo2 (1.1) = GR - LRT - LS
-122.5 - (-2.9) - (-0.5) - (-10.3) - (-125)
(-135.8)=
EIRPmin = 16.2 dBn
The EIRP may not be below this value regardless of the data power
requirements.
EIRP Based Upon Data Power Requirement
The most unfavorable data power modulation index conditions is
e = 0.9. The EIRP requirement is:
EIRP = E b A 0 + Rb - LPI/PSP + N0 -2J 1 2 (0.9) - GR - LRT - LS
= 9.6 + Rb
 - (-2.9) - 167 - (-4.8) - (-135.8)
= Rb - 13.9
The table following tabulates the EIRP for the PSP data rates.
Rb - kbps
	 Rb - dB - kbps
	 EIRP (dBm)
	
1	 30.0	 16.1
	
2	 33.0	 19.1
	
4	 36.0	 22.1
	
8	 39.0	 25.1
	
16	 42.1	 28.2
Note that the EIRP for the 1 kbps rate is lower (by 0.1 dB)
than the minimam required to meet the carrier acquisition requirement.
Thus, the EIRF for 1 kbps must be specified at 16.2 dBm because of the
possibility that a could be 1.1 and not 0.9.
I
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APPCNDIX VI
AN UPDATE OF NONSTANDARD PAYLOAD MODULATION RESTRICTIONS
I
A rationale for nonstandard payload modulation restrictions was
developed and published in Section 5.2, pages 98-119, of the final report
to Contract No. NAS 9-15240D, "Shuttle Payload S-Band Communications
Study," March 9, 1979 (Axiomatix Report No. R7903-1). The following out-
line discussion is an upgrade to these restrictions as a result of a
change of philosophy by TRW toward PI receiver false lock avoidance.
This changed philosophy by TRW concerns sweeping the receiver VCO suf-
ficiently fast that sideband lock is precluded (rather than relying on
the lock detector to discriminate between true lock and false lock sig-
nal conditions).
Brief Review of Sweet Acquisition No-Lack Criteria
f the natural froquency, " 1 H , of the PLL is such that:
"1X11	 `uS[ ,
where te,4,,1 is the sweep rate, than lock will not occur on disrlTtV ire-
quency con1ponents.
Now the natural frequency, ,,, H , is proportional to the amplitude
of the discrete frequency as seen by the PLL. The amplitude of 111, 1 car-
rier sidebandt as soon by the 11 1.1. durinrl acquisition is a function of the
receiver noncoherent AGC and tho modulation index of the signal giving
ri so to the discrete  c;arrier s i deband . for phase modulation, the latter
conditi1111 is proportional to Jl(e.)l.1t)0,)
If	 is tho waximum value that the, I'LL natural froquency can
attain for tho carrier (thr' 1 1 1,4:x111111111 V,11U0 OCCxUrrinq for strong signal
conditions of tho roceiver' input.), arid ^.,, 	 is ;puc:ifit^d or iixvd, then a
necessary condition for ito-lock onto discrete fruquonc.y sidebands is:
411 01)	 1^
,1 o G)
	
	
Aa
t`'1nr1
•Current TRW Parameter Values
6
	
	 The minimum receiver internal sweep rate is 330 kHz/s - 10%
297 kHz/s,
The maximum PI transmitter sweep rate turned around by the pay-
load transponder is 13 kHz/s x (240/221) = 14 kH'
Since the receiver and transmitter sweeps ", e uncorrelated, the
net effective minimum sweep rate is the difference;
fs = 297 kHz/s - 14 kHz/s = 283 kHz/s
TRW calculates the largest acquisition value of w  at threshold
to be 2923 rad/s. Based upon a 300-kHz IF fil'
	 prior to the PLl and
noncoherent AGC detector, the gain increase of the PLL from threshold to
strong signal condtiions is determined to be a factor of 4.38. Thus,
'''nm ` 
►
 4.38 x 2923 = 6120 rad/s .
Taking the above valuos of fs and torim,
.1 1 r')
	 2x 28 ,a x 10:3
(r }
	 ^..	 0.047 " -26.5 dBc.
"Q	 (0120)`
This calculated value corresponds almost exactly with TRW's experimentally
determined figure of -26 dBc:.
Rev. 2 Restriction Changes
The -26 (Mc discrete sidoh,ind level has beon used throughout
Section 8.3.4.2.1 where discrete frequency sideband levels are reforred
to.
A review was made of the wideband spectral sidebands criteria
due to fM or f`S^ subcarrier M Odulation. It was determined that. the tien-
eral restrictions wero over	 by a factor of 2 because the
wrong relationship was substituted in tho original analysis for ;a n and
(asw'
iAnother update made is that the applicable frequency range
about the carrier for the modulation restrictions has been increased froii!
±200 kHz to 1250 kHz due to TRW PI receiver changes with respect to IF
bandwidth and acquisition sweep range. 	 ',
f
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APPENDIX VII
PRELIMINARY INTERFACE REVISION NOTICE SD-152C
UPDATE OF SECTION 8.3 OF ICD 2-19001
FOR DETACHED PAYLOADS
MARCH 7, 1980
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INTERFACE REVISION NOTICE
AFFECTED ICD IAN
1 NO	 ICD 2- 1 9001 REV F 2	 TRACKING IDENTIFIER 3 NO 4 SHEET 1 OF lR
PROGRAM CODE A	 SD-lf4C,
a
S. PANEL AFFECTED
Avionics9 TITLE
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^..
i. INITIATED AY
Rockwell
	 InternationalC rCIN
1o. THIS IRN EFFECTIVITY
Orbiter Vehicles 102 	 099	 103	 Subs.
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Update the Detached Pa lords
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peylo pd interro ator interface
charpcteristics^requirementa.
CHANGE ICD
EFFECTIVITY
12. 50 13. FROM
IRN NO 15	 NEW IRN EFFECTIVITY W PREVIOUS IRN EFFECTIVITY
F
1 ' DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
LA	 : wdsting Section 8.3 in its entirety with the „tt.Ached revsel section.
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13 JSC APPROVAL. DATE
IAN NO
	
I SHEET 2 OF 18
Icc No 2-19001
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8.3 DETACHED PAYLOADS
The Payload Interrogator shall provide full duplex PF
coi munication between the orbiter and detached payloads.
This capability shall include transmission of commands to,
and the reception of telemetry data froth, such payloads.
Both NASA (STDN and DSN) and DOD (SGLS) transmit/receive
frequency Fairs shall be available. See Appendix C for
specific selectable channels.
In addition, to two-way RF coemsunicatior., Ku-band rendezvous
radar shall also be available. The radar shall skin-track
targets in the passive mode or actively track transponder
equipped payloads.
In the following paragraphs, Mcharacteristics ^
 refers to
those Orbiter avionics characteristics of which the payload
must be cognizant, and K requirements" refers tc
specifications placed upon payload communication equipment.Pe (coop i^+s ^•. rrof.^^er
8. 3. 1 AWjEE_j=jface.j.
6.3.1.1 ^rar. r tfg^r_^ hara rteristi 	 The principal
transmitter characteristics shall be as listed in Table8.3.1.1-1.
6.3.1.2
	
grg ygl_^1^aaacte isti s. The principal receiver
characteristics shall be as listed in 'Table 8.3..1,.2-1.
8.3.1.3 ar±Sj)Dk_Q_hMc* Cris tics. ThePI/ payload link shall
utilize a single beam antenna for both transmission and
reception. The antenna shall have a beach - width bounded by an
80 0
 cone aligned with the +Z axis. Polarization, either FHCP
or LHCP, shall be^selectable	 in the Orbiter.
swl rcm
8.3.2 pi_Wp Interfaces. Data in+erfaces provider for
detached payload use are classed as standard or non-star,4ard.
standard interfaces are prewired interfaces provided by the
baseline orbiter employing pre-establish data handlinq
methods. Non-standard interfaces are those requiring
payload-provided unique wiring and processing equipment to be
installed at the AFD. Input/output data interfaces shall be
available at the PSDP for access to and from the PX. Fiaure
B.3.2-1 presents a block diagram of the signal routing for
both standard and non - standard operation.
8. 3. ?. 1 pi>IIl I^Pavl gJ2.
8.3.2.1.1 CgmmInds. Command data shall be accepted by the
Payload signal Processor from the GPC. This data shall be
modulated onto a 16 KHz subcarrier and handed off to thr PT
for RF transmission to detached payloads. Refer to Para.
8.2.5 and Table 8.2.5.1-1 for command structure and
subcarrier performance characteristics.
1SC Fora 69A ( p ct 73)	 NASA-JSC
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0.3.2.1.2 UJIMItLy. Telemetry data in standard operation
shall be modulated onto a 1.024 MHz subcarrier by the
payload. The PI receiver shall strip the FF carrier and hand
off the subcarrier siqnal to the PSP . A single fcrtr of
telemetry signal shall be allowed with sumffary requirements
as listed in Table 8 .3.2.1.2-1.	 4#
8.3.2.2 Lion §.tAnQar. Pavl2ads.	 ^Srr
A re l loftA sef'CAUL14-
8.3.2.2.1 =nupapft.n Aft input port to the PI transmitter
shall exist at the payload station distribution panel (PSDP
This port shall allow non-standard ccanand signals to
directly modulate the FI transmitter. Such signals shall
coirply with the requirements shown ^ n Table 8.3.2.2. 1 -• 1.
8.3.2.2.2 1g12m2iUy. An output port from the P1 receiver
shall exist at the PSDP. The interface characteristics for
demodulated PF si gnals from the PI shall be as defined ir.
Table 8.3.2.2-2-1.
8.3.2.2.2.1 JSjELnetry Modulation C iter ia. Phase modulation(PM.) of the payload transmitter carrier shall be the only
allowable type. (Quairiphase zrodulaticn shall not be not
allowed). When employed, subcarriers shall be either phase
or frequency modulated. Further restrictions on the use of
subcarriers will follow. Direct carrier modulation by analog
siqnals small not be allowed: however, direct modulation by
digital signals shall be allowed suhject to restrictions to
follow. Carrier modulation by periodic si gnals havin4
fundamental frequencies less than 250 KRz shall not be
permitted. No incidental and/or spuricus aiscretf frequency
component sideband levels shall be greater thar 29 db below
the uemodulated carrier within a frequency range of 250 FHz
about the carrier.
8.3.2.2 . 2.1.1 l''XfaueD CY M2.^ulated Sutcarr ' s.
a„	 ^ld1Q^ ^Sgdla^$ ,t^'Q7s. The subcarrier frequency shall he
qreater than 250 RHz and the analog modulation shall
satisfy the inequality:
fwAf > 4.6 x 10s
where f„ is the ,bandwidth or wraxiirun frequency of the
baseband analoa signal in Hz and of is the p,ak
frequency deviation of the subcarrier in Hz. Provided
the above inequality is satisfied, the vaxirun allowable
carrier phase modulation index, p, by the frequency
modulated sinusiodal subcarrier shall be the lessor of
1.85 radians (106 0) or the 0 which satisfies the
relationship:
J I (p) /Jo (p) - 2.0 x 10-7fasf
b.	 The subcarrier frequency shall be
greater than 250 KHz and the data bit rate (F R ) of the
JSC Form BOA (Oct 73)	 NASA JSC 1
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frequency shift keyed (FSK) rodulation shall be greater
than 2KPPS. Provided Rs is greater than 2K8PS, the
maximum allowable carrier phase scdulation index, A. by
the FSK modulated sinusoidal subcarrier shall be thelessor of 1 . 85 radians ( 106 0) or the p which satisfies
the relationship:
J, ( p ) /J o (D) t 1.25 x 10- 0 (P b ) t
S. 3. 2.2.2. 1.2 PhAjM Msdltjtjd .Slt"jLrign-
a. ADAl2S MoWjtj2D,g. Phase modulation of sutcarriers by
analog baseband signals shall not be allowed.
b. j)JgUta1 Mojujations. The subcarrier frequency shall be
greater than 250 lHz and Rb of the phase shift keyed(PSK) modulation shall be cheater than. 2KPPS. Provided
Fe is greater than 2 KPPS the maximum a.11owalle carrier
phase modulation index, p, by the PSR modulated
sinusoidal subcarrier, shall be the leseor of 1.E5
radians (106 0 ) or the P which satisfies the
relationship:
Js (P) /Jo (Q) 5 1.25 x 10- • (fir) _
6. 3. ^.2. 2. 1. 3 pifgct Carrier FodvIaticn.
a. Direct phase modulatior of the
carrier by an analog baveband signal shall not be
allowed.
b. Pj_gj j&j .MojUjjjjpns. The allowable t1FZ bit rate r.^us*
satisfy the following inequality:
P& > 9.2 x 10+ tan=p
The naximurr number of such bits without transition shall
be less than 1.0 x 10- O P E . The minimum g i-e-1 bit rate
allowed shall be the lar ger bit rate calculated from:
R^	 1.23 x 10 3 tan=p	 , or
N. = 2.83 x 10 4 /tang
The modulation index p for all diqital rodulations shall
not exceed 7 1.5 0 cr 1.25 radians.
6.3.2-2 .3 ^^LP:_^^t IQ hi s . et e. A control discrete shallfVjp' a PSDP 
___. _ 
prto the PI to enable the PS input and output ports
ano	 the PSP :.zput and output ports to/from the PI.
The characteristics of the control discrete shall be as
follows:
True State (PS ports to/from	 18 to 32 VDC
PI enabled)
False State (PSP Forts to/from	 0 to 3 VrC
1SC Fohr 69A (Oct 73)
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PI enabled)
Termination
True State Current
Power Off Impedance
Load Impedance
Single ended return
to pwr qr nd
10 williamps maximum
10 R ohris virimun
3.2 K ohm s% trinimuT
Cargo element signal processors installed in the Ps shall
utilize an indication of which P1 bar been selected for use
to diret:t command data and the PS control discrete to the
correct interrogator. One of two circuits f ron +-I a forward
load control assemblies (LCA 02 and 03) shall contain a 26
VDC signal indicating which of the twc interrogators has been
powered on. Interfaces with these circuits at the PSDP shall
be used to provide limited control power, as required, for
the FI. The characteristics of the tuc circuits shall be as
follows:
Logic '1' state (FT on)
	 24 to 32 VDc
Logic 1 0 1 state (PI off)	 0 plus 2.5, minus 0 VDC
Maximum Current	 125 irilliamrs
Termination
	 Single ended return to
power grcur,d
Circuit protection shall be provided in the caran element
user unit such that overloads shall not fault the fusin3 in
the LCA • s.
If a power return line is required in the Cargo element user
unit, power return for Pus A. P or C shall bf used.
8. 3. 3ggLpy_ MDetachgd Payloa ds, The Gxk iter
Payload Interrogator shall; provide a 'tent pipe , mode for
detached payloads to permit the remodulaticn of received S-
Band signals onto the Fo-band returr link carrier. The Ku-
band si gnal processor €hall accept the demcdulated siQral
from the payload interrogator and, as a functicn of its
frequency content, route the signal, it response to external
commands, to either the narrowtand charnel (Channel 2, mode 1
or mode 2) or the wideband channel (Channel 3, mode 2).
Received data modulated on a single sutcarrier and havin g its
highest frequency component less than 2 MHz, shall be routed
to the narrowband channel. Data modulated on sore than one
subcarrier and/or havinc f recruency cotrFonents betweer 2 MHz
and 4.5 MHz, shall be routed to the videbard channel.
8.3.4 n::gjB FeO dezvoug F0 ar In erfac Z.
8.3.4.1 Eps.§ ve-,t de 
-
CbA_racterist ics . The rendezvous radar
xkhal.l have the interface characteristics defined in 1'abie
0.3.4. 1-1 when operatin g
 in the passive mode.
8.3.4.2 &Ctl yg_= N+ g C ay&_&eristics. The rendezvous radar
shall have the interface characteristics defined in Table
8.3.4.2-1 when operating in the active rode.
j3C Faris 69A (Oct 73)
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005iMEN Ta11.3-4.3    ^,p^,p isr	 The payload shall be
specified with a transponder that is compatitle with the Ku-
band rendezvous radar. The transpcnder characteristics arp
TSD.
I
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TABLE 8.3.1.1-1 PRINCIPAL PI TRANSMITTFP CRARACTEFISTICS+
w—wZ.--------------w--_r..n+._ -----------—._—wrrr—rr_r
PAFAMETEF	 I	 VALUE	 I	 UNITS 1	 NOTESI---------,-----------------
IDOD/L-Band Frequency rangel
1	 (SGLS) 11761,721  to 1	 MHzI J1839.795 I
1
INAEA/S-Band Frequency
i
I
1
1I P&nge; 1 i
I	 STD?: 1202 5. 8334 00 to 1	 M}?z
1 12117.916600 1
1	 DSN 12110.243056 to I	 MHz1
------------------------
12119.792438
-__--_	 _-
1I --- --------I ...
ICarrier Frequen yITo}e^,ee S4-cA, ,+`l
------------
I____
I	 t0.0012
I
_---------
I	 ><
i
------ ----
Ii--------------
ICarrier Phase Noise
I----
I	 510 IDegrees FYSI-------------------------
ICarrier spurs
r-_--------- ------- --___
-1 _-- _--------
i	 S -	 w
I-----------
1	 dEc
i---
ICarrier Sweep Ranqe 1 1
1
I	 NASA	 ( Wide) 1I	 t'75t5 II	 RHz
DOD	 (hide) I	 t55t5 1	 kHz
1	 NASA/ror (Narrow) 1	 t 33l3
------I--------- 1	 kHzI-____.____._I --------------------------
I Carrier Sweep Fates 1 I
I	 75 KHz Fang e&a# t% # ^^ i 1	 1013 I	 KHz/sec
I	 55 KHz RangeCrVoo"*= I	 1013 1	 XF.z/sec
1	 33 XHz Range ^,W*M6n..I 1	 250175
---------
I	 Rz/sec
----------I--------------------	 -----
IEIRP--High I	 +29 win
I
I	 dER
1	 Medium I	 +19 win 1	 dEm
I	 Low1 I	 -4 min( 1	 dEmi
I-------- ---
 Appendix
I C for in-
Idividual
Ichannel freq.
iselections
(i)
I
I
I-------------
I
1
I
1-_ ----------
IThreF sel ect-
fable levels
lat antenna
linterface.
at Orbiter interface.
0.2 MHz to 16 GHz from
(1) Steady state error for
bandwidth oop
carrier
vo go
aeided -racking
!SC Fora 69A (Oct 73)
y	 ^	 j
^
_I1F( Flux Density at l Orb-1
i Acquisit ion 1 i . ? I x ► o - "
,
IWt s /Sq. N.tr 1 cone at 2200	 i
1	 Threshold I A 10 " j uts/sq. ktr IFHz
1	 Tsackina:	 ti	 ;^ ,, (^,;^,;i ^ xra' , 2 IWt,s/Sq. Mtrl	 1
1 In Lack PAK I ) • is r+ 	 t ll) I wts/Sq. Mtr I	 1
(i) vJrc L NGT tc;k l:a ^-R>";^ AF Clt
IAN No	 SHEET 8 o f 1$
ICD NO.	 2-19001	 RE v F
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TABLE 8.3.1.2- 1 PRINCIPAL PI FBCEI rvs CP.ARACTEFISTICS*
I	 PARAMfTEF I	 VALUE i	 UNITS
I -------------------------- I----^._^—^— I-----------
I DOD/L-Band Frequency Range 1 220 2. 500+ to I	 MHz
1	 (SGLS)
1
12297.500
1
.
I
I
I
(NASA/S-Band Frequency
1
I
I
I
IRange: 12200.000 to I	 MHz
I	 STDN 12300.600 1
1	 DSN 12290 . 185185 to I	 MEz
1 12299.814815 1
1-------------------------- I--------- --!-----------
I Noise Fiqure	 (Max) 1	 7.0 max. I	 dP
I --------------------- ----
lCarrier Acquisitior. Sweep
1-------_^._
I	 8!)
-- I----------
I	 KHz
I !Fange	 (N.in)
--------------------------
1
---------------
I
i
ICarrier Phase Lock Time
I
1
	
55
I------------
1	 Sec
I-------------------------
ICarrier Sweep Range
I --------------- I
I
------ ----
I
1	 Minimum I	 1112 I	 KHz
i	 Maximum {	 1132 I	 KHZ
--•----------------------
I	 Modulation Index
-
I--------------
I	 1.0±1074
----
I----------- -{
=-------I -------------------------
IFalse Lock Imr,iunity
I--
I
I-
1
I	 Sideband Components I	 ** {
Signal ievele	 I
1----------- -------------- I----- ---
NCTES
ISee Appendix
I C for
lindividual
Ichannel freq
iselectione
{-------------
I
I
I
-------------
I
1
I -------------I
I output Frs jvwne.r Zcseew se 1 .001 to 4.5 1	 MHz ( ,-- 3 9 L pben4-
------------------------------I--------------
IFlux Density at orb. I/F 	 I
I--------•-
i
I-----------
1800 artenna
i	 Acquisition	 I 4.30x10-6 16%lts /Sq. Mtr{cone at 2200
I	 Tracking:	 Threshold	 I 1.71x10-0 ( its /Sq. Mtr IMHZ
i	 In Lock	 1 1.08x10- s Iwts/Sq. Mtr I
1	 Maximum	 (
-- 
------------------------	
•--------
6.28x10-3
--_-__
IWts/Sq.
-------
I
Mtr1
--- 
1 _.._--------_-1-
AG/T	 (Gain/Temp)	 1 -38.9 IdP/ degree K)
I--------- .---- ------------- I --------------- I--------- I------x-------
Ilnput Phase Noise rAA,	 '*)	 1 15 1	 degrees	 I
x_____-_----- I------_--- I---------------
I <17 I	 RFz/Sec	 i
I	 < 67 {	 KHz
<10 i	 d1
9	 PM 1	 I
I	 PM (FSK)	 or {
I	 FM (FS K) I	 I
(	 2.9 to 4.4 I V-F/V-FMS I
I_______________________
I Freq. Shift Rate
(	 Freq. Shift
1---------------------------
ICarrier SuppressionI -----------------I----------
I Modulation Type=
I	 Carrier
1	 Subcarriers
I Pent Pipe Litritinq Patio
)S^ Fot!a 69A (Oct 73)	
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*	 At orbiter interface
** To preclude false lock no periodic •odulaticr. coiponents 	 {
greater than -29 dbc shall be allowedwithin 250 xfiz of the
carrier f requen^y.
	 4
*** Referenced to the RF PI input /output port.
0
i
i
I
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TABLE 8.3.2.1.2-1 STANDAFD TELEMETRY SIGNAI AEQUIPENENTS
I	 PAPANETEF
1 -------------- -----------
1 Wavefortr
1
!Modulation
I
Isubcarrier Frequency
I
I
I sutcarrier Harr^onic
I Distortion (Max)
1
Isubcarrier Frequency
(Stability over 1 hcur
1
IP/L Modulation Index
I
1 Pit Rate
1
{Bit Format
I
1
1
(Data Asymmetry
I
IFit Rate Stability
IjData Formattinq Regts.
1
ITransition Density
I
I
I
1	 VALUE	 I	 UNITS	 1	 NOTES
ISinuscidal	 1	 -	 I
I	 1	 1
1	 PSR, t 90	 I	 >regrees;	 I	 (1)
1	 1
I
	
1.024	 {	 MHz	 I
1	 =0.01%	 1	 1
I	 I	 I
I	 S1.0	 I	 i
i	 I	 1
1	 I	 t
	
<0.01
	 I	 %	 I
I	 I	 i
1	 I	 1
1.0 t 0.1	 { Fadians
1	 1	 t{	 16, 8, 4, 2, 1	 I	 kbps	 I
1	 I	 I
INRZ-1,M or S, I	 -
lor FiO-L, M,	 I	 i
Ior S	 {	 !
I	 1	 t
I	 <2	 I	 x	 t
I	 t	 I
I	 >0.01	 1	 i{	 I	 1
I	 Sep Paragraph 8.2.1.1	 1
1	 1	 1(t64 transitions in 512 bits I
I	 1	 !
12:6U cons• cutive bits W/o	 I
Itransitiom	 1	 1
(1) The data tits and sut-^ airier phase Bray be acynct.rorous or,
if synchronous, no specific relat onshiF is required.
)s o, Form 69A (Oct 73)
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TABLE 8.3,.2.2.1-1 PSDP TO PI CATA 'INPUT ELECTRICAL
INTERFACE REQUIPfMEN'PS
1	 PArZAMETEF	 1	 UNITS	 I	 VALUE	 1	 NCTES
-------	 ------ I-------	 -..1------- ---
ICarri.er Modulation	 i	 I	 PM/FSki
I	 I	 1	 1
(Modulator Type	 1	 I linear	 I
I I
IModulator Input Bandwidth 1
	
WHz	 I 1 to 200 13db, One-
1	 I	 I	 (Sided
I	 I	 I	 1
ISignal Level
	 I	 bolts	 I	 (1)	 1
I	 I	 I	 I
Road Impedance	 I	 chrs	 1 75 t 5	 1
I	 1	 1	 I
1Load Termination
	 I	 IDifferen- I
I	 I	 Itial,	 I
1	 I	 lbalanced	 I
I	 (	 Idirect	 I
I	 I	 (coupled	 I
(1)
	 1.0 to 8.0 t 10% peak-to-peak line-to-line (0.2 5 A S 2. 5) .
The phase deviation shall be directly Fropertional tc the
amplitude of the input signal. The linearity 'of the phase
modulator shall be maintained to withir. 101 frcr 0.2 radians
to 2.5 radians when measured from hest straight line.(1.0 t 0.1 volts P-P, L-L, is equivalent to 0.3 radians;
8.0 t 0.8 volts, P-P, I-L, is equivalent tc 2.4 radianF.)
)SC Farr Ue A (Oct 73)
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TABLE 8.3. 2.2.2-1 PI TO PSDP CATA OUTPUT ELECTFICA.L
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
1	 PARAMETER	 I	 UNITS	 I VALUE	 I	 NOTES
(Output Freluensl Ptiro,wsc I	 MHz	 1.001 to 4.51one aided,
13 dB
i	 1	 I	 1(Output Signal Level	 1	 VRMS	 1 2.010.4 1Not to exceed
1	 1	 I	 16 volts P-P,
i	 1	 I	 II-L.
1	 I	 1	 1
ILoad ImpendaLce	 1	 ohms	 1	 75±5	 1
I	 1	 i	 1
ILoad Terwination
	 1	 IDifferen- 1
1	 I	 itial,	 I
I	 I	 (balanced	 I
I	 I	 Idirect	 I
i	 1	 (coupled	 1
I
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TABLE 8.3.4.1-1 RADAR PASSIVE MODE
ELECTFICAL INTERFACE CEhRACTLFISTICS
---------------- -------------------------__--_------------
i	 Parameter	 I Dime rsion I	 Value
--------------
	
---	 —-
i	 Notes	 1
----	
--- --------- ----
I 1. Target Type
------ -____--_--
1
------	 ----- — 
------------I-----------------------
I Size	 IMenter z 11.0 Minims r 1f	 (1)	 y
IScintillationl ISwirling Case I target	 ITarget stabilized	 I
ICharacteris- I I fin 3 axes to an	 I
I tics	 I I 1 angul ar rate of TBD I
I	 I
------------------
1 Ideg/sec.	 I
 -_--_ ------------------ Ii
12.	 Radar
-------------- ----_.____________---_._-
I
-_I
I	 Operating IGHz INominal Minimum at	 1	 (2)	 I
I	 Frequency 1 113.779 1	 I
1— --------------------------------- -- --- ------------------- --- I
13. Antenna Characteristics
---
i
__.r------------------------I---------------------------------
I Sidelobe	 I dt • 120 irinimum I	 I
I	 Irelative I I	 I
1	 Ito I I	 0
i	 Imainteam I
-
I	 I
------
	
-------------------I-------------------------------------
14. Transmitter Power i
___.----______________I__ ----------------- .___.__.________.
IEIRP	 Idbw 152 peak
.--------
IAt	 13.779GHz	 (3)	 i
IPRF	 Ipulses/ Inominal 7000 and 3000	 IPFF varies with	 I
i	 Isec
----------- --. ---------------
I
_.... 
-----------
Irange	 i
------ __— -------------
15. Receiver
----------------------------
---------___--__--_----_-___-----------
iI
INrrise Figure Idb 15 1
(1) Radar s ysteir is designed to detect a 1 tr z scintillating
target at 12 NM with a probability of detection of 0,99.
Anqulbr searchfield varies with ran ge from a 20 degree half
angle cone at 12 NM to a maximum of a 30 deqree half angle
cone at 6 NM or less.
(2) 5 frequency, 4 step frequency diversity - 52 MHz per step
during searchf acquisiticn and tracking.(3) Peak and aver aq(, power vary with range and duty cycle. 1'nxty
cycle varies with range frolr aFFroximately 0.001 to 0.3.
Peak power selectable - medium and lcw power selections
provide nominal reductions of 12 or 24 dB respectively.
Autocratic switch to TWT typass (apFrox. 40 dB reduction in
transr-itted powk*r) at shcrt ranges.
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TABLE 8.3.4.2-1 RADAR ACTIVE NODE ELFCTFICAL
INTEFFACE CHARACTERISTICS
I Parameter !Dimension)	 Value	 I	 Notes	 I
1 1. Target Type	 I
{-----------------------------------	 -----!
!Transponder I	 I	 (Target carries	 I
(Pulse Beacon I
	 I	 !coherent pulse
I	 I	 I	 Itransponder which I
I	 I	 I	 Iretransnits ampli- I
I	 {	 1	 i f ied replica of re-1
!	 I	 I	 Iceived pulse.	 I
I	 {	 I	 (Beacon carrying	 I
{	 (	 Itarget is stabilized
I Iin 3 axes to TBD
! ( { Ideg/sec each axis.
I-------------
1 0perat^ng
I ------- —
In.
1-------	 ----	 -------1-------------------
11.8241410• Detection I
IRange I 1100 miniirum
------	 ------
I
-----_.._--
	 ____
12. Beacon
I--------------------------
Characteristics
--
 --- ---------------- -- ----
I,---------------
IMinimum Idbm (TBD (Function of target
I Detectable I I I antenna and re-
Isignal
---
I
--- ---------
1 
___—__^.-----------
Iceiver sensitivity
1-----___ __..__----__I-------
IEIFP
---
I
I dbw
--- --------
I-
1 TBD
---------------------
I
--1 ___------------__ -_1-----
(Coherence
---
I
I
---	 ------
{
(TBD
___-_----.__--_-_
iI----------------_-_-I------ -
IDelay
I---
INsec
I-----
11010.1 1
------------ ------
{-------___----------y_-_-----------__--------------
13. Radar Characteristics
-- 
------------------------------ ----------_
—^ __---------------I
ITransmit IGHz 113.883
I Freq. 1 '11	
_._N^.__.--___ 1(------------------
-------------
I---------
(Receive Freq.IGHz
1----------
113.883 Isame as radar
! i I Itransrrit freq.
i I 1t5 MHz
I------------ I"-_---
I Antenna side-1db rel-
{------------	 ------I-------------------
120 minimun 1
Ilobe level lative to I i
I Imain beam) 1
I-------------
ITransmit
I---------
IdB
{_______._
152 peak
(Power EIRP
IPFF I s 1pulses 1228 search and track 1For range greater
1 Per sec. I ...... I -than 9.5
I - 16970 Track IRange < 9.5 NM
------------- 0 --------- ^.+----------------•_•___- ^_------------------
1SC Form 69A (Oct
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TABLE 8.3.4.2-1 RADAR ACTIVE MODE ELEC7P1CAI
INTERFACE CRARACTERISTICS (Continued)
	
Parameter IDimensionl	 Value	 Notes	 I
-	 - 
I--------- -- ---	 -- ^_^.^-------_...^ .. __ I
(Pulse widths Iusec.	 (Dual 4.15 and 0.122 	 (Used in search	 I
I	 I	 I	 (range.	 I
!	 1	 1 1. 15	 (Used for search and i
I	 1	 I	 Itrack when range	 I
!	 i	 I	 1>9.5 NM	 I
1	 t	 10.122	 (Used for track when)
I	 I	 i	 I range c 0.5 1110,	 I
I------------- I--------- I ---- -- --- -------------- I ---- - ------------ I
1 Se%% ever	 I db	 15	 1
I not se Figure I
	 I	 I	 1
------7------------------------------------- ------------- ------
1
1SC Form 69A (Oct 73)
IAN NO	 ItF+EET16 OF 18
ICD NO.
	 2-19001	 1 REV I:
SQ-15?&---
TABLE C.2-1 NASA/DSN CHANNEL 6 FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS
Channel iTranaait MHz I Receive ?Mz
1	 850 1 2290.185185	 1
1	 851 1 1	 2290.55555E
1	 852 1 2290.9259"	 11	 853 1 2291.2962-o	 1
i	 854 1	 2110.243056 1	 2291.666667	 1
1	 855 1	 2110.584105 1	 2292.037037	 1656 1	 2110.925154 1	 2292.007407	 1
i	 857 1	 2111.266204 1	 2292.777776	 11	 858 1	 21 11.607253 1	 2293.148148	 11	 859 1	 2111.948303	 1 2293.518519	 11	 860 1	 2112.289352 1	 2293.888889	 1861 1	 2112.630401 i	 2294.259259
1	 862 1	 2112.971451 1	 2294.629630	 11	 863 1	 2113.312500	 1 2295.000000	 1
1	 664 1	 2113.653549 1	 2295.370370	 11	 865 1	 2113=994599	 1 2295.740741	 1
1	 866 1	 2114.335648	 ( 2296.111111867 Q	 2114.676697	 1 2296.481481	 11	 668 1	 2115.017747	 ( 2296.851852
1	 869 1	 2115.358796	 1 2297.222222	 11	 870 1	 2115.699646	 ( 2297.592593	 11	 671 1	 2116.040895	 1 2297.962963	 11	 672 1	 2116.381944	 1 2296.333333	 11	 B -1 3 1	 2116.722994	 1 2298.703704	 1
1	 874 1	 21 17.064043	 1 2299.074074	 1
I	 B-75 1	 2117.405092	 1 2299.444444	 1676 1	 2117.746142	 i 2299.814815	 1877 1	 2116.087191
878 1	 2118.426241	 1 I879 1	 2118.769290	 I I880 1	 21 19.110 339
	 1 1Be lt 1	 21 19.451389	 1 1682 1	 2119.792438	 1 i
Dnar,e:gned Channels: 883-899
TranF." it/Receive Ratio: 221/240
JSC Forip 69A (Oct 73)	 NASA-JSC
IAN NO,
	
SHEET 170F
1coNO	 50-ia ni	 I REV
SD-152or -
TABLE C.2-2 L'OD/SGLS CHANNEL i
FREQUENCT ASSIGNMENTS
1	 1 1 RECEIVE	 I
1	 1 TRANSMIT	 ! DCE	 {
!	 ! ORBITER TO	 ! PATLOADS	 !
!	 ! DOD PATLOADS i TO OREITEP	 !
{CHANNEL 1 (MHz)	 { (MHz)	 {
{	 900	 1 176 3.721	 { --_-.. -- 11-----2202.500	 !
i	 1
i	 901	 {
11767.725
	 { 12207.500
1	 I
1 902	 t
11771.729
	 1
f
2212.500	 {
i	 i
1	 903	 1
i1775.733	 ! 12217.500	 !
I	 I{	 904	 1 11779.736	 i 12222.500	 {
i	 1
1	 905	 1
11763.740	 1
12227.50D	 1
1	 f
1	 906	 t
r1787.744	 ! i2232.500	 1
1	 1
1	 907	 ( 11791.743	 1 t2237.500	 {
I	 1
1	 908	 ( 11795.752	 1 I2242.500
I	 1
1	 900	 ( 11799.756	 1 !2247.500	 i{	 I
1	 910	 1
f1803.760	 1
f2252.500	 1{	 f{	 911	 1 11607.764	 1 12257.500	 1
I	 i{	 912	 1 i1811.768	 1 I2262.500	 1
i	 I
1	 913	 { I1815.772	 1 I2267.500	 1
!	 1
1	 914	 (
r1819.775	 { 12272.500	 !
1	 1
1	 915	 t
!1823.779
	 { I2277.500
1	 1
1	 916	 t
I
1827_783
	 1
12282.500	 {
I	 1
1	 917	 t
1
1831.787	 1
i
2267.500	 {
I	 I
1	 918	 1
I1835.791	 {
I
12292.500	 !
I	 I
1	 919	 1 1839.795	 1
I2297.500	 {
Unassigned Channels: 920-999
Transmit/Peceive Ratio: 205/256
!SC Fnc p GOA (Or(	 NASA JSC
9
mi
v
cl n
4
0D
v
Q	 ^
N
M
4J
W
5D-15$gG
I	 IAN NO	 PilE T iG OF
ICDNO
	 9- yqn,ni	 REV
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;1
